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In Our 97th Year
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Doctors Ready
To Go In New

Office Spaces

-

Doctors displaced from their offices
by the...., fire which destroyed the
Houston-McDevitt clinic here Monday
will begin treating patients in new
locations at 8 a. m. Thursday according
to Dr. C. C. Lowry, president of the
clinic corporation.
The majority of the doctors will be
located in buildings currently owned by
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
which have been hastily refurbished
and outfitted to accomodate the
physicians.
Dr. Lowry said that all of the doctors'
offices with the exception of Dr. Dick
Stout, could be-reached by callthg 7531340, the same number that has been
used by the clinic in the past.
Five of the physicians will be located
in the Convalescent Division building of
the hospital. They ate Dr. Hugh
Houston, Dr. Hal Houston, Dr. Gary
Marqitardt, Dr. Richard Hutson and
DryBailey Binford.
.-"fwo doctors, Dr. James Hart and Dr.
H. S. Jackson, will be located in .the
building that has been used in the past
as a training center for Licensed
Practical Nurses. That building is
located on Poplar Street just west of the
Convalescent Division building.
Three doctors, all in the obstetrics
and gynecology field, will be located in
the building formerly used as a
Methodist Parsonage. In that building,

which is just west of the LPN building,
will be Dr. Conrad Jones, Dr. Richard
Cunningham,and Dr. Gene Cook.
Dr. Charles Clark will be located in
the emergency room at the hospital and
Dr. Lowry will be located in the clinic
operated by Dr. John C. Querterrnous
at the corner Of 8th and Elm.
A location has riot yet been
established for Dr. Clegg Austin, a
pediatrician, but he can also be reached
by calling the 753-1340 number.
Dr. Dick Stout will locate his offices
in the building owned by Dr. Castle
Parker, a dentist, at the corner of 5th
and WabintStreets.-.Dr. Stout said that
he hoped to have his telephone installed
by this afternoon but, until that time,
emergency contacts for him should be
placed through the 753-1340 number.
The main business office serving the
clinic will be located in the former
Murray Moose Lodge Building on N.
18th St.
A temporary business office will also
be located on the main floor Opf the
convalescent division building.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
administrator Stuart Poston said
today:
think that considering all the
circumstances that the hospital and
clinic personnel have reacted
tremendously and have pitchedlin and
(See Doctors,Page 12(

bar-a lee, right, handles an incoming call. Persons desiring to contact one ot
the physicians' offices may do so by dialing 73 3-1140.
Sufi Photo bv DA Hal

PHONE SYSTEM INSTALLED:- Jim Livers and Allen Poole, right make lastfor
minute checks on the switchboard'system installed to handle calls
Barphysicians located adjacent to the Murray-Calloway Hospital, while

President Ford Calls Surprise
News Conference In Washington

attend the annual Al Smith Dinner on
conference, which was his first formal
announcements prepareillor the, midBy DAVE RILEY
Thursday before heading to Williamafternoon news con-ference. The • meeting withreperters in eight months.
Associated Press Writer
sburg for their final debate.
showing
Ford's
viewed
forces
Carter
scheduled
President's only publicly
president Ford, who has regularly
on Thursday in a different light,
a
Was
day
the
during
ent
appointm
Although he remained at the White
been accused by Democrat Jimmy
however. Carter press secretary Jody
before the news conference,
meeting,
on Tuesday, F'ord found an
House
the
and
reporters
Carter of avoiding
•
Powell joked at the' time that Carter
with Federal Reserve Chairman Arthur
portunity to criticize Carter's proposals
public, called a surprise news
might ask the networks for equal time
Burns. •
to cut the record defense budget, saying
conference today just six days after his
and turn it over to Ford.
Ford was certain to face 'questions
such cuts would make the nation weak.
last once.
This week, Carter's main theme has
about the economy and in particular
Carter has said,he wants to cut from $5
Carter was at home in Plains, Ga.,
the
been the possibilityOf a low voter
showed
which
report
s
Tuesday'
billion to $7 billion from the 'Pentagon
Ford,
preparing for his last debate With
turnout on Nov. 2, which most experts. budget.
Gross National Product sagged to a 4
i,n
night
Friday
be
will
which
think would hurt him more than Ford.
' per cent annual growth rate during the
And Secretary of State Henry A.
Williamsburg, Va.
Citing polls which show that up to half
summer.
. made a rare foray into the
Kissinger
There was no indication from the
has
those eligible may not vote, Carter
explanation for the news
possible
One
tree speech in New York
special
any
arena
had
political
White House that Ford
urged his.supporters to spare no effort
conference lay in the obvious approval
defended Ford's recor,1 or!
he
where
polls.
the
to
slackers
Co get potential
White House aides showed after Ford's
international human rights
Both Ford and Carter planned to
performance in Thursday's news

Second Arrest

Is Reported In
Drug Case Here
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named the out• Murray's solid waste disposal system was recently
the First Annual
at
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of
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with
along
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ent
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award and
the
for
trophy
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Louisville
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John E. Scott was
congratulations from Gov. Mimi Carroll.
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A second arrest in connection with
trafficking in controlled substanceS hag
been announced by local officials.
Calloway - County attorney, Sid
Easley, said that Tuscon York of
Calloway County has been charged with
"trafficking in a controlled substance,
to wit, desoxyn, a non-narcotic,
schedule two drug."
York, arrested by city officials-, has
been released after posting $2,500 bond.
Officials said that the case stems
from the same affidavits on which Dr.
James Ray Ammons was charged with
two counts of trafficking in controlled
a.
substances this past Friday.
Kentucky State Police and Murray
City Police are continuing their investigation into the case, A complete
inventory of drugs confiscated at the
Ammons home is expected to be
released later this week after they have
all been analyzed.
Officials say that at this time they do
not know if other atrests will stem from
the inveStirdlitM:—N

Swine Flu Vaccine May Be Short
In Kentucky If Turnout Heavy

Kentucky
flu clinics are being held this week,
FRANKFORT,Ky. i Al'
has not received all the swine flu
indicated that the turnout there was
lower than expected, said Dr. Mitchell
vaccine it expected, and state health
Singel, an epidemiologist in the Bureau
officials say that if there's a large
for Health Services of the state Human
turnout for the shots, the state could run
Resources Department.
short.
So far, that hasn't been a problem.
Singal said Tuesday that he expects
Swine flu vaccinations began locally
the federal Center for Disease Control
today at the MSU Livestock aod
in Atlanta to make public next week its
report of an investigation into the
Exposition Center on College Farm
deaths of. those who received the flu
Road. The vaccinations are being given
by the Calloway County Health
shots. Singel said the investigation
reportedly will show that there were no
Department and clinics will be held
more deaths among the elderly the
today, tomorrow and Friday.
The swine flu immunization program
week the shots were administered th,in
got off to a slow start in Jefferson
preceding weeks.
in
County and Louisville over the
Said that those findings might'
He
wirkend, in the wake of publicity
.encourage a larger turnout in Kenelderly
some
of
deaths
d
generate bythe
tucky.
persons who received the shots in other
However, he noted other factors may
states.
:responsible for the poor turnout.
be
rural
two
Informal reports from
over when the program was
Confusion
counties, Magoffin and Morgan, where
-,-;,..,- .f>itsreirestestiskatesseariv.z.4,A1...-...erreseremaarLaw.,c4eststrat....•a;

to start could have played a rule, he
said, as well as the fact-that flu shots
have been administered every year, but
without the sense of urgenc that
surrounds this program.
Singel said he doesn't
Kentucky has a shortage of vaccine lie
50
said the state has only gotten about
to 60 per cent of its expected allotment .
TODAY'S INDEX •
Three Sections Today
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Planners Defer Action
On Rezoning Request

er

The 'Murray Planning Commission
has deferred action on a request that
property located at 1200 and 1202
Sycamore Streets be rezoned to accomodate professional offices-.
Approval or rejection on the request,
which was submitted by Sid and
Loretta Jobs, was deferred followirig a
public hearing last night so that the
planners could study the situation
further. A recommendation on the
proposal is expected at the commission's next 'regular meeting in

tl
nte
het
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.11
•
, 71
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ssl,

November.
Eight persons appeared in opposition
to the razoning request, which, if approved, would charrge the zoning of the
to
residential
from
propetty
professional office use.

Cloudy and Cold
l
Cloudy and cool today, occasiona
upper
the
in
and.high
ending
light rain
in the
40s. Cloudy and cool tonight, low
mostly
Thursday
30s.
mid
low and
rloudy and cool, high in the low 50s.
Friday partly cloudy and very cool.

In other action, city planner Stephen
Zea 'announCed that the contract with
the state Departrient of Transportation
to implement a bikeways plan in the
city has been received and is awaiting
the mayor's signature. The contract, in
effect, will supply the city with a grant
of $5,000 to implement the plan.
Alsci at last night's meeting, the
corrunission agreed on a contract with
the Purchase Area Development
conduct a "fringe area study." The
study will involve the area near the
border of the city and just beyond the
city limits.
"We'll look at possible annexation
areas and the type of development we
want to bring about," Zea said.
It was also announced at the meeting
that a Clncinnati firm will conduct a
study to determine the best routes for
the transportation system being
operated by the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Also announced was a meeting at 9:30
a. m. Thursday at which a TVA
representative will explain a program
designed to delineate the flood prone
areas a the city.

le show sponsored by the
A TRAVELOG OF TEMPTING TOGS was the theme of the
rn last night.
Auditrirta
lovett
at
Club
Musk Department of the Murray Woman's
decorated traselog
beautiful
the
in
wear
casual
on
show
models
In the upper photo,
stage setting,
•
matrhing met. )rie%.
At left. Patricia Nesbitt models a three-pie(e pailts•Auei with
Stall 1410 In David 1011
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Presbyterian Minister's
Wife To Speak At Aglow

COMMUNITY
'Mt
)11w
CALENDAR
Wednesday,October 20
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
;leas ii Hall at seven p. m.
Swine Flu Clinics will be at
MSU
Livestock
and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road,from one to seven
p.m.
Thursday,October 21
Tetnple Hill Chapter No. 511
order of the Eastern Star will
meet at- the Masonic Hall at
7.30 p. in.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Be,a Sigma Phi will meet at
he.Ell is Community Center at
7:30 p.

Friday,October 22
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will hold its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with
Charlie and Gayle Adams as
wagonmasters. A hamburger
supper is planned Saturday
night.
Murray Chapter of National
Association
of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
at the WOW building at 9:30 a.
m.

--A1311.

Mrs. Jean Womack from
Princeton will spellk for the
meeting of the Women's
Aglow Fellowship to be held at
Ken-Bar InnisoCeilbertsville et
10:30 'a. m. Tuesday, October
.26.
Mrs. Womack is the wife of
Rev. Cordis Womack, who is a
retired minister of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. They served various
churches in Tennessee,
Kentucky, and Texas. Mrs.
Womack is an accomplished
musician, and has taught
piano for many years, as well
as serving as church organist.
She will share with the
women of Aglow, her experiences as a minister's wife,
especially as she sought the
Lord for the baptism of the
Holy Spirit. Jean and her
husband, though technically
retired, are still quite active in
local
prayer
groups,
seminars, and one-night
ministries. They . presently
attend
the
Christian

Husband-sharings is
No Therapy

Swine Flu Clinic will be at
Livestock
MSU
and
Exposition Center from ten a.
m. to five p. m.

By Abigail Van Buren
CC. 1976 by Chocago Inbune PP Y New. Syncl Inc

Fellowship
Church
in
Briensburg where Rev.
Womack teaches the adult
Sunday School Class.
Mrs. Womack is one of
many speakers who have
shared their testimonies with
the Aglow Fellowship, since it
began locally, in January of
this year. Included among the
speakers have been women
from almost all of the major
denominational churches. The
Women's Aglow Fellowship
was formed to help bring
about a greater love and unity
among women from various
churches, and women from
many different backgrounds
and beliefs are members of
Aglow, a spokesman said.
The meeting Tuesday,
October 26, will begin with an
early luncheon at 10:30, in the
Ken-Bar dining room, and
then the women will go
downstairs to the Grand
Rivers Room, -to •continue
their fellowship and sharing,
and to hear Mrs. Womack's
testimony.
All women are invited to
attend this meeting, and also
to begin to plan for the
meeting in November. A
testimony will be given in
November, by Mrs. Gertrude
Ticer, from Lynnwood,
Washington, who was healed
several years ago of multiple
sclerosis, which was so far
advanced that she became
totally paralyzed, according
to Mrs. R. Holland.
The meeting in November
will be a week early,
November 16, because of the
opportunity to get the speaker
at this time.

Your Individual Horoscope

7x.

Frances Drake

F9R THURSDAY,OCTOBER 21, 1476
L-ook in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV'
what your outlook is, according
Be especially careful in
to the stars.
personal matters, how you
project your aims, desires. Act
ARIES
with discretion, perceptively.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
SAGITTARIUS
Be patient if temporarily ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Agle".
stymied in some project in
Take: precautions in written
which you are involved. New and verbal agreements 'and
factors seem to be up for con- scrutinize all situations
sideration. Keep eyes and ears carefully. You could discover
open!
hitherto unrecognized benefits.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
( Apr. 21 to May 21) NU'
? ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Caution should be day's
You may have to revise some
keynote. Let others take the previously
made,, plans,
initiative. Stress your quiet, reevaluate condition; generefficient manner and remain in ally. Don't hesitate to ask
the background as much as questions, seek counsel where
possible.
needed.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You now have greater
Manageability must be your
freedom of choice and keyword now — especially in
movement than you have had in areas where divergent opinions
some time; can also expect and various personalities may
some invaluable help from a be encountered. Keen permember of the opposite sex.
PISCES
CANCER
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(June 22 to July 23)
Handle routine before atMake sure you have checked tempting the new or exall facts and factors before tracurricular. Gains indicated
making agreements or com- in financial matters, public
mitments. But do not quibble affairs and maritime interests.
foolishly and lose out.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /2
intellectually inclined, exBe prepared to cope with tremely versatile and outstrangers, odd situations. standingly self-reliant. You are
Pinpoint objectives: be a humanitarian at heart and
selective about activities. Step your sense of justice is best
up momentum where possible. exemplified by the Scales,
VIRGO
symbol of the Sign under which
tyk -( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
you were born. Properly
Especially favored now: educated, you could become a
career matters, opportunities to highly successful writer,
increase prestige. You may be educator, editor, novelist or, in
given added responsibility but, public life, attorney, jurist,
with it, there's increased statesman or diplomat. You
-potential.
have an artistic side, too, which
you could express most happily
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An in singing or dancing. Traits to
You have advantages over overcome: lack of emotional
others in .certain respects
and moodiness. The
they over you in others. latter is often caused by the fact
Capitalize on your talents and that, while you are extremely
maneuver situations adroitly. understanding of others, you do
New opportunities soon.
not always understand yourself.

"f1A

n

as,

DEAR ABBY: My sister and I have always been very
close. She has a fine husband with whom she has a most
First Baptist Church Baptist
happy marriage. I am 4 widow, 50, my sister is 53 and het
- Young Women will Meet at the
husband is 52.
home of Mrs. Mike Robertson
For the last two years, I have felt that my heart was
a, seven p. m.
breaking for lack of love from a man. My nerves are
terribly strained, and the doctor has advised me to get a
man.
Home Department, Murray
Saturday,October Z3
My sister says she cannot stand by and do nothing
Woman's Club, will meet at
Members of Getty/en—lege help me, so she has agreed to lend me her husband, who to
is
wo p. m. at the club house Club
.will have a Halloween most agreeable to cooperating with us.
, with Kenneth Imes and Bill party
at the Ellis Community
My sister says she would share her food to keep me from
Porter as speakers. This will Center that evening.
Cards starving, and sees little difference in this instance.
North PTC Plans
, be an open meeting.
The only thing that bothers me is wondering if God
and other games will be
played, refreshments served, would sympathize with my plight and condone such a plan. Cominjg
Events
! Ellis Center will be open and prizes for
the best We are all good Christians and attend church regularly.
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
Please base your answer on a practical basis as well as a
The
costumes given.
North
Calloway
religious one. Yours in Christ.
for senior citizens.
Elementary Parent-Teacher
NEEDS A MAN Club
Independence
will sponsor a Fall
United
Murray Business and
Methodist
Festival
Church
Will
have
at the school on
a
_
DEAR
NEEDS:
AB•
church-going
Chrisitian,
a
surely
Professional Women's - Club
will meet at the Murray yard sale at 1004 Payne Street you know that borrowing another woman's husband (even Friday, October 29.
A bicycle and fwo country
starting at nine a.m. In case of for therapeutic reasons) is inconsistent with God's laws.
Woman's Club House at 6:30p.
Since you so desperately want a man, find your own. hams will be given away that
rain,
will
postponed.
sale
be
tn. with Faye Wells as guest
Sharing a husband might .provide short-term relief but night. Children will sell tickets
• speaker.
on these three items and the
East Calloway School PTC long-term disaster. •
prize of 850 will be given to the
• Hazel Woman's Club will will have a turkey shoot at the
ABBY:
DEAR
You had a letter in your column a while room
with the most tickets
• meet at the Community school from nine a.m. to dark.
back from a woman who said everytime she got pregnant,
her husband started drinking. My problem is just the and the prize of $25 will be
Center at seven p.m.
Alpha Department, Murray opposite. Everytime my husband starts drinking, I get given to the second place
•
MOM.
Woman's
Club, will hold a pregnant.
f, Purchase Area HomeBobby
I love kids, but we've got just about all we can handle
Joe
Nanney,
makers will meet at the luncheon meeting at the club
right now.
•,chairman
of the festival, said
house
at
twelve
noon
with
Dr.
M.Stl Ballroom with Dr. Scott
Don't tell me to use birth control. I've tried several a bicycle will not be given to
Edwin Strohecker as speaker.
Pricer as speaker.
methods, and they don't work for me.
the child who sells the largest 10-14-76
You keep saying that a wife shouldn't turn her husband number of
Murray.
Squarenader*
tickets as
will
Swine flu clinics will be held
away when he wants sex because that gives him an excuse previously
announced in the ADULTS 126
at the MSU Livestock and meet in the meeting room of to find another woman. So what do you recommend?
PTC meeting notes.
Livestock
and
NURSERY 10
Exposition Center from ten a. MSU
ENOUGH KIDS
Exposition Center, from 7:30
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
m. to five p. m.
to eleven p. m. wieh Lefty Tidd
DEAR ENOUGH: Planned Parenthood for YOU, Dr. Strohe('ker To
Baby
Boy
McDaniel
•
The home of Mrs. Charles
Friday,October 22
Refreshments of individual
of Sebring, Fla., as caller. Alcoholics Anonymous for HIM and self-control for both
(mother Deborah), 1604 Tipton was the scene of a
you!
of
Speak For Alphas
Catalina Dr., Murray, Baby bridal shower held in honor of cakes, nuts, mints, and punch
Shopping for Senior Citizens Visiting dancers are welcome
were served at the dining
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30 and call Joe Cowin at 762-3393
Dr. Edwin Strohecker, Boy Mayes ( mother Kandy), Mrs. Dennis B. Burkeen, the table overlaid with a lace
DEAR
ABBY:
My
husband
to
like
policeman,
is
a
I'd
so
for information.
comment on the letter from the Passaic policeman's wife Director of the Murray State Falands' Tr. Ct., Paris, Tn., former Miss Gail Sheridan, on cloth. About forty persons
University Library, will be the Baby Girl Bell (mother Tuesday, October 12,at 7:30 p. were present or sent gifts.
who said she hated her husband's work.
Being a policeman's wife is not easy. I worry about him speaker at the luncheon Teresa ), Rt. 7, Mayfield.
m.
DISMISSALS
Ends Tonite 7:20,9:05
being killed in the line of duty. There are lonely nights meeting to be 'held by the
Assisting Mrs. Tipton in the
Mrs. Cynthia A. Ball and hostesses' duties were Mrs.
when I wish he were at home with me and the baby. He Alpha Department of the
"Against A Crk'd Sky"(G)
works hard and has very little time off.• After duty hours, Murray Woman's Club on Baby Girl, Rt. 2-Box 118, Jerry Sheridan . and
Mrs
he's in court, on the telephone or examining those arrested Saturday, October
23, at noon Paris, Tn., Ricky D. Cun- Ernie Sheridan.
for driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
ningham,
VISIT HERE
1624 Magnolia Dr.,
Games were played with
But my husband is happy in his work even though at the club house.
Mrs. Thelma Eckerdt and
Murray, Mrs. Josetta I. Mrs. Harold Elkins, Mrs.
Hostesses
will
be
J.
T.
Mrs.
policemen
are sometirnes called "fuzz," "the heat" or
- •
Upchurch, Rt. 1-Box 245, Tidwell, and Mrs. Darrell Miss Janette McNamara have
"pigs." And TV, too, has pictured them as super-cops, Daniel Rodden, Mrs. Helen Springville, Tn.,
Mrs. Shirley Sheridan being the recipients returned to their home inMOST SNOCILINC EPISIXX
Hodges, Mrs. C. L. Shartrigger-happy fools or even robots.
Fairmont, Nebraska, after
IN THE HtSTORY Of NOWA SURVIVAL'
I'm proud to be the wife of a policeman. When someone borough, and Mrs. R. A. A. Paschall, Rt. 7, Murray, of the prizes, who presented
spending a week with Mrs.
Mrs. Myrtlene,Cherry, Rt. 1, them to the recent bride.
calls tny husband a "pig," I take it as a compliment Johnston.
Eckerdt's parents of Graves
Buchanan, Tri.; Miss Monica • The -Ilonoree, wearing
because in our family "pig" is shdlt fer "Professional
a
L. Bates, Rt. 4, Camden, Tn., white and brown dotted
Count
While here they
Integrity
Guts"!
and
policeman
My
needs
'love,
patience
pant
Ends Tonite., 7:25,9:30
vjsited several places of 'InLee C. garnet t, Rt. 1-Box 65-A,- suit„,ppened her many
and support from his wife and family—and from society.
gifts for
SALWINWIII MIIAMPOMEIKOM
Sign me,
terest. Miss McNamara said
Farmington, Melvin T. the 'guests to view. She
'Me betifer whojeil
was
"MRS. PIG"
Cauley, 208 Elm, Murray, assisted by Reba Burkeen, she enjoyed visiting here very
fi(nt rikce "ith.ate see_
is u
Mrs. Linda N. Culver, 1021 Linda Sheppard, and Marla much and said the people of
DEAR MRS. PIG: ALL policeman do.
Kentucky were very friendly.
Reynolds, Paris,In., Burie E. Tipton.
Haneline, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
The WMU of Salem Baptist
•
Church met Wednesday, Miss Louise- Hopkins, 205
Starts
Motion, Hickman, Augustus
October 6, at seven p.m. at the
Tomorrow
church for the regular mon- W. Russell, P. 0. Box 349,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia
jor017le
thly program meeting.
un.
rr
tha:
mo
10
M
30
0
.f
McIntire, Rt. 8, Murray, Ms.
Oretha Williams was in
Miss • Vanessa Story, with a silver yase with yellow charge of the program on
Beatrice Jones, 309 S. 3rd.,
Regular Sessions 7.
November fifth bride-elect of and blue daisies. Guests "Tell The Good News." Each
Sot and Sunday 2 to 4
Murray, Mrs. Sylvadell
Ends Tonite 7:20,9:10
Beginners Session Sot 1072 B6
24
-41 N
Tim Erwin, was the honoree signed the bride's-book with a one present took part in the Cooper, Rt. 4, Murray, Ivan
at a tea shower held on feathered pin. Miss Overcast program.
-Brown Gream ( expired), 712
'Echoes of A Summer"(PG) Saturday, October
Perlin by Appointment
2, at the had a corsage of white carRiver Rd-, Murray.
Those attending were
Hazel Baptist Church Annex. nations.
Mesdameg Sue Foster, Winnie
.nd
No''
The hostesses for the
The beautifully appointed Crouch, Hilda , Winchester,
MAITIIMI 144111%1
prenuptial 'event overe tea table was overlaid with a Molena Armstrong, Evon
""Al
Mesdames Danny Outland, white linen cloth trimmed in Burt, Lottie
Sheridan,
1111 B‘1)%1141
th e:
Jimmy Lamb, Phil Liddle, lace and centered with an Elizabeth Matthews, Eleanor
.0‘e 1.1i0e
mae
k
jt/
- i
Harold Wilkinson, Jerry arrangement of blue and Miller, Estelle Blankenship,
happen'
Lay-A-Way Now
Thompson, Steve Knott, and yellow daisies in a silver bowl Beverly Overcast, and Miss
Dixieland Shopping
Hughes Bennett.
flanked by blue candles in Amy Paschall.
For Christmas
,center
The honoree chose to wear a silver holders. Punch, cake,
(6)LIRRAY
15)
•,
Open 6:45—Start 7:15
long blue dress and was Truts-,--and homemade mints
DRIVE „.
7t
e41
—
753-9696
Theoretically, cheese rosy
IN
TI—
Ends Tonite
presented a corsage of baby were served. All appointments be made from the milk of any
blue and yellow daisies. Her including the punch bowl were mammal, from the aardvark
Hush
lil
Fonzi &
"At The Earth's Core"
mother, Mrs. Tommy Dan in silver.
or the yak, including the
Baby Dolls
Six
Million
Story, and her mother-in-laW
Specials Good Friday & Saturday
The gifts were displayed for dolphin. Most frequently used,
"The Land That Time Forgot" Both (PG)
$1 220
Dollar Mon
to be, Mrs. Rob Erwin, were the guests to view. The
Reg. 17.99 • I.
of course, is the milk of cows,
presented corsages of car- hostesses' gift to the honoree
limber
Paint Sets
sheep or goats.The quantity of
nations by the hostesses.
was an electric skillet and her milk available for cheese
Holly Hobbie
(Acrylic Parris)
. Gift Wrapping
Miss I3renda Overcast kept bride's book.
Reg $2.00
becomes an important factor
• Rag Dolls
Open 10 a.m. till p.m. Friday & Sat
the register at the table
Seventy persons called or sine-it takes 10 pounds of milk
"Porn Porn Girls" & "Las Vegas Lady"(R)
overlaid with a handmade sent gifts between the hours of
$1 50
Reg..$6.69 $450
(10 lit 5:00 Mon.-Thurs)
to produce one pound of
crocheted cloth and adorned two and four p. m.
cheese.
Scenes from • Shakespeare
will begin at eight p. m. in the
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission is fifty
cents per person or by season
ticket.

Hospital Report

Bridal Shower Held At Tipton
Home In Honor Of Mrs. Burkeen

(CIATAPI121I)

-starts SURVIVE!

Ton. --•

-4--

Salem
Holds Meet
At Church

Gum.,

Miss Vanessa Story Complimented

Roller Skating

With Tea Shower At Hazel Church

Starts
Tom'w•

TOYS FOR EVERYONE

.4)

*Thur.-Fri.-Sato

Oct.
21,2
2,2
Days
,
Cou
pon
Dow
nto
wn
Save a Bundle during Murray's
Shop with these Participating Merchants
Corn Austin
Littleton's
National Store
Wallis Drug
Graham-Jackson
The Speciality Shop
Dale-Stubblefield

Lerman's
Rudy's
Bright's
Scott's Downtown
Lindsey's
Murray Furniture Mart
Ward-Elkins

106

Western Auto
Twin Lakes Office Products
Settle-Workman
Jeffrey's
Thurman Furniture
Murray Supply & Wholesale Electric
Peoples Bank

Winchester Printing
Paglioi's
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
Purdom's
Parker Grocery
Hodge angfon
Kirby Vacuum Sales

Murray Ledger and Times
Holland Drug
Credit Bureau of Murray
Bank of Murray
Burnett Shoes
Mademoiselle Shop
Beale Hardware
The Cherry's
Murray-Appliance Company
Ryan's Shoes
Family Shoe Store
Furches Jewelry
Crass Furniture
Parker Ford
Federal Savings and Loan, Murray Branch

1
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Alpha Delta ()). Beta Sigma

tt
I lir
1;-'liii
Ledger

Miss Deborah Jane Garrett And
Mr. Gordon Married it Church

Phi 11()141. .1,leet, Ellis Center
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Carolyn Caldwell, Barbara
of Beta Sigma Phi held its Chilcutt, Itheanetta Coleman,
model meeting on Thursday,--Rowena Emerson, Brenda
October 7. at 7 30 p. ni at the Estes, Joyce Gibson,Sue Ann
Ellis Community' Center with 'Hutson, Debbie Lyons,
Shirley Martin, president, Jeannie Morgan, Joyce
starting with the opening Thomas, Barbara Williams,
Glenda Wilson, and Lois Ruiz,
ritual.
Committee reports were members, and Bernice
given by. Vicki Holton, Sue Crawford,specialvisitor.
Ann Hutson. and Rowena
Emerson. The social com- When you're looking for a
mittee disCussed plans for a cheese spread that's tangy
Hobo party to be held later in and delicious, here's one:
Beat one cup each of cottage
the month.
Each officer gave a briet cheese and shredded Cheddar
explanation of her duties f. cheese with one-half cup of
the benefit of the visitors crumbled Blue cheese at the
Secret Sisters for the pas highest speed on the mixer
year were revealed by ex- until smooth. Then, beat in
finely
tableipoons
changing gifts and names two
were drawn for new Secte chopped green onion, one
tablespoon prepared horseSisters for the coming year.
Refreshments were served radish and one teaspoon
Attending were Shirley prepared mustard. Cover and
Martin, Vicki Holton, Mary chill to blend flavors before
Debbie Grogan, serving on rye thins or
Linda Hodge, Ila Brown, crackers.

corsages
print. Orchid
completed the mothers' ensenibles.
Following the ceremony, a
coth4e.•
reception was held lit' the
church. Serving were Phyllis
Garrett. Patty Garrett, and
'*-1;Y ANN D ALLEN
Mary Beth Hayes.
when brought to trial, and that
Club
Magazine
Murray
The
The groom's parents, Mr.
It's that time again when
September one
minister,
George the cluck moves
and Mrs. Grady Gordon, were met on Thursday,
relentlessly
with
Burrows,
was
accused and toward noon Lunchtime iS at
hosts at the rehearsal dinner 23, at the Holiday Inn
president, when he recited The Lord's hand What can you serve
held at the Colonial, House Mrs. John Livesay,
Johnston Prayer he was declared in- school children in their brief
A.
R.
Mrs.
presiding.
Smorgasbord,
nocent. He said a girl named span of time at home?
was hostess.
butter springs
Peanut
Marc' Estes was condemned
•
the
gave
Miss Maude Nance
quickly to mind But, aren't
and
declared guilty and she thew variations so that this
devotion -which was the
Bicentennial minute. Reports was willing to die rather than convenierfee food won't pall
and run out ,Lif" favor"' Surely
were given by the various to he.
GUESTS HERE
The speaker said when the Peanut butter's great . when
chairmen.
committee
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Workcomt,ined with shredded
A card was read from the situation was investigated Cheddar. Swiss or Monterev—
man of Fontana. Calif., and
State University seriously they quit accusing Jack cheese If you like,
Murray
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Workman
Alumni Association thanking them after many innocent.,- add grated carrots, dates or
of Daytom Ohio, have
the
club for the gift of money persons were condemned and raisins to it, also.
returned to theit_hurnes after
Toasted - cheese is always a
tribute to the-rdemory of nineteen were hanged. a
as
a visit with their sisters, Mrs.
favorite Change the cheese
A discussion period followed
Also a
Woods.
Ralph
Mrs.
A. A. Doherty and Mr.
asking every now and then and exmember's
card of appreciation by her with
the popularity. You
Doherty and Mrs. Venela
for
te tend
questions
Dr.
Lawson
daughter, Mrs. Ann Varble,
might use Muenster or Brick
Sexton, and their brother,
to replace the Cheddar for
was read thanking the club for answer. "
Raymond Workman and Mrs.
Refreshments of pie and
,aritety because tltey melt
the same gift to the Woods
Workman.
,effee were served by the e'asily Or, combine the cheese
Scholarship fund.
SpeCIal
with leftover sandwich meats,
On• Group
The membership chairman hostess.
last night's meat loaf or
HOSPITAL PATIENT
session for
Separates
voting
a
conducted
Winter
Jack
corned beef. Use tomato
Phillip Tibbs of Murray has
TENNIS ELBOW
and names
members
new
or
slices
bacon
precooked
been dismissed from Lourdes
Tennis elbow may be a pain slices left from breakfast for.
tabled at the April meeting
Hospital, Paducah.
3 Off
/
1
in the neck literally as well as even inure variation
were voted on.
from
Mini
made
Pizzas
-of
figuratively. The November
One Group
Dr. Hughte G. Lawson
English
add a,p_opular_
FROZEN FOODS
Mursay State University was Family Circle reports on the 'fliiVbr tomuffins
Gowns
Robes&
picture.
sandwich
the
There's a right and a wrong 1.he guest speaker and Was work of two Canadian doctors Toast, butter and spread with
way to buy frozen fruits and. introduced by Miss Maude with the Rehabilitation Clinic canned pizza sauce, sliced
$500
of the Worker's Compensation frankfurters or other smallvegetables. According to .the Nance.
pullout-and-save freezer cookIn his talk on "Witchcraft At Board of British Columbia, diameter sausage, then sprinOn*Group
book in the November Family Salem," Dr. Lawson said the Vancouver. With 50 patients kle with Mozzarella or
broil
Jewelry
1, Scarrorze
and
cheese
buy
in
to
way
Circle, the right
whose pain was resistant to
witchcraft story started
nntil it inclts
frozen produce packed in bags 1692 in Salem, Mass., with four weeks of treatment
Add a cold grass of milk.
2 Price
1/
a
make
were
that
bags
is.to choose
directed at the elbow, the • i,ut•ct 4.0 fruit or mix a milk some teenage girls who
rattling sound when shaken. If accused of having an evil hand doctors redirected treatment •
in the blender, and there
ou have it a good lunch.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Lynn Gordon
foods are packaged in a clear upon them and were .15iiisessed to the neck cervical area of
wrap,note the color. The more of the devil by sortie fathers the spine - including one or
Freshen hair style
The Oak Grove Cumberland Juliet headpiece covered with brightly colored foods have and ministers.
more of such measures as
office to date, for a
From
Presbyterian Church was the matching lace and accented fresher flavor. Finally, before
Dr. Lawson said they ac- manipulation, neck traction, freshened hair style, keep a
train
a
with
pearls
seed
with
scene of the marriage of Miss
purchasing any frozen food cused a black girl of being the exercises and heat 'or curling iron in desk, and some
Deborah Jane Garrett and length candlelight silk illusion item, inspect it carefully. leading witch and tried to ultrasound or both. Forty- shell combs, a gold or silVer
veil edged with lace. The bride Foods
Jeffrey Lynn Gordon.
damaged make her confess, that many three patients experienced clip, whatever you like. Reset
with
Blti Coldwater
The bride is the only carried a lovely bouquet tied packages probably have lost were accused and hanged relief.•
hair quickly before the office
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. with white streamers and love quality.
James E. Garrett of Route 3,
Serving as maids of honor
Benton ( Calloway County).
The groom is the only son of were Suzy Hall and Pam
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Gordon Robertson of Murray. Miss
Lee Anna Blevins of Campalso of Benton Route Three.
The double ring ceremony bellsville and Mrs. Margaret
was perforfned by Rev. John Wisehart of Murray served as
Lovelace of Sacramento, Ky., bridesmaids. Amy Fulton was
under an arch entwined with the flower girl. The register
greenery with two doves attendant was Sherri Carlisle
descending from the top of Murray.
The maids of honor and
symbolizing the holy spirit. On
YOUR KEV TO VALUE - 516 W. Mai"
each side of the arch a white bridesmaids wore identical.
8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. Friday to 8 p.m.
off-white
of
October 21st. 22nd, 23rd
column held a basket of long gowns
greenery afid-baby's breath. pleated gauze with lace 'acTwo spiral candelabra centing the neckline, sleeves,
bearing 30 candles flanked and bottom ruffle. The fitted
each side of the columns. The bodice flowed into a gathered
family pews were marked full skirt.
Miss Amy Fulton wore a
bows and hurricane
with
three-quarter length dress of
A program of nuptial music off-white eyelet accented with
was presented by Mrs. lots of laceand ruffles, seing
Margaret Cavitt, organist, it off with a bonnet of same
and Cecilia and Roy Gene material and off-white
stockings.
Dunn, vocalists.
The groom chose Stan
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted by Robison of Louisville as his
her father and given in best man. Groomsmen were
marriage by her parents. She Rick Kelb of Taylor, Mich.,
(entire stock not included)
wore a formal length gown of Mark Pierce of Murray, and
Murray.
of
Lawrence
Kenny
accandlelight silk organza
Ushers were Kelly Park of
the more you get around, the
cented by small pleats in the
groom,
the
of
nephew
Benton,
sheer
and
bodice
fitted empire
more you need hose that look
pleated bishop sleeves with and Ikey Van .Dike of Camterrific wherever you are.
tight fitting cuffs accented by pbellsville. The ringbearer
"of
nephew
Park,
Phillip
was
We have any kind of hose you'll
small delicate lace and pearl
buttons. The bodice was ac- the groom,of Benton.
need at a low, low price.
For her daughter's wedding
cented with a Victorian
neckline with a wide sash at Mrs. Garrett wore a formal
STOCK UP NOW!
the waist enhancing the - gown of pink knit fashioned
with
neckline
draping
a
with
gathered skirt and large
87
REG.
.
Chantilly lace bordering the complimentary acCessories
formal
a
wore
Gordon
Mrs.
ruffle at the hemline.
floral
She wore an open crown three-piece gown of

itchcraft mscussed
Br Dr. Laieson it Meet

PERSONALS

es
Marcil'
Fashions

Weekend of

VALUES

SAVE NOW DURING THIS VERY SPECIAL

HOSE SALE

Wesson Oil
770

• 24 oz. Size

Fellowship Dinner Held
Br Murray Lodge Here
The Seven Seas Restaurant
was the scene of a fellowship
dinner for members of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons held on
Thursday. October 7,at 6:30 p.
m.
Special guests were wives of
deceased members. The invocation was given by Clint
-Shekel, a native of Murray
who now lives in Michigan.
Joe Lasater, Master of
Murray Lodge, welcomed the
visitors' and guests. He id
that the next dinner woin be
in the springtime at the new
lodge hall teing constructed
on the Coldwater Road.
Those attending were as

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

follows:
Mesdames Eugene Geurin,
0. B. Boone,Sr„ Johnny Reid,
J. Ob, Reeves, Hugh Wilson,
Charlie Grogan, Jake Dunn,
Carl Harrison, Chesley
Butterworth, Lenton Clanton,Herbert Haynes, Dewey
Jones, Mary Louise Short,
Frank Sykes, Raymond
Tidwell, A. B. Austin, Guthrie
Churchill, Marshall Bradley,
Cohen Stubblefield, Lola
Morton, Darrell Shoemaker,
John Workman,Lola McClain,
Peter Kuhn, Tom Winchester,
Connie Armstrong, Christine
SOuthard, George Hart, Zelna
Carter,r.- E. Crawford, and
Walter King, and Misses Lana'
' Viekey
--and'
Laster
Weatherford, all guests',
Members and wives attending were Pete Farley,
Messrs and Mesdames George
Remus, James Bucy, Gene
Darnell, Franklin Carroll,
Charles Jackson, Joe Lasater,
Max Weatherford, Norman
Klapp, Roy Harmon, Rex
Billington, Howard McNeely,
Cleo Sykes, Dickie Farley and
daughter, Shannon, Dee
lamb,and Clint Shekel,

llmrt 2

PANTY
HOSE

• MASLVOL000AaPY4P

Junior Sizes

REG
•

Irish Spring
4 for

REG.

1.00

37e
*Oath Size

limit 4

Polo Shirts
3°° 1.49

Value
• Infant Shirts
• Solid With Trim

QUEEN SIZE

PANTY
HOSE
Sheer Panty Hose

29

ARRO WOOD
HOSE

We reserve
the right
to limit
quantities

Assorted Colors and Sizes

Mesh Cloth
8 for

REG.
8 for 1.00790
voirsh Dish Cloth'

Print Cloth
REG
4 for 1 00
• Waffle Weave
• Print Dish Cloth

4 for

790

KNEE
HI'S
Stock Up Nowt

39

REG. 2 for 1.00

•

•

.
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you're mostlikelyto succeed in saving here
DAY IN- DAY OUT- BETTER FOOD VALUES!
Zesta
Saltine

Crackers

-Monte
- Catsup

Prices Good Thurs.,
Oct. 21 thru Wed., Oct. 27

Del

Be Sure To
Register Here For
The 1976 Pinto

20

Lynn Grove
Grade "A"
Large

SAVE 12

*Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch *AR You
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.

being given
away Oct. 23
by the Downtown
Merchants Assoc.

• Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to
win. 'Adults only may register. •You do not have to be
present to inn

Save 10'

Carnation
Hot

Del-Monte

Sweet Peas

y Lives

Cocoa Mix

AT THE CROPSOE PRICES

Cat Food

SaYe 20'

Fancy Yellow Ripe

Save 35'

Home Grown

Armours
Treet

Heinz

\ v)t4tc.,.gi

OUf

coupon
Delo*

NON-DAIRY CREAMER
from @nation
Needs no refrigeration!

12 oz

Fancy
Yellow Ripe

11 oz.

Save 28'

Save 22'

39'

3 lb. Bag

49'

Red Jonathan

Apples

3 29'

Pepper

t4i‘sii Deodorant

for

4

FROZEN FOODS

)
f -tit,1
5 oz,
.1 ..
' Reg. 51.41

Star-Wst•

Save 22'

3 lbs, for

Bell

Bananas

Arrid
Extra Dry

1,1.1
Ni4-4411

Turnips

Luncheon
Meat

Save 51
W ith

15'

Bananas

12 count
box
Save 11'

EASY— DELICIOUS

Frosty Whip Dessert

Buggies
Save 48'
Bath Size

Topping

Star Kist
Light Chunk

10 Count
Save 30'

01

49'

Frosty Acres 16 oz. Bag

Trash Bags
30 Gallon Size

79'

Strawberries
Fleishmann's

Egg Beaters

PRICED FOR SAVINGS
Save 26'

Govt. Inspected

Fryers

2001. bog

69'

Your Choice
Mrs. Butterworth

Lean Tender

Pork
Steak

89'

Frosty Acres Baby

Limas

Whole
Only

16 fl oz

Syrup

Field
Extra Tender

Bologna
By the Piece

%Niro

10 oz.6 Bottle

Wieners

Carton

Super Value

with bottles
or deposit

Bread

BterButter
worth's

Regular Size Round Top

Lean Meaty Boston Butt Almost Boneless

Reg. S1.89

Pork Roast

Save 60'

Fryers

Automatic Dishwashing
Detergent

Sliced
Bacon

79

Gov't. Inspected

Cascade

Worthmore

12 oz. pkg

with $10 order or more
Limit 2 loaves at this price

Listerine

King Size
SO oz

Whole Only
111 19

COUPON
Heinz
White

Vinegar
polori

Save 3$'

with this
C011,4

14 oz.

Save IT

"If You Matc Our e ua ity... You an't Beat Our Price"
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the

Right to limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m... to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week

•

4

MO, I I/
•

Guest Editorial
•

loomaCAC K

Living May
Be Unhealthy

Daily Oklahoman
Frivolity is usually off base
when commenting on an admittedly serious matter. But the
time must surely come when
Americans recognize that legislation alone cannot inspire moral
rectitude and-or social responsibility.
Health warnings on packages
of cigarettes, for example, are
probably justified, although it is
questionable how many smokers
have been "scared" into quitting. But where are we to draw
the line in our brother's-keeper
role?
Forty-seven senior federal and
provincial civil servants in Canada recently requested that Canadian Health Minister Marc
Lalonde proceed with a regulation requiring a warning on
labels of alcoholic beverage containers to the effect that immod-

10 Years Ago

erate consumption may be injurious to one's health.
With Oklahoma's traffic death
toll nearing the 600 mark, should
we perhaps require that every
car sold in the state bear a windshield sticker saying, in effect,
that if driven carelessly or improperly "this vehicle may be
injurious to your health and well
being?"
might
warnings
Similar
logically be extended to boats,
shotguns, power saws and mowers and, conceivably, even bathtubs.
What is really needed, though,
is a stamp which the attending
physician might apply at birth to
every infant: "Caution — without a modicum of common sense
everything you do from now on
may be injurious to your
health.".'

hEARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens wW receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartlirie: I have filed a claim for
Social Security retirement benefits
which will start in two months when I
-reach age 62. However, my retirement
plans have changed and I will probably
work full time until the end of the year.
What should I do about my claim? T. R.
Answer: Advise the Social Security
office of the change in your plans so
that you can find out what benefits you
could receive based on your new earnings estimate. Benefits will be
withheld for months that your estimate
shows would be subject to deductions
because of your earnings.
-Next -January, when you will know
your actual monthly and total earnings
for this year, you may select a new
tnonth to start receiving benefit's or you
may leave the month unchanged. Any
benefits you received based on your
estimate will be adjusted, if necessary,
tosonform with your actual earnings if
you do not select a new month.
If you do select a new month to start
your benefits, you must withdraw your
initial claim and file a new claim. Any
benefits received for months prior to
the new month selected must be
returned to Social Security.

John Anderson is pictured waling the
joints of the last secUons of conduit
being buried along Main Street which
will house telephone cables. This is a
part of Southern Bell's project, to increase facilities to the southwest area
of Murray.
Deaths reported include Clay
Thomasson,age 67.
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine of
Kirksey will observe their 52nd wedding anniversary on October 25.
Miss Patsy Lee Hutchens, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Basil Hutchens, and
James B. Neale, son of Mrs. Ruby
Neale, will be married on Wednesday,
November 23.
Births reported include a girl, Amy,
to Mr. and Mrs. Millard Carman on
October 16, and a boy,Stephen Clark,to
jAr. and Mrs. Martin Wells on October
13.

Harvey Dixon, Yandall Wrather, W.
R Perry, Lowell Palmer, Marvin Hill,
and Rudy Hendon, districi soil conservation supervisors, are pictured as
they attended the recent State Soil
Conservation Convention at Ctunberiand Falls.
Will Nanny, an 82 year old farmer of
the Coldwater Road, is pictured today
in an ad for Ryan Milk Company.
Deaths reported include Charlie
Pagpy) Williams, age 81, and Mrs.
Cecil(Eula)Beaman,age 68.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Henderson County 48 to 25 in the
homecoming football game at Murray
High School.
Mesdames Glindel Reaves, Josiah
Darnall, Hattie Laura McConnell,
Juliet Holton, Howard Olila,„Ed Fenton,
and Richard Farrell presented a
musical variety program at the
meeting of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

Bible Thought

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

123

Wasbingtet, D. C. 20515

All U

Pepresentoteres
S Senators and

reached by telephone by dialing
Capitol
202 224-3121 where a U S
you with the of
operator will connect
hoof of your choice

may be

State Level

The Murray Ledger & Time;1

Second Class Postage Paid of Murray
Ky 42071
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per month. payable ,.
on Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin Mayfield Sedaho

by carriers
advance

and

52 25

By

mo,1

Formtngton

Kr •

anti

Ports

Buchanan and Puryear Tenn $1500
destinations
per year By mail to other
$30 00 pr year
Member of Assoctoted Press Ken
tucky Press Association and Souther,
Newspaper Publishers Association

or
Ports 7, flknyfloki, Ky. 42044
Wt.Rep. Itromseft C. hoes (DI
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frankfort, Sy. 10601

or
12071
201 S. 3rd St., Norm,Ky.
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Frankfort, fly. 4060
SI
42011t
P. O. km 85, Magi, Ky.

'Let's Stay Well

New Anticancer Drug

/74- Festival

Of Men's wear
prices good thru Sun-Oct. 24

.
) Leisure Suit
Men's

ri •.
•
111
Sr.

95% polyester
7% nylon
reg 16.00

3oo

•

Wal-Mart has a huge
selection of high fashion

e
„

-tread
Jogger surebottom
suede toe guard
sizes 61
2-12,
/
2/
2-6
1
c00
reg 6.99

which the entire breast, regional
lymph nodes, and parts of adjacent muscles are excised Except
in selected cases, the radical
procedure is considered unnecessarily severe and mutilating.
4n the judgment of some.
removal of the lump, along with
a segment of the breast, is sufficient,for limited early cases. In
others. all of the breast (simple
mastectomy)is done without dis-

% Off

our regular low price
selection is good so hurry

2/$1

reg 86'

,A#4,-#"

4'UVr.t••..-•e•e••%#11`1""Ailit#Itteffilltkettftiivi•11410041414116001b#60445404c100,,':'#`4,

Colored Underwear
Men's Fruit of the Loom
50% dacron/50% cottonni$200
reg 1.73 ea. L

-

,gaglise.•
414.01anati,

Suede Tie

sizes 7-11

*suede leather uppers
Ron-slip sole

750
reg 9.99
4..#447astat•1401211110fir#0•4~%

e .1#

Men's

emergency treatment and hospital care.

Q Mrs. F.R. wonders if someis wrong with her because
she has more sexual desire five
years after menopause than she
had before it
k Be thankful and enjoy your
blessing. Your experience is
. similar to that of many oiler
healthy women who have an
upswing in their sex drive at that
period in life, probably because
they no longer fear pregnancy
from intercourse and because
the we of a contraceptive Ls no
thing

necessary

. -1.M

Dress Shirts
50% Poly/50% Cotton

/13 ANno3sia

serious illness that can result in
death It is characterized by
rapid breathing (hyperventilation that is related to a condition
in the blood known as acidosis,
stupor advancing to coma and
signs of shock (fall in blood pressure, sweating, thready pulse
Those suspected of having
aspirin poisoning require

reg 6.97
,0104.•**04,_

•

2/10

Men's Polyester Double Knit

Slacks

•
tly,taida_MIM

kind of surgery. The radical
operation (mastectomy) is being
increasingly challenged in

combination. These have been
toxic to the blood cells and bone
marrow.
Therefore, it is heartening that
the Food and Drug Administration recnetly approved for
research use a new anticancer
drug. chloratotocin. It has been
effective against cancer cells in
dose levels which have significantly damaged bone marrow:
The studies will be at Georgetown University's Lombardi
Cancer Research Center, under
Philip Schein. M.D. its chief of
oncology. This new chemical
will be used on advanced cancer
cases which have not responded
to other therapy.
If these research stikbes show
favorable results, as appears
probabie•chlorozotocin could be
a useful addition in treating
breast *and other cancers effectively and safely.
,
Q. Mrs. CF. wants to know the
symptoms of aspirin poisoning.
A. Aspirin poisoning is a

now at this low price of

Dress Socks

By F.J.L Blasingame, MD.
secting the lymph nodes and
mtscles.
Much depends on the age of
the person (the younger the victim. often more guarded the outlook for permanent curet the
location of the tumor, its
microscopic characteristics, and
whether any nodes can be felt.
Modern scanning devices can
detect bony extensions much
earlier than X-ray. Extensive
surgery is useless if the tumor is
already present in bone, even in
a minute amoialL
In other words, the choice of
surgical procedure is coMplicated and requires professional
experience and judgmert.
In addition, the choice and
timing of chernotherapyis far
from simple. Research evidence
points clearly to the benefits of
chemicals combined with appropriate surgery. Some
specialists prefer giving the
chemotherapy early (a few
weeks after sa-ger)'). One or
more chemicals may be given in

WestYoke
ern
Shirts

Men's

,• •.:.

A new anticancer drug offers
researchcrs hope that it will be
effective withoit causing bone
marrow damage It could he
useful in Malignant breast
tumors and others
Treatment of cancer of the
breast has undergone a number
of modifications in recent years
A combination of surgery and
chemicals (chemotherapy) is
used in most cases, along with Xray therapy in certain isKitanCRS.
Authorities differ as to the

Hiway 641 S
Benton,Kentucky 527-1421
Hours 9-9 Sunday 1-6
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20 Years Age

Heartline: Will Medicare help pay for
my special orthopedic shoes that I must
have made for me? D.C.
Answer: The only way that Medicare
helps pay for special orthopedic shoes
'
is if they are attached to leg brace.
Heartline: My mother is very old and
tends to lose her Social Security checks.
I have had to request to have several
If ye do not forgive, neither
checks reissued to her. Could I have her
will
your Father which is in
'
take
can
checks sent to me so that I
heaVe forgive your trespasses.
care of them? G. A.
Answer: If your mother is truly inMark 11:26.
capable of handling her benefits, a
Is there someone who has
representative payee could be
done
something you just can't
designated to receive and manage the
funds for her. If you are the person forgive? If so, you're bringing
your own harsh judgment
most concerned with taking care of
your mother, you would, in all
against yourself.
probability, be selectedlis her payee.
If you believe that in her own best
interest your mother should not receive
her own Social Security checks, you
should cetact any Social' Security office. Your mother's physician or
Federal Level
other medical source will then be
"Doe" Neddlostos(0)
Mitre
Soo.
U.S.
contacted to determine his opinion of
3327 Dirks's, leading
her capability.
Waskington, D. C. 20510
If your mother cannot keep track of
the check itself, but still is able to direct
U.S. SOO. VloadeM N. ford (D)
4121 Dickson'lead*
expenditures for herself, she could
Wasbington, 0. C.ism
arrange to have her checks sent
her
into
deposit
for
bank
a
to
directly
U. S. Rep. Carroll Stebbord, Jr.(D)
sgvings or checking account.
Canon Noose Office Ilkiatiina
OTHER PAPERS SAY
The Secret Service is taking no more
chances with the President's safety.
Before he dives into the White House
pool, an agent now makes sure there's
water in it. — Rough Notes.

•
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Palestinian Forces
Claim They Have
Recaptured Area
BEIRUT, Lebanoril AP) — Moslem
Christian
and
With the deadline for a new warlords. It appeared likely
cease-fire
nearing, that the cease-fire might be
Palestinian forces claimed observed only on the batthey. recaptured—e--- key tlefronts between the Syrian
stFOngpoint in southern army and Arafat's Palestine
Lebanon the day after it was Liberation Organization
overrun by Christian forces.
(PLO), and they have been
A Palestinian communique observing a temporary truce
said Yasir Arafat's guerrillas since the Palestinian chief and
and their leftist Lebanese SyriaTiPresident Hadez Assad
Moslem allies retook the town, went to Riyadh last Saturday.
of Marjayoun on Tuesday and
A crucial point of dispute
were fighting at close range- was the makeup of the exwith retreating Christian panded Arab League force,
troops.
that is to enforce the ceaseThe communique claimed fire and the peace plan's
Israeli forces unleashed an provisions calling for the
intense artillery barrage to return of the Palestinians to
aid the Christian militiamen. their refugee camps and tile
Marjayoun is eight miles from withdrawal of the warrittg
;he Israeli border and militias and gunmen from the
dominates the Arkoub region battlefronts.
in southeast Lebanon which
Syria wants the bulk of the
until the Lebanese war was 30,000-man force to be drawn
the chief base for Palestinian from the 21,000 troops it has
raidslinto Israel.
sent into Lebanon since last
When the Christians cap- June to prevent a leftist
tured the town Monday, victory. This apparently
Lebanese Moslems who saw would be acceptable to the
the fighting said the attackers Christians, since the Syrians
were transported in armored are their allies, and also to the
cars and helicopters bearing Moslem moderates, since the
Israeli army markings. Israel Syrians probably would
do,nied the report.
restore them to some semThe Palestinians undertook blance of power.
their counteroffensive in
But Arafat will have-a hard
advance of a cease-fire set for time selling this continuation
6 a.m. Thursday — midnight of Syrian dominance to the
Wednesday EDT — at a Lebanese leftists who have
weekend meeting of six Arab been his allies in the fighting,
leaders in Riyadh, Saudi and Ilalestinian guerrilla
Arabia.
groups that are more radical
The new peace plan worked than his PLO are considered
out in Riyadh got' a mixed certain to reject the entire
reception from Lebanon's plan.

Popsri re

*Limit Rights Reserved

P„

Cookies

Macroni & Cheese 4/$10°
Joy
c
22 oz 75

liquid
Joan of Arc
Paramount

8 Pack
(Plus Deposit)

Chili

16 oz

48'

t

79'

,60z 3/89`

Corn

Brooks
Catsup
Spray
14 oz

Lysol

$149
I

16°Lb.

Jack Robbit6t Northern

12 Oz,
Can

I Lb

28'

29 or

54'

Beans

Cut Up

FRYERS

Scot Lad

Family Pack
Lb.

Sunflower
Meal

WASHINGTON (API — The
nightmare of wartime Europe
will be relived in three U.S
courtrooms next month as
federal authorities attempt to
deport three aging immigrants accused of atrocities
against Jews more than 30
years ago. The hearings
before federal immigration
judges in New Britain, Conn.,
Baltimore and New York City
will be, in effect, this country's first trials for crimes
committed during World War
II. Government lawyers are
relying on the memories of
Jews who watched in horror
as their friends and neighbors
were beaten and slain by the
hundreds in prisons and
concentration canips.
Edison At Centennial
'Thomas Alva Edison, 72 at
the time, was an exhibitor at
the Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia 100 years ago. He
received an award for his
"Quadruple Telegraph"
which could send four,
telegrams at once over the
same wire. Western Union
quickly picked it up. It was
two years later that Frtisca
invented the electric lamp.

Hamburger,
Hunt!
1,000 Free
Hamburgers
Watch For Details

Vernor s 6 Pack
Gingerale
Scot Lod
Roll 48C

Towels

Toppingoo

l Whip

Friskies

68'

9°1

r
16 or

Dinner s
Extra Crisp

4/88'
88C

21°a,
Pure Lean

Twin Pack

Pringles

OR. BEEF

Scot Lad
16 or

Peas

4/99'

Family Pack

16 oz 32C

Applesauce

Produce
Dept.
6°Lb.

Super Select

Ducks Unlimited
Meeting

Smoked Tenderized

Golden Ripe

CUCUMBERS

BANANAS

3/49'

Lb.

Chinese

1

CABBAGE

Ham Shank Port

Jowl

Lb

49'

Lb

99'

Lb

69'

Lb

59'

Family Pack Slab
Slice Bacon

Livers
Fresh Chicken Family Pack

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family s , Limit 1„ Per Family

Folger's

A duck hunting film will be
shown and guest speaker will be
John Mechler chief of wildlife at
LBL. All members and guests are
encouraged to attend.

89'

Whole Smoked

Legs or Thighs

University Branch of
The Bank of Murray

Lb

Fresh Chicken

Thurs. Oct. 21,
at 1:00 P.M.

V

3/$1°'

Scot Farm 7 or

Washington Roundup

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
controversy over American
firms' participation in the
Arab boycott of Israel is
turning into a debate about
just what constitutes participation. The Commerce
Department says a company'
that supplies requested data to
an Arab state is complying
with the boycott. The companies disagree; many say
they have always traded with
both Arabs and Israelis and
plan to continue doing so.
More voices were to be added
to the debate today. A House
subcommittee arranged to
question Secretary of Commerce Elliot Richardson
about the boycott and U.S.
government efforts to stop it.

Popcorn

66e

Mrs Alison

Peaches

WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Consumer beef prices, on the
decline for five months, are
expected to climb this winter
because of a reduction in the
• cattle supply. But Agriculture
Department experts say they
foresee no sharp price
increases before next spring.
They declined to predict how
high above today's $1.35-apound average future retail
prices will rise.

2 Lb

Coffee
I Lb Con$1 93
Expires 10 26 76
-Good Only Al Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family I

Heinz

Heinz

Baby Food

Juices

3 oz Strained

8/$1w
Expires 1 1-29-76
Good Only At Siony's

3 oz Con

6/69'
Expires 11-29-76
Goal Only Al Sem%

I

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fomily

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Heinz

Appian Way

Ketchup

121
/
2 oz. Box

Qt69"

s 2/79'

Expires I 1-29-76
lad Oil At Yam's -

Pizza
Expires 10-26-76
Good Onty Al Siorey's

Limit I Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

,
COUPON
Unlit 1 Per F tmily

Sani-Flush

Easy-Off

Easy-Off

Auto Solid

Window
Cleaner

Lemon
Starch

COUPON 3 1 790

7 oz

594

Expires 10-26-76
6W bib Al

53'

18 oz. Aerosol

Expires 10-26-76
(rood Only At Storey's

0,534

22

Expires 10-26-76

;

'•••••
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Hard Fighting Reported
In South Lebanon Today

56'

In Our Health &
Beauty Aid Section

Bonnie Dry

Dog Food

25 Lb

$369

Mr Coffee

•

Edon

Tissue

100

75'

89'

4 Roll

63c

LbM

Kountry Kist

Peas

1 Lb.
Pkg.

. Van Camp

Hominy

100
- Field's
Finest Sliced

Coffee Filters

99'

Mouthwash 7402

Listerine

99`

G E Light

Bulbs

104

Twin Pack

Deodorant 12 oz
Coronet Ultra IV

Tissue

4 Roll

Right Guard

76t

$229

H Spray
Just

79`

Wonderful

Limit 1 With 7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products.

21°1.13,

ce
SIRLOIN STEAK

Potato Chips

Twin Pack

68c

4/88'

Kidney Beans

1 Lb 48C

14 oz

19'

5 Lb

88'

Morton House

Chili
Gel

1602

n

Je11-0

3 oz

48
'
11C

NOrthern

Facials

WIENERS

200 Ct

2/88`

Showboat 14 oz

Pork & Beans 4/88`
Gals1 29
Milk
Ryon Lo-Cal

Campbell's 1D oz

16`

Tomato Soup
Jif 18oz

89`

Peanut Butter
Parkay

Margarine

U.S.D.A. Choice

Round Steak

I Lb

46`

Lb 119
Eng Mt Cut

Lean Family Pock

Pork Steak

Lb

79'

Green Beans

16 oz

5/99C

Pork Cutlets99'
Leon Meaty Fresh

Spare Ribs
.Loin
Pork Chops

Lb

89'

Lb 99'

imemer•4;c4

DUPON

I Per F tmily

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

isy-Off

Magic

Bar Soap

emon
torch

Pre-Wash

Tone
Bath Site

88 3/89'

4 1.16 oz Aerosol
3

4

Expires 10-26-76 ,
Gad OBIT At Slorty's I

1

10-26-76
Expires
,
Ind Only At Skrey's i

wo0

$119

Close-Up

98'

"Right-wing (Christian)
militias served a --0.-Ebur
Moslem
on
ultimatum
villagers to evacuate a chain
of hamlets east of Bint Jbeil,
warning a Christian attack
also was imminent."
Bint Jbeil, two miles north
of the Lebanese-Israeli
frontier, was a major base for

Palestinian raids into Israel
before the Lebanese civil war
began 18 .months ago. Since
then, the ,Palestinians have
been too busy fighting for their
existence inl.ebanon and have
lost most of their bases alont
the border.
spokesmen
Palestinian
claimed the new attack was
mounted by Israel_ and the
Lebanese Christian's to ease
Palestinian pressure on the
garrison town of Marjayoun,
farther west and eight miles
north of the border.
Marjayoun controls access
to the 40-square-mile Arkoub
region -in southeast Lebanon,
which until the Lebanese war
was the chief base - for
Palestinian raids into Israel.
Christian forces took the town
from the Palestinians Monday, but the Palestinians said
they recaptured it Tuesday
and laid siege to a Christian
military compound on the
town's southern edge.
The Palestinians said their
forces, along with their leftist
Lebanese Moslem allies, also
seized Aichiyeh, a village two
miles north of Marjayoun,and
that Israeli gunners along the
border _began pounding the
village with 155mm howitzer
fire at daybreak.
•
The surge of fighting came
in advance of a cease-fire set
for 6 a.m. Thursday — midnight Wednesday EDT — at a
weekend meeting of six Arab
leaders in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia.

Bush 15 oz

Sugar

Armour's One Pound
Reg., Beef, or Grill

Aspirin
Toothpaste Family Size

Planters

Crackers
Showboat

31°Lb,

Boyer

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Palestinian forces reported
hard fighting with Lebanese
Christians and Israeli armor
around towns and villages in
southern Lebanon today less
than 24 hours before the 50thplus cease-fire in the
Lebanese civil war was
scheduled to start.
Beirut also had its usual
nightly heavy firing between
Christian and Moslem street
fighters,• and hospital sources
said at least 60 persons were
killed. Three rockets set fire to
a United Nations food
warehouse for Palestinian
refugees in Moslem west
Beirut.
A Palestinian communique
claimed that an Israeli infantry force supported by 60
tanks, armored cars and
personnel carriers crossed the
frontier and captured Yaroun,
a village one mile to the north.
"After taking Yaroun, the
Israeli enemy began bringing
in reinforcements in an apparent preparation for an
attack to capture the town of
Bint Jbeil," the communique
said.

Chicken of The Sea
(honk tight

Four Killed, 50 Missing
In Mississippi River Crash
LULING, La. t AP) — A
Helicopters tram the Coast
Norwegian tanker crashed Guard and tife.s, sheriff's
broadside into a. fully loaded department scanned the
Mississippi River ferry today, riverbanks, and divers
capsizing the river boat and searched the submerged hull.
throwing its passengers into
The accident Mississippi
the swift-moving river.. Four River paddlewheel campaign
people were reported killed tour three weeks ago.
and 50 missing.
A witness on a rescue vessel
said the 664-foot tanker Frosts
"ran completely over the
ferry ... pushed it upriver,
flipped it over, and it started
sinking."
The ferry George Prince
sank within 15 minutes and lay
with only a portion of the hull
sticking out of the Muddy
waters.
The singing group "StibAt least 20 survivors. were shower" will present a concert
pulled from the swift-running at the CatloWray County Public
river by a sister ferry boat and -Library Thursday;October 21,
taken to St. Charles General from 7:00-8:00 p.m. The group
Hospital. Several were performs under the direction
reported seriously injured. of Ron Hampton, Minister of
The St. Charles Parish Music and Youth at the
sheriff's office said at least 50 Memorial- Baptist Church.
persons were missing.
They have made numerous
"There were 70 to 80 people
on the George Prince because appearances in a wide area,
there were lots of foot and sang on a weekly basis in
passengers," said Jerry the Land-Between-The-Lakes
Mayo, a worker on the rescue this summer. There are Six
ferry 011ie K. Wilds that had' members in the group who,
just completed a run between are, along with Ron, Richard
Destrehan and Luling, about Newcom,George Lewis, Vicki
20 miles upriver from New Kloke, Lana_ Newcom, and Orleans. Officials said there Anne-IA.1Th .The group w:i.s
•
was no precise count of the organized in early 1975.
number of persons aboard.
"Taped orchestration is
"We saw the ship moving up used for the background
the river, and the ship blowed music with the sound system a
I its whistle) for the ferry four unique
experience," or five times, but the ferry just spokesman
said.
This
kept going," Wilds said.
program's presentation will
"The ship hit it, pushed it up consist primarily of patriotic,
river, flipped it over, and it songs and American IlerMige
started sinking. The ship kept music.
going.
"The public is invited to
The 22,850-ton tanker Frosts
this first of a series .of.
hear
anchored in the river about
two miles above-the scene. She -musicals being off&red lit the Public
was in ballast, headed upriver Calloway County
Library during -the next
to a Baton Rouge refinery.
months,"
said
Small boats were called out several
She
at points downstream to take Margaret Treva thin.
the
added
that
further
river
and
station on the broad
watch in case survivors were program will delight all
an excellent
swept down by the current, and will make
entertaininent
for
evening
of
clinging to debris or life
the entire Family.
jackets.

"Sunshower"
To Perform
At Library

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker

This
Week
Win
Last Week's
Winner

is pleased to announce the opening of his office for the practice of Chiropractic at the

Murray Chiropractic
Center
Formerly Emmert Chiropractic Center

903 Sycamore Street, Murray, Ky.
. 753-9909
Hours:
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-12, 2-6
Tues., Sat., 9.12
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Middle School Tigers
Finish With 4-1 Mark
The Murray Middle School
Tigers closed their football
season in the rain Tuesday
niglipin Holland Stadium with
12-0 win over a good Heath
The 'Tigers finished with a 4-

New Scout
SEATTLE ( AP) — Jerry
Krause has been appointed
Midwest scout for the Seattle
Mariners, the American
League expansion baseball
club has announced.
Krause, 37, scouted for the
Cleveland Indians, Oakland
A's and Chicago Cubs baseball
teams, and for the Phoenix.
Suns and Chicago Bulls of the
Basketball
National
Association. He servectPriefly
as director of player-personnel
for the Bulls earlier this year.

I mark, losing only to a
powerful Mayfield team.
Two of the Tiger wins came
over very weak teams,
Livingston County and South
Marshall while Heath and
Benton were both fairly good
clubs.
Murray scored but didn't
score near the end of the first
quarter.
Al Ball broke loose for a 66yard punt return scamper
down the left sideline for an
apparent
touchdown.
However, the play was called
back because of a clipping
penalty. ,
For the rest of'the first half
and the third period, it was
simply a combination of the
wet field and strong defense
by the two clubs that kept
points off the board.
In the first minute of the
final period, the Tigers used a

long gain from Robin Roberts
on an end-around play to move
deep into Heath territory.
Finally, with 7:21 left in the
contest, Tim Fosterearried in
from six yards out to make it a
6-0 Tiger lead. The conversion
run failed.
Only 18 seconds after the
Roberts
touchdown,
recovered a fumble on the
Tiger 55 but Murray was not
able to mount any major
drive.
With 4:48 left to go, Darwin
Bumphis picked off a pass and
made a sensational return. He
dodged and danced would-be
tacklers and a couple of times,
was hit but • still managed to
twist and work loose.
He was finally stopped on
the Heath 22 but the Tigers
were hit with a 15-yard
penalty that'took the ball back
to the 37.

RUNNING IN THE RAIN—Eddie Roquorth (34) of the eighth grade Tigers picks up a good block
from teammate Robert Sontogodo (26). Downfield is quarterback Greg Morton (15).

At the 2:56 mark, Robert
Santagado carried in from 22
yards, only to have the touchdown called back because of a
penalty.
Heath gambled and lost in
the final seconds. On a fourth
down from their own 18, they
went for the first down and
failed.
On the next play, with only
eight seconds left, Foster
carried in from 18 yards off
left tackle and the final score
of 12-0 was on the board.
Over the past two seasons,
the eighth grade Tigers have
posted a 9-1 record as this
year's frosh team finished
with a perfect 5-0 mark last
season.

(Staff Photos by Mike anmodon)

•.?

(Staff Photos by Mike Ilratidaa)

Corbin Atop 2-A Poll,
Tigers Remain Third
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Franklin-Simpson's narrow
21-20 loss to Bowling Green
last weekend only hurt the
Wildcats in the record book —
alas, that's where it hurts the
most. — but didn't cost the
State AAA' powerhouse its
ranking in the latest
Associated Press high school
football poll.
By hanging close to Bowling
Green, the No. 1 team in State
AAAA, Franklin-Simpson
managed to hold off Danville
in a tight battle for second
place in State AAA. FranklinSimpson garnered 130 votes,
18 less than No. 1 Erlanger
Lloyd, while Danville held the
No.3 position with 125 points.
Newport Catholic remained
fourth while Glasgow,5-2, took
over fifth on the strength of a
38-6 romp over Russellville.
The Scotties replaced Union
County, a 35-10 loser to
Owensboro Catholic.
Boiling Green remained a
comfortable leader in State
AAAA, while Trinity, Lloyd,
Corbin and ,.Harrodsburg
remained
atop
their
respective divisions.
The State AAAA and AA
ratings were the same as last
week, with Bowling Green on
top in AAAA followed by
Henderson County, Ashland,
Owensboro Catholic and
Lexington Lafayette, while
Corbin, Mayfield, IVIurtay,
Bardstown and Scott County

Bowling
Sandings
TOUGH TO BRING DOWN—Quarterback Greg Morton (15) was a tough man to bring down
Tuesday night. Here, Morton scrambles to the outside for yardage. In the background are Quentin Walls (71), Robin Roberts(88)and Eddie Requarth (34).

END AROUND—Robin Roberts(MI)of the Middle School Tigers picks ups good yardage to the left side on this end-around play.
Also in the picture for the Tigers Sr, Tony Herndon (78) and Quontia WaNs (71). The rigors closed their season with a 4-1 mark
by taking a 12-0 win over Heath.

filled out the AA list.
In State A, Harrodsburg
maintained a wide margin
over •runnerup Ft. Campbell.
Unbeaten Paintsville, which
walloped Raceland 33-20,
jumped two spots to third
While Heath remained fOiirth.
Owen County, 7-1 after a 15-0
decision over Carroll County,
rejoined the rankings after a
week's absence. Raceland,
third a week ago, was
unranked.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API —
Here are the voting breakdowns in the five classifications
of The Associated Press high
school football poll:
Jeff. Co. AAAA
1.Trinity 8701(5)
50
2.Bishop David I 8-0)
42
3.Seneca (7-0)
40
4.St. Xavier (6-1)
38
5.Pleasure Ridge (7-1)
18
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Atherton.
State AAAA
"Bowling Green (9-Oi 141 148
2.11enderson Co. 18-01111
136
3.A.Shland (6-1.)
104
4,0'boro Cath. 6-1)
95
5.I,ex. Lafayette ( 6-11
86
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boyd Co.,- Pad.
Tilghman.
State AAA
I Erlanger Lloyd 18-01(14) 148
2 Franklin-Simpson 17-11
130
3 Danville (7-11( 1)
. 125
eNewport Cath. (7-1)
106
5,Clasgow (5-2)
60
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Madison Central, Meade Co., Shelby Co.,
Union Co.
State AA
1.Corbin (7-0)1 10)
144
2.Mayfield (7-11( 4 I
135
3.Murray (6-1)
117
4.Bardstown (7-0)11)
91
5.Scott Co. (7-1 )
88
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically:
Boyle
Co.,
Somerset.
State A
1.Harrodsburg ( 7-11( 14)
149
2.Ft. Campbell (6-1)
129
3.Paintsville (7-01( 1)
125
4.Heath (6-2)
98
5.0wen Co. (7-1)
62
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically:
Fairview,
Frankfort, Ludlow, Raceland.

Mag4.-Th
Team
W I,
Peoples Bank
19 5
Johnsons Gro...
17 7
Bank of Murray ..
15 9
Dennison-Hunt .
14 10
Murray Theaters
13 11
Paradise Kennels
13 11
Beauty Box
12 12
Corvette Lanes
12 12
Dixie Cream Donuts ...
11 13
Jerry's Restaurant ......
11 13
Shirley's
9 IS
Hospital Pharmacy
9 15
Murray Ins
8 16
19
Murray-Calloway Hosp.... .. s
High Team Game 1SC
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
Beauty Box..,...
....... 828
Murray Theaters... . .... .... 762 (AP) — The San Francisco
Peoples Bank .
..... 730 49ers have traded running
High Team Came
Murray Theaters,
1064 back Sammy Johnson to the
Beauty Box
•
1046 Minnesota Vikings for wide
Bank of Murray .
1012
receiver Jim Lash.
High Team Senes Sc
Beauty Box..........
2162
Lash, a four-year veteran of
Johnson's Gro... ..........
2127
Murray -Theaters
2099 the National Football League,
High Team Senes FtC
is • being counted on as a
Murray Theaters
3005
for
Willie
Johnson's Gro.... .......... 2889 replacement
Dixie Cream Donuts
'862 McGee, who suffered a broken
High Ind. Game f SC1
Faye Hurt281 leg in—the 49ers' 33-3- victory
Wanda Brown
196 over New Orleans Sunday.
Barbara Alexander ..
.... 191
But 49ers Coach Monte
Betty Dixon
....
191
High d Game INC
Clark said after the trade
Faye Hurt
249
that "it would be
Debbie Williams
246 Tuesday
Judy Paschall .
24.5 very difficult for him (Lash)
High bid. Senes 1SC
right in this week."
Natbara Alexander. ..
494 to step
-Nancy Weber
Either Steve Rivera or
492
Wanda Brown ......
. 487 Kenny Harrison is expected to
High Ind. Series
Geriny Thompson . .
. 632 start in place of McGee in
Grace Jepson
632,
‘Saturday night's home game
Barbara Alexander
.1
629
against Atlanta.
High Averages
Naricy Weber .
. 165
Johnson, in his third NFL
Wanda Brown
163
Marge Hinman .
.157 season, has gained 52 yards on
Kay Garland
148 24 carries this season. Lash
Mildred Hodge
. 146
Barbara Alexander
. 146 caught four passes for 52
Mary Harris
. 144 yards this season after losing
Isabel Parks
143
the
Faye Hurt .
142 his starting job with
Judy Hale .
142 Vikings.

(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

PORTS

IIIIISCII'S
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES!
Ladies 3-pc.

Pant Suits
Values to $16
Sizes 8-18, 161
/
2-241
/
2

388

Ladies' & Girls

Panties
Sizes 5-8 & 7-14
$1 00
4 pr.
Pro

Toothbrushes
Medium & Hard
OC
Reg. 39'

Johnson Traded

Come To The

Grand
Opening
of the

Dixieland Shopping
Center
October22&23

20JO

OffStorewide

Register At Buckingham Ray, LTD
for

2 FREE Tickets
Elvis Presley Concert
at S.I.U.

County Judge

iguritingilant Eag,

in the primary
Election ot May, 1977

ititb•
Open til 8p.m

Shirts
2 $500

Sizes 8-18
100% cotton, pre shrunk

Reg. 12.99

for

Men's & Boys'
Converse All Stars
Men's S Chambray

Tennis
Shoes

Shirts

100% cotton, pre shrunk

5 colors, 2'1-12

Reg. S11 Sale

099

Sizes 5-144-X1
$333
Reg. 13.99

Reynolds Aluminum
In reply to so many friend's inquiries, I definitely will
-be a candidate for the office of

For The

Di*land Center

Boys flannel

Foil
4 for $100
25 sq. It.

Ecko

Bakewear
Cookie Sheets
Cake Pans

Your Choice

George H. Weeks
M urray,Kentucky

•

Paid Political Advertisement, paid by George H
Weaks

•

Olympic Plaza

hwy.641 N., Noway

753-9779
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Yankees Just One Game Away From Elimination
By BRUCE LOWITT
"Listen, we're op quitters. I'm
AP Sports Writer
not a quitter and my guys
NEW YORK tAP — "The aren't quitters. We've
come
designated hitter is still joke back before and we plan to
to baseball."
come back again. We'll be out
So
spoke
Cincinnati there fighting all the way.
Manager Sparky Anderson.
They'll still have to beat
He, Dan .Driessen and the - t20:. But I must admit we're
rest of the Reds are laughing not in a very good position."
all the way toward their
Beating the Yanks is all the
second straight World Series Reds have been doing so far.
championship.
They did all they had to do
Anderson hates the DH, an Tuesday night with a threeAmerican League innovation run burst in the second inning
in which a batter hits for the against Dock Ellis. And it was
pitcher each time the pitcher's Driessen who started it all
:urn comes up.
with an infield single off Ellis'
It had never been employed glove.
in a World Series until this
He Stole second and came
year, when it was foisted upon home when George Foster
.his October classic by pumped a one-bounce groundBaseball Commissioner Bowie rule double over. the rightKuhn.
center field fence.
Driessen, the first and thus
Johnny Bench followed with
far only DH in the National another infield single, this one
League, rammed'a hiiine run off Chris Chambliss' glove at
and two other hits Tuesday first. Cesar Geronimo's
night in firing the Reds to a 6-2 force-out grounder scored
victory over the New York Foster to make it 2-0. Then
Yankees. Cincinnati now has a Geronimo swiped second and
seemingly unbeatable 3-0 lead -came in on Dave Concepcion's
in this best-of-seven series.
single to left.
The Reds can wrap it up
"Bloop hits, that's all we've
tonight—unless Yankee righthander Ed Figueroa or the been seeing," Martin moaned,
weather can slow down the picking up on his alibi of the
careehing_Big Red Machine. firsi two games._22Bloopers,
Gary Nolan, also a right- bloopers and more bloopers."
The next time Driessen
hander, will start for the Reds,
bidding to become the first NL batted he didn't exactly bloop
team since the 1921-22 New the ball. He drove it hard and
York Giants to win the World long, about 400 feet into the
righteenter field stands for a
Series in successive years.
Rain has been forecast for 4-0 Cincinnati lead.
tonight's fourth game. Billy
Did those two diverse hits by
Martin, the Yanks' feisty Driessen, and the wasted twomanager looking for a way to out double he stroked in the
break the Reds' momentum, sixth inning, change Anderwas asked if a delay might son's view of the DH?
help achieve that end.
"I'm more convinced now
"Nah," he replied. "A than ever that the DH has no
postponement wouldn't do a place in baseball," he said.
thing for :us now. It would've "It's not right to send up a big
helped us before the Series bomber for the pitcher. It's a
began."
joke to baseball. The pitcher is
This series would seem to be a part of this ganie.7
virtually over. As Thurman
Then would he consider
Munson, the Yanks' catcher sending a pitcher to* bat in
muttered: "If we've been view of the Reds' comtrying to make them manding lead? "No,we'll stay
overconfident, we've reached with the DH," he replied. "If
our limit."
that's the ground rule they
When someone pointed out'want to lay down, we'll use it."
that no team in the previous 72 Under previous ground
• World .Series had some back rules, Driessen might never
from a 3-0 deficit, Martin said: have swung a bat in this World.

Nunu Looks More Like
Tank Than Linebacker

Series. Was he, then, pleased
about being a DH? "In a
situation like tonight, I like
it," he acknowledged,."but I'd
rather play."
The Yanks finally nicked
winning rookie Pat Zachry for
a run in the bottom of the
fourth on Chambliss' single, a
walk to Graig Nettles and
Oscar Gamble's single to
center. They sent Zachry to
the showers in the seventh
when Jim Mason, who had hit

only one homer all season, hit
another one—a line drive to
right that cut the Reds'edge to
4-2.
What, Zachry was asked,
had he thrown to the lighthitting Mason? "A home-run
ball," he grinned. "It was a fat
fastball right over the plate.
The first pitch was a ball and I
thought he'd be taking.. He
took it, all right—right out of
.•
the yard."
For Zachry, pitching in

.
Women
Lois Smith
Wanda Brown
Debbie Coleman
High Ind Series r HC1
Men
Lyman Dixon
VirgilSetsel'
Don Jones
Viipmen
Debbie Coleman
Marsha Hargrove
Lois Smith

High Averages

541
536
535
676
.649
621
628
625

Men
Virgil Setser
tisui Jones
Lyman Di xen
TobyAfler
caH12040.
George Hodge
Ron Pace ...
Women
Wands Brown
" Pat Scott
Lois Smith
Elaine Pittenger
Vicki Ringins
Debbie G•tesnan
Mildred Hodge

189
183
176
176
170
175
179
165
165
162
157
155
153
149

Nunu, a native of American
Samoa who didn't see a
football game until his
sophomore year at a Hawaiian
high school, wound up at
Wyoming after, Brigham
Young University showed
little Ihterest in him. Nunu's
devout Mormon background
inclined him toward the
Mormon school, but "BYU
said I was too small and I
don't think they thought.I was
good enough either."
Wyoming offered him a
scholarship, and Nunu said he
found the country so different
from what be had knoyn that
he decided to enroll here.

out there tonight.
tell you myself the way I tew. tk.ept
that:: he laughed.
the ball down and I kept
With Zachry out, Will throwing strikes," McEnaney
N1cEhaney was in. He added. "I felt great warming
slanuned the door on the up—but then I always feel
Yanks with 2. 1-3 innings of great warming up. Somehow I
two-hit relief, a far cry from seem to leave my best pithis generally poor showings ching in the bullpen:" •
this year. "I don't know.how
Grant Jackson, who had
long it's been since I was as replaced Ellis in the fourth to
effective as this," he said. "I shut down a Cincinnati threat,
don't think 1 an remember- -Was sent packing by the Reds
that far back.
in the eighth when They tacked
"Frankly, I surprised on their final two runs.

It was all over but the
shouting—and it appears
there will be none for the
Yankee fans. this year. There
was,little of it Tuesday night.
Instead of the thousands who
rampaged on the held last -Thursday night when the AL
pennant was theirs, there was
one lone younger who ran
onto the field in the ninth inning, shaking hands Wilt% a few
of his Yankee heroes.
He was booed.

MurrayHome&Auto
Chestnut Street

HAHOWARE

Phone 753-2571

sTuRF

• laci4R4
GOLD
EAGLE

4-0Z.
ARMOR
ALL

139

5-MINUTE
MOTOR FLUSH
Removes sludge, gum,
other deposits that build up
between changes.
MF32

Liquid polish

prevents rut
on rubber, vinyl and leather
parts. 4 oz. jar.
AALL 4

PRESTONE 11
ANTIFREEZE
"ria
wig

RADIATOR
THERMOSTAT

'Keep your car running right
while cutting pollutiOn,
increasing gas mileage.

Resistor Type.

es77 of the MONTH

89e Ea

SI 1 `a

Telescoping
SPADING 847
FORK
Diarnond-bac-k, 10"
tines really dig in.
D-grip.
POLDCS

GAL.
NO LIMIT

329

8" HEDGE
SHEARS
Fast and easy cutting
action with 8" edge.
Vinyl grips.
807

344
8" ANVIL
PRUNER
2-positio-n thumb
latch for fast thin
rung, large cuts 5335

6 QT.SLO-COOKER
5 heat settings -short term
to all day. 13utterscotcn
stoneware-look outs,de
no-stick inside, glass cover
Removable pot
5267

Come In And Buy
10,20, or Even 30 Gal.

GARDEN
BOW RAKE

1494

Big 220 sq, in. reflector moves heated air 55
• Cu, ft. per minute. Automatic thermostat:
30H23
safety tip-over switch. 1320 watts_

The Winchester that means
Rifle to sportsmen everywhere.

FamousWinchester
Model 94

Here's solid reasons '6, ,
improved
lever action sporting a,• .- won three
generations of hunters a, ! -c!•)rtsmen• a
20" Winchester Proof,Siei, barrel. New
Wmblue finish. New loading port with
improved cover Solid Ar'e' can walnut
stock and fore-end New
carrier of
sturdy- machined desiqr P q's improved
lever linkage. 30-30 ca er
Winchester the way
*Int it.

Model 94

SHOVEL

Strong -forged from a
single bar of solid steel. 15
curved teeth rake clean.B15

RADIANT
FAN
HEATER

$7995

,le

Pei teCt Contwi for today's
complex engines Models
for alr
G (1180

r

Sp.

129
I

BARGAIN

LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) —
Paul Nunu isn't the sleek,
swift type of linebacker that
colleges seem to be producing
these days and the pros seem
to be coveting. At 5-foot-11 and
230 pounds, he more closely
resembles a tank than a

missile.
Neither is he the biggest,
strongest nor toughest.
What Nunu is is effective.
Last week, despite nagging
leg cramps, he made four key
plays, leading Wyoming to a
24-23 victory over New Mexico
that kept the Cowboys'
Bowling
Western Athletic Conference
conference record unscathed
Standings
and established them as title
Thursday Couples
.contenders for the first time
W
L
Team
Rib Shack
n 6 since 1969.
10
18
Corvette Lanes
The
senior
middle
11
17
D-H
linebacker
-16
12
Tin Lizzies
had
seven
15% 12%
Super Stars
unassisted tackles, 13 assisted
Bunkie3
14
14
tackles and two fumble
Bowlers 15
13
Untouchables
15
13
recoveries,
one of which he
16
12
Head Pins
forced. For his performance,
17
11
Gene's Body Shop
9
19
Lucky Strikers
7% 20% he was named The Associated
Dyn-O-Mites
Press' National College
High Team Game f SCi
',,, 745
041
Lineman of the Week.
Corvette Lanes
713
701
In the first- half, Nunu
Super Stars
High Team Game , HC
848 pounced on a Lobos fumble
D-H
Super Stars........ . ... . ..
839 that pelped set up a Wyoming
800
Rib Shack
field goal.
High Team Series ,SC ,
Corvette Lanes
2085
Early in the third quarter,
1996
D-H
1958 with the Cowpoys trailing 14Rib Shack . High Team Series I HC I
10, he stripped The, ball from
Corvette Lanes
nss Lobos tight end Chits Combs
Rib Shack
2318
Super Stars
2311 and recovered at the New
High Ind. Game )SC )
Mexico nine-yard line, settilig.
Men
Lyman Dixon
246 up a go-a-head touchdown.
Virgil Setser
218
Later in the same quarter,
•
Ron Pace
212
Women
he stopped quarterback Noel
Connie Angle
.. 200 Mazzone
t3iri a draw play deep
Lois Smith
197
Wanda grown .
New Mexico territory,
191 in
Debbie Coleman
191 forcing a
punt. The kick was
High Ind. Game , HC
blocked by Mark Tullous, and
Men
Lyman Dixon
263 Dennis
Camino fell on the
Ron Pace..
230
Virgil Setser
227 loose ball in the end zone for
Women
the winning touchdown.
Connie Angle
246
Faye Ellis
234
But Nunu wasn't finished.
Rita Roberts
231 The Lobos rallied
for a field
bid
High
Senes SC
goal and marched 78 yards for
Men
Lyman Dixon
.651 a touchdown
in the final
virgil Setser
622
Dan Jones
582 period, pulling within 24-23.

Yankee Stadium was the
realization of a boyhood
dreatii--except he was in the
wrong uniform. While growing
up in Waco. Tex. he'd practiced pitching in his back
yard. wearing the Yankee
.pinstripes in thok rnaktbelieve games. —And the
Yanks would always win 150," he recalled.
How did those dreams
Match up against the reality?
"It was a hell of a lot noisier

Has 22 spring-tempered
steel teeth with spring bracing. Long handle.
S L 22

c.#0
90-FT.
MORTITE
CAULK
CORD

HEAT
L05
TAPE
IN/Thermostat
Protects pipes from free:
ing in cold-spells.
15-Ft 8.10 30'....11.35
Many Sizes In-Between

Vso'vit

Polyethylene stays flexible
to 10' below -won't crack
299
& let in moisture

- —11rOffre
Mr WARMERS

Dressing ROOM

7.99
Ausiszing 111bwoos of Wst dressed
sew, rigid dome te her Wog block
heir. NIT possible - se site's easy
toeless. 11119/62490

Stays soft and pliable

82

Havoline

'899
'
JOHNSON
MESSENGER 123A
CB TRANSCEIVER

HANDWARMER

illuminated meter, channel '
selector. Noise limiter 23

hdridS Vsa ,'T) all rhiy
on a single filling of fluid.

extra-range Channels

Lights cigarettes too
Fluid. 8 oz F8

123-

-

CHER Dal

Just press it around win
dow for a perfect seal.

•

16.99
Wardrobe I hewn, Pros•pie
coodi - plea Magic Mirror
sod paiiiistal. Fold, sway
1110/62410

Strong 8-5/8"X12" blade,
I o ng ash handle - leverage'
for tough soil.
C2L RCS

Super Touch Basketball
Top Super Toads on his head to shoot
ball into net. For 2 players, or play
alone. Ages 6 up. 0710/686

KENNER'S FAMILY TREE NOUSE •
top opens to retool Trio* Tel fent*, IN trim
Risk Roo beton
Immo. Elovotor liorks, Poor opens ilos sorrel stairs, filmdom
oars, wirlo, etc. 01104i97000. ,

13.99

JST
664

Limit 12
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Tobacco Price Support Program In Danger Of Being
Destroyed By Overload Of Low Quality Tobacco Under Loan
tobacco for the past
RALEIGH, N.C.( AP) — An pounds of tobacco in 1975, or 18 estimated that stabilization "resolution of concern" Oct.8 quality
When tobacco fails
years.
MO
expert says the entire tobacco per cent of the crop. As of could be holding 550 million asking that "all segments of
auction price one
an
bring
to
give
industry
serious
year,
the
the
of
end
the
in
tr
is
conpounds
Tuesday, it had been
price support program
above the
more
or
cent
danger of being destroyed by signed 186.5 million pounds 80 per cent of it dovmstalk consideration to possible
set
price,
support
government
this
problem."
to
solutions
quality
tobacco.
low
crop.
from this year's
the overload of
There has been a skidding growers turn it over to the
The stabilization's board of
under
placed
Fred G. Bond, executive
tobacco
a demand for the downstalk,low cooperative as collateral and
approved
director of the cooperative, directors
government loan.
John H. Cyrus, chief of the
field crops section of the North
Carolina Department of
Agriculture, said, -If things
continue the way they have for
-the last two years, I don't
•
think there's any question it
Amimmi
•
will destroy our price support
n
program."
g
O
I.
IN
•
•
1
if
VIVAI if
/
k_11_11
•
The situation, he said, is the
1ss_11_
•
•
I.
_
I •Ilipil II IL._
-most serious -crisis the
••
faced
has
tobacco program
'
•
99
OV
III r
since 1964." The quota system
I
the
in
year
that
was revamped
••• me ow •• Id •
face of oversupply.
111
1111•
•••
1.• ine
The mrlue-Cured Tobacco
Cooperative Stabilization
I
Corp. received 295 million
us •
11
•

41
iill
11 •

receive loans.
Cyrus has called for a
restructuring of the price
support sykt_em. He said this
might mean reducing the
price support on the downstalk
grades and making some

adjustment to the upstalk
where the leaves are in
greater demand.
"It will likely take
congressional action to make
the necessary adjustments,"
Cyrus said.

He added that the big
concern now is "where we will
be able to sell" the overload
held by the cooperative.
Carrying charges, he noted,
will be added onto the tobacco
year after year.

I.U.I.W.VANI.W.W.V.V.a.W."•••°•P

reeir

lee

Children's
Disease

P
,
.
.
.
••\.
wilie.•
....
.
.
•
.
.k._.
.......
• •............,N......
, •••••
.
•••
lelille•

HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY

orne items not exocti

•

1

as •ictured

Investigated
HOLLAND PATENT, N.Y.
( AP ) — At least 12 children of
this small central New York
town have had emergency
appendectomies in the past
three weeks. State Health
Department officials are now
investigating an intestinal
disease that mimics appendicitis, and say a contaminated water supply is
considered responsible.
Offcials were not imto
available
mediately
comment on whether the
operations were unnecessary.
At least 30 persons, mostly
children, have come down
with the illness, said Dr.
Kenneth MacLeod, Oneida
County health commissioner.
He said the symptoms
include fever, vomiting,
diarrhea,and sktrtrashes.
MacLeod said a contaminated water system is
considered responsible for the
spread of the disease. A
damned-up, stream-fed pool
provides the water for Holland
Patent. The stream flows
through a meadow in which
cows and horses graze,
resulting in the possibility of
bacteria from animal svastes
gettinginto the system, health
officials said.
In August, MacLeod ordered all village residents to
boil their drinking water
because of a high bacteria
content. And earlier this
month, he reissued the order
when he received the first
reports of the disease.
Two state Health Department epidemiologists are
interviewing persons who had
symptoms of the (Hem,
asking them what they have
eaten and drunk, and where
they have been during the last
month.
They are also taking
samples from private wells
and the village water system.
School Supt. Thomas
Hayden said water fountains
in the village schools have
been shut off and water is
being trucked in for the
students.
Although most cases of the
disease have been reported in
Holland Patent, some persons
in other Oneida County towns
have also reported having the
symptoms.
County health officials say
yersinia bacteria which has
been causing the illness was
isolated in 1973, that it has a 10
per cent mortality rate, and
that it is carried by fecal
matter from animals and
humans.
There have been no reports
of death from the disease
here.

- STP
Carburetor
PCV Value & Choke

Spray
Cleaner

6

STP
Double Oil Filter
o Sale$289

Reg. 1.47 Sale

STP

Gas Treatment

890

12 fl oz Can

No. 141

New Responsibility

Cartridge Type
UNITED NATIONS, N Y.
( AP) — African diplomats say
the triple Western veto of
sanctions against South Africa
places a new responsibility on
the United States, Britain and
France to bring about the
independence of South-West
Africa. The three permanent
Western members of the
Security Council on Tuesday
vetoed a resolution calling for
a ban on arms sales to SouthAfrica for its failure to
relinquish control of SouthWest Africa, or Namibia, as it
is known 'In the United
Nations.

for household, workshop
& automotive use

STP

N
.

Oil Filter

I
.

For Older Chevrolets

•

$247
Each

••• I ULwirur
•emsamoia•N
r
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neur consumer
New Programsfor Consumers
By Virginia Knauer

ter (Voted

news for consumers. Seventeen Federal DePart. meets-and agencies announced their new Consumer
and Director
• Representation Programs to enhance each consumOffice of Consumer Affairs
.-er's representation, access and participation in FedDepartment of Health, Education
and Welfare
eral decision-making. These are the policy stateOn Sept. 28, the Federal
Register—that daily re- ments based on the proposed statements issued by
port.about proposed, new and
-revised programs and the departments and agencies on -Nov. 26, 1975. .
policies of Federal agencies
In all, there are 113 pages of the Federal Regis--published some good
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tcr the new programs. Many of the new

Prwrams: are identical, or almost identical, for
each
ql the Departhtents and
aged-Cies. Other parts of the
Prot:rams art'. tailored to the circumstances of
indi-

special Assistant to the President

vi(411 agencies.

iiere ate-some arthe highlights from a few of the
Departments and agencies: -
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MARLIN REPEATING MODEL GOLDEN 39A

From$1099

welder ingszas bads 26 shorts, 21 hags.

$99

Special

Lever Action 19, 21 or 26 Shot, Tubular Magazine

.
11 1
M

In Asst.
Fall Colors

Sizes 8-18

Sizes SM-Xl.
Several Colors & Patterns
To Choose from

ai
m
El
m
Ladies

Skirt & Vest
Sets

Work Shoes
$987

33
Reg. 4.99$3

each

100% Polyester

POWER MODEL 336C CARBINE

%RIJN

•

Tops

VJ

Reg. 16.99$1 2
88

Protein 21
Shampoo

•

Choice of .30-30 or .35

$129

AK Teo re-:

MOSSBERG FIELD GRADE, PUMP ACTION

•1
1111
•- •

%

•
.

•
.
II
II

•

•
M
N

•
.
lin
%

•

i
.11•

•II

%

Choice of Plain or Peanuts.
laividusally Wrapped
Ns Ste less

Duck Decoys

''-f
..=..

$10 Down

4

Up to Two years

To Pay With
Approved Credit

3 Doz. for 4°anwri iinttt 3 Doz.

Metal

.

Fireplace

Board

12 Inch

16 Inch

Assorted Sizes
& Prices

$23
"

4SED
k EiREE.F!

III
•
II

I.

•
•

10 et. dens

ilm
•
•

$1
I

18

Wi$1 68

ill

.,-(.

Micrin Plus
Gagle and Rinse

Alka Seltzer

24 in. Utile

6"
•
P p 1•

Miss Breck
Hair Spray

Alka-Seltzer

Oaks el IhsgeOar

- Sew
iu 7c.r.(Le . Ultimate• Saw
Unscented.

Effervesces/ Psis Reliever mod Antacid
15 Tabiets

i
•

•
•
%
PIM
•
I•
•

le
•
II

•

%

6" Diameter
90 Deg.

Sale$147 each

•

saw
File

,.
••inemmnpf!awl Hi! ,

37x3 1 -

$1
L27
1 4)

50x 33 - $2249

Sale

•
.
••

••
•

.......

U.
•
•
•
•
•

Tape

3 Sizes To Choose From

;
vim/

sir9

homes or institutions.
The dual order, issued
Tuesday by state Human
•
Services Commissioner
III
- Horace Bass, follows the
II
death last week of 4-year-old
III
Melisba Morgana Gibson
II
• .Cleveland, Tenn.
• The girl's. paren , charged
, with murdeijn1 her, . had
served si
onth jail ternis
for ab ng' her when she was
IN
III 11 °rails (Md. But Human
ASe'rvices' workers and a
juvenile judge returned her to
the couple on a trial basis last
May.
Melisha's Stepfather,
Ronald Maddux, and mother,
Wanda Gibson Maddux, were
ordered held without bond
-Tuesday'pending grand jury
action in the case. Both_
pleaded • innocent through
II court-appointed attorneys.
•
Last week, following
III child's death; Bass said the
his
II
department's philosophy was
to maintain the family unit. He said Welfare departments
believed that a child is better
off in his or her own home,if
parents can be helped.
• theBut
Tuesday Bass ordered
M
• the department's social and
legal staffs "to resist .any
efforts by the courts to return
Once-abused children to their
parents and to initiate no such
III I returns."

ES

Foam

Grates

11111

i
111

•
Ill

StoveLeaf
Pipe

47".
11

Abused Children
Not Returned
1 •
i
.
S
To Families
is
•

NASHVIL-1-E, Tenn.(AP)—
Fire Protector •
workers in Tennessee
• • Social
have been ordered to stop
% their
returning abused children to
%
families. And abused
Screen
children already returned to
• their parents on a trial basis
'"
43x33-18
—will-. be sent- back -to • foster

Chain

$127 each

Felt1Tape

If you a re interested
in
re
the full report on the Consumer -Representation Programs, send a check or
money order for 75 cents to
Superibtendent 'of
Docudients. Government Piinting
Office, Washington. D. C. .
20402. Ask for Part 2 of the
Federal- Register for Sept:
28, 1976. --

TlS1

.54'

5/32" 7/32" 1/4"

consumer impact analysis
will be required on all policy
matters having a direct and
major impact on consumers.
• TRANSPORTATION'
DEPT.
Nontechnical language will be used on proposed regulations so they
will be clear to consumers.
• ENERGY RESEARCH
and DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION - Advisory
committees are being reviewed before establishing
Permanent procedures to assure consumer represents.tion on the committees.
• ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY -The Public Information ('enter is to coordinate the consumer complaints to the
agency and prepare a monthly report analyzing such
complaints and submit the
reports to agency officials.
• FEDERAL ENERGY
ADMINISTRATION
- Almost all advisory committees
will have 10 Percent of the
membership to represent
consumers.
• GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION-The agency will publish a
. weekly _digest of summaries
of Federal Register items
that have significant consumer impact.
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•
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•
II
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6" Diameter, 30" Long

Elbows
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For The
Skin

%
%

•
•
M
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I•111

Antiseptic

Swedish Mode

Stove
4
skl ,

Dog
Iron

99

.96',

For the hunter who laces his decoys
big and bold.
A.

Vitas

4

Sale Your Choicc

CARRY-LITE SPORT PLAsT
M A GN UM

•

Sea Breeze

Gramm lesk anise yews.
Rim IS a. kale
.

Chocolate Candies.

12 Ga. 26" Improved Cylinder Barrel$99'each

Any Gun
In Stock

,Vitalis
' .00;00.

M & M

With the Safety on TopRight Under Your Thumb

%

..ii
:
f"---7

I.:

Clooice .4 11 oz. Lisped to 100 Tablets. Itososlar
LeatestiOrange.

100% Pere Pala Reliever.
200 Tablets

ir mmil %pound

each

sue

Sale TOW Choice

•I

ill

St. Joseph Aspirin

.69'

$99

Di-Gel
Anti-Gas
Antacid

ttttt TS

Adds lb* body that hubs. beat 16. Irli.1... Chase .1 Nand Dry Ody. ter
Special
7 a.Oath

N
E

.

Save 54.11

Weekend Special

Lever Action,-619hot, Tubular Magazine

s
o

In Nice Autumn Colors

In Brown, Black 1. White Colors
Caliber
.30-30 Winchester
- or
.35ite..drixtOn

le
o

New For Fall

Reg. 12.99

Made for scope—the solid top receiver and side ejection
permits low, centered scope mounting. Round bolt and
solid steel receiver assure stronger action: solid breeching
helps achieve greater accuracy.
20 in. Micro-Groove barrel. American black walnut stock
with fluted comb, grip cap, white spacers and tough outdoor finish. 24K gold. plated trigger. Ramp front sight, adjustable open rear sight, receiver drilled and tapped for
popular receiver sights, Marlin scopes and other tbp mount
bases. Free offset hammer spur for scope use—works eltiter--aide. Metal surfaces deeply blued; top of receiver
sand-blasted to prevent glare.
zine holds 6 cartridges
type magazine
Tu
cal.bur

N
E
N
E
N
E
•
•
•

Pair For$10

Ladies
Long Sleeve
Turtle Neck

:
Pp

rik,
444

19 Iasi rifle .22 saber artridess.

U.

Reg. 9.99

Slacks

We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

Jeans

Leisure Shirts

Matching

•
A I.T
EDUCATION and W E14.F A R
DEPT Whi‘n planning new
il•golations. the Depart merit
• %silk announce its intention
In tior .çjtflsilmers to
voice' their opinions before
such regulations are formally written in draft fortn.
• HOUSING and URBAN DEVELOPMENT
DEPT. guidelines will be
written for a program in
which consumars will have
the opportunity to review
the operations of .each office
within the Department.
•
- • INTERIOR DEPT.•
.The- ,Department's advisory
committees will be reviewed
to ensure' that consumers
are represented:
.
'0 -JUSTICE DEPT.
The Office of the Attorney
General has established' tht
position of Consumer Affairs
Advisor to work on consumer-related. concerns and initiatives within the Department.
• STATE' DEPT. 7-- - A

.
11

Men's

$988
Rog. 14.99

ome items not exact •os •icture

••

,MMEitt T. DEPT.
Tlw C,aisumer Affairs pi%ision is -established. in present consumer- views to milmakers, facilitate elmsumer involvement ,in L)øpartment activities :and :V- spOnd to 0,insurner FnqUiti/iS
.ind complaints.

Boys

By Big Yank k
Reg. 7.99
Now
-

Jackets

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

I.
IN

• At; R I C 1JLTURE
DEPT—A.National Consumer Advisory Committec is to
meet • regularly and ,advise
the Department on significant 'policy matters of interet to consumers: :IS %% ell as
ine overall effeettveneSs of
the Department's (sae:timer
ctrurts.

Heat
Tape

.
mi

'--:-----Wearther Stripping
30" •
%
%
Storm Door 8.11indow
111
Kits
•
•
, 24" 7 $1499
All At
Assorted Lengths From ,
up
M
I
•
5
•
Discount Prices
.
111
•
•
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Doctors.

Funerals

• • 'Continued from Page 1)

•

done what's necessary to get the., doctors bacitin business.
"Wave also had a tremendous
response from volunteers in the
community," Poston added.
Poston said that the hospital instituted its first "shuttle service" for
,employes this morning. Employes are
parking in the 7th and Poplar Church of
Christ parking lot and being transported by bus to the hospital.
Clinic officials reported that a' major
portion of patients' medical records
were salvaged from the fire.

Mrs. Williams Dies
Monday; Sister
Of Murray Woman

pharmacy were salvaged from the fire
and a pharmacy spokesman said today
that an emergency shipment of drugs
tad been received from the pharmacy's
supplier.
Due to space limitations, Dr. Lowry
urged that unless absolutely necessary
visitors should not accompany patients
when they come to see their doctor.
The total value of the loss at the Mille
has not been established but Dr. Lowry
estimated this morning that the
building and equipment destroyed in
the blaze would amount to "41.5 million
'
or more.'

Loraine
Elsie
Mrs.
Williams, sister of Mrs. Era
Farmer 'Or Murray, died
Monday at five a.m. at Haws
Memorial Nursing Home,
Fulton. She was 72 years of
age.
The deceased was the widow
Many records of Dr. Stout, whose
of Jack 'Williams. Born
office sustained the heaviest damage in
No major injuries were reported to
November 14, 1903, near
the blaze, were saved. Dr. Stout said
the more than 75 regular and volunteer
Dublin, Mrs. Williams was the
that he now feels that at least twofirefighters who battled the blaze.
daughter of the late Wayne
thirds, if not more, of his records are
Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
and Laura Jane Dublin
salvable.
said today that investigators from the
McClain. She was a nurse's
The pharmacy operated by the clinic
State Fire Marshal's office had comaide at Haws Home prior to
has
1.et up a temporary location in a
pleted their on-site investigations and
her illness, and a member of
mobile home on the parking lot al the
a report on the findings would be
that
of
Church
Grove
the Oak
corner of 5th and Walnut Streets. All
released later in the week after the
Christ.
prescription files contained in the
material is evaluated.
Mrs. Williams is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Jim
Milam, Jonesboro, Ark.; two
sisters, Mrs. Era Farmer,
Murray, and Mrs. Sport
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)Holliday, Plymouth, Mich.;
The Venezuelan police have
reported
forces
Palestinian
half sister, Mrs. Mary Hart,
hard fighting with Lebanese established that the bomb
Calhan, Colo.; one. brother,
Christians and Israeli armor slaying of a former Chilean
Butch McClain, Dukedom
The Murray Vocational
in Washington and
Route One; two half brothers, -Center will offer a 20 hour around towns in villages in diplomat
of a Cuban airliner
crash
the
less
today
Lebanon
southern
John D.Smoot, Detroit, Mich., class in Income lax Reporting
were part of a
Barbados
off
50ththe
than 24 hours before
and Willard Smoot, Indian beginning
Tuesday,
On
plot organized
terrorist
vast
the
in
cease-fire
plus
grandchildren.
Hill, Colo.; two
October 26 at 6:30 p. m. The
Cuba and
from
rightists
by
was
civil
war
The funeral is being held class Will belield on-TueSday Lebanese
Latin-American
today at one p.m. at the chapel and Thursday evenings from schedu1eZ1 to start. Beirut also other
had its usual nightly heavy countries, the newspaper El
of the Jackson Funeral Home, 6:30-9:30 p. in. for tweeks.
firing between Christian and Nacional reports. Police
Dukedom, Term., with Bro..
Changes in- tax laws and
to
declined
Harry Owens officiating. current information will be Moslem street fighters, and spokesmen
report.
the
on
comment
least
at
said
Burial will be in the Oak made available to farmers, hospital sources
60 persons were killed.
Grove Cemetery.
small business people, and
individuals. New tax forms
will be discussed as well as
records that individuals need
to keep during the year in
order to take advantage of tax
laws.
All materials, such as
Buck) Jones of forms, tables, etc. will be
Elvie
Hardin Route One died furnished. There will be a
PORT GIBSON, Miss. I AP)
Monday night at the Benton $1.00 registration fee due and
For 12 white merchants who
class
the
first
payable
67
was
He
Hospital.
Municipal
a $1.2 million judgment
won
meeting.
years of age, and a member of
Robert K. _Martin, a local against a black boycott, the
the' Union Ridge Baptist
CPA will be the instructor for future holds dreams of
Church.
prosperity, but the prosentis a
Mr. Jones is survived by his the class.
of more economic hartime
made
be
may
Registration
two
Jones;
Ruby'
wife, Mrs.
The merchants hope the
dship.
visiting
or
753-1870
daughters, Mrs. Judy John- by calling
will force
ston and Mrs. Jeanette Sins, the school between the hours courts eventually
for
Association
National
,,the
The
m.
3:30p.
and
m.
a.
8:00
of
Hardin Route One; one son,
of Colored
Jimmie Jones, Benton Route class wine limited to the first the Advancement
People ( NAACP) to pay the
One; one sister, Mrs. Reba 24 people.
judgment. But, meanwhile,
Wyatt, Hardin Route One;
blacks have clamped another
Lee,
Coy
Reed,
three brothers,
boycott on Port Gibson's small
and Alvie Jones, all of Hardin
but normally busy main street
Route One; seven grandPr(vs of stock of local interest at noon in retaliation for the legal
children.
EDT today. furnished to the Ledger &
by First 74 Michigan, Corp., of fight. W. P.,Gordon, mayor of
The funeral is being held Times
Murray,are as follows.
the town of 3,000 persons,says
Union
the
at
today at two p.m.
44..
Heublein lne
merchants will
5 <7. he doubts the
Ridge Baptist Church with McDonalds Corp
dime of the
,
a
Ponderosa.Sxsiems
see
ever
Rev-.
Roberts,
Heyward
Rev.
,
Kimberly Clark.
judgment.
58'. unc
John Stringer, and Rev. Union Carbide
unc
W.R.Grace
Willard'Beasley officiating.
262.21tor._
Texaco
Unity
. ..... 51'. unc
Burial will be in the
'General Elec
13..
Corp.
Cemetery with the Collier GAF
".
Georgia Pacific
in
Benton
of
unc
Home
..........
,
.
.
Funeral
35"
_
_
......
s
Walter
Aft
Pfizer,charge of the arrangements.
...... 15'. -'.
.. .

Income Tax Class
Starts Tuesday At
Vocational School

Buck Jones Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today

foreign News Roundup

TROOP 45 GOES CANOEING - These members of Boy Scout Troop 45, Murray, recently participated in a
weekend campout at Big Spring State Park near Van Buren, Mo., during which they canoed 20 miles on the Current
River. Left to right, front row, are Harry Fannin, Tim Robertson, Darrell Turner and Ricky Morgan. Second row, Greg
Morton, David Conner, David Bailey, Frank Kodman, David Honchul, Bill McCoart,Joey Rose and Ben Brumley third
t shown are
row, asst. scoutmaster Bill Adams,scoutmaster tames Weatherly, John Taylor and Tim Summerville.
ys who
Mark'Cunningham and-Wesley Allen. Troop '45 is now accepting applications fronk any 11- or 42wish to join scouting. For further information contact James Weatherly at 753-5890.
Photo by Gene Bailey

Send for your coupon worth $2off your
Holiday turkey when you buy any 5 ofthe9 products
shown below (at regular or discount prices)

National
Roundup

.S3`ocic Maitket,

Kirsch....
Disney
Franklin Mint . .

Purchase Area
Hog Market

....30..
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows

Local Youth Will
'Trick-or-Treat'
For UNICEF Sunday

THE MAKERS OF
LYSOLPRODUCTS
TALKTURKEY!

Sunday, October 24, youth
representing the Episcopal,
28.1 +
Airco
and
Christian
First
. 4'. -".
Amer. Motors .
will
Churches
esleral State Market News Service OcPresbyterian
Ashland Oil .
tober 29, 1976
59',
A.T. & T......
-Treat" for UNICEF
"Trick-or
Kentucky. Purchase Area Hog Market
unc
..
Ford
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
in various areas of the com. 45'7
Gen, Dynamics•
Receipts: Act. 152 Est. 400 Barrows &
71.2 -`.
Gen. Motors
munity from 2:30 to 5:00 p.m.
Gilts fully .25 lower Sows steady .50
24
Gen. Tire
lower
Members said "your con,23T.
Goodrich.. .
632.00-32.25
US 1-2 200-2301tn.
. 26',
Gulf Oil
cern and support will enable
631.50-32.00
US 1-3200-240 lbs
-'
32
.
Pennwalt .
63050-3150
US 2-4 940-260 lbs
the United Nation's Children's
unc
..
Quaker Oats
629.50-30.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
.32
Republic Steel .
to continue programs in
Fund
Sows
. .17'.
Singer
823.50-24.00
US 1-2270-350 its
health, nutrition', child
. 7'.
Tappan
623.50-24.50
US 1-3300-450 I bs
18'. unc
Western Union
welfare, education and
.624.50-25.25
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.
Zenith
822.50-23.50
US 2-3300-500 lby
vocational training in the
Boars 20 50-22.50
developing countries. As a
Wildlife Protected
Today there are more than result, these children will
LAKE DATA.
375--federal refuges covering have an opportunity for a
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. about 32,000,000 acres and healthier and more productive
355.0. up8.2.
protecting almost every kind future."
Below dam 300.4, down 3:5.
President
Persons not contacted, but
wildlife.
of
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.9, Theodore
Roosevelt who would like to make a
up 0.2.
established the first refuge at contribution to this cause,
Below dam 306.4. down 3.4. -- Pelican Island, Florida, in may call the First Christian
Sunset 6:15. Sunrise 7:09_
Church,753-3829.
1903.
Industrial Avg

Houston-McDevitt

Clinic Pharmacy
Has Reopened For Business
MI ME ME MN

now back in business in a temporary facility at the corner of
Walnut and Fifth Streets, just north of the clinic building."
A new clean, fresh supply of drugs and pharmaceuticals has been obtained from our distributors.
All of our prescription files were salvaged from the fire and we are
ready to begin serving our customers.
"Nothing's changed except our location and our telephone number
(which we hope to have installed today...in the meantime phone calls
should be directed to 753-1340).
"We are

$2.00 Coupon Towards the Purchase of Your Holiday Turkey!
Submit proofs of purchase by December 3. 1976.
Btiy any 5 of 9 participating products, any size On this form check 2 product.pur
chased and note retail price paid Include your cash register reccipti,1. with purchase
pricecircled and other proofs of purchase as indicated be4ow

Darold Keller, R.Ph.

Steve Compton, R. Ph.

Clinic Pharmacy
Corner of 5th L Walnut
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Nightmare Of Wartime Europe
To Be Relived In Courtrooms

-

WASHINGTON I AP).— The cancer three years ago; and
nightmare of wartime Europe Bbleslavs Maikovskis, a 72will be relived in three U.S year-old retired carpenter in
courtrooms next month as Mineola, N.Y.
federal authorities attempt to
Kaminskas and Detlavs
deport three aging im- have told reporters they are
migrants accused of atrocities innocent of the charges.
against Jews more than 30 Maikovskis has refused to see
years ago.
reporters and has made no
The hearings before federal comment on the charges.
immigration judges in New
In legal terms, Della vs and
Britain, Conn., Baltimore and ---Maikovskis are charged with
New YOric City will be-,- --in- entering the United States
effect, this Cauntry's first illegally by lying about their
trials for crimes committed wartime activities. Kaminskas, because of a slight
during World War II.
The charges mark a turning difference in the law at the
point, in the government's timedile entered the country, is
efforts to track down and charged with being ineligible
deport Nazi war criminals for U.S. residence because of
war crimes.
living in the United States.
Thgh the charges are
In these cases and othPrs to
come, government lawyers based on immigration law, the
are relying on the memories of evidence will focus almost
Jews who watched in horror entirely on the atrocities the
as their friends and neighbors three allegedly committed.
were beaten and slain by the Jervis said the only governhundreds in prisons and ment witnesses against the
three will be the Israeli Jews
concentration camps.
About 20 who escaped the who claim to have seen the
persecution and now live in murders and beatings.
The defendantS, Of course,
Israel will be brought to the
United States to testify in the are entitled to be represented
three hearings, said Verne by attorneys and to present
Jervis, spokesman for the testiniony frory witnesses.
Immigration
and , The filing of charges was
'only a single step in'what
Naturalization Service.
The defendants are Bronius could be years 'of coat
Kaminskas, a 73-year-old hearings. Any of the Nov: 15
Lithuanian who lives alone in bearings could be postponed
a 20-a-week room in Hartford, at the request of the indiVidlial
Conn.; Karlis Detlavs,65, who involved.
retired from --Ms- BaMin0rt
The INS-ItIdgeS could-Wee
factory job after losing a leg to several weeks to announce

Kentucky Sportsmen
Critical Of Gun Plan
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( API — cannot support anyone for 'a
The League of Kentucky political office who has an
Sportsmen has criticized opportunity to enforce or
Jimmy
Carter's
gun encourage such laws."
Haddix said the plan adregistration plan, and says
that its members cannot vocated by Carter is harmful
support any candidate who "because this type of policy
favors enactment of such can lead to the blanket
registration of all types of
legislation.
Roy Haddix, president of the guns."
35,000 member group, told
Carter said last January.
news conferences here and in that he favors
handgun
liexington'Tuesday that the registration,
a ban on the sale
league agrees with President of cheap
handguns, and
Ford's position.
reasonable
licensing
"Ford has said that be is provisions.
against the registration of any
type of firearm or the licenHaddix said the board of
sing of gun owners," Haddix directors approved
the
said.
league's position last month.
•
He said the league "cannot
"We don't endorse political
support any candidate who candidates," Haddix said,
favors the registration of "but we believe in stating our
guns, and that is why we views on some issues."

their decisions. The loser,
was extradited to West
whether it's the defendant or
Germany in August 1973, and
the agency, may appeal to the
is now on trial there for
Board
of
Immigration murder.
Appeals. The defendant, if he
loses there, could take the
A deportation case Was
case to a the courts and brought in 1953 against
ultimately to the Supreme Andrija Artukovic of Seal
Court. The agency, however, Beach,Calif., who is wanted in
cannot appeal the board's Yugoslavia on charges of
decision to the courts.
murdering thousands of
Meantime;
INS
in- Serbs, Jews and gypsies;-Six-vestigators are gathering years later, a federal court
evidence in 77 other cases that commissioner ruled that he
could lead to deportation could not be returned 10
orders or lawsUits to strip Yugoslavia because he was
naturalized Americans of likely to be the target of
their citizenship.
political persecution there.
The agency has announced
"We have sought other
to
plans
launch countries to deport him to, but
denaturalization proceedings Ireland, Switzerland and West
against lour_ accused war _Germany have refused te
criminals but will not identify accept him," Jervis said.
them until the suits are filed.
requires
Justice
This
Department approval.
Through the 1950s and 1960s,
Jervis said, the
INS
periodically looked into war
crimes cases, but no charges
were brought and the effort — VERSAILLES, Ky.( AP) —
A 22-year-old Lawrenceburg
ranked low in priority.
The current effort began has been killed in a traffic
three years ago when Leonard accident in Woodford County.
State police said Darrell
F. Chapman took office as INS
commissioner and
was Wayne Singleton died Tuesday
questioned by the House when his c'ar overturned on
U.S. 62 about five miles west
immigration subcommittee.
"It was clear to him that of Versailles.
the
war
crimes
investigation) was one of the
things the sUbcommittee
vrantect
1-0
said.
.
Subcommittee
Chairman
Joshua Eilberg, 1)-Pa., and
member Elizabeth Holtzman,
D-N.Y., in particular have
pushed for a probe.
"The interest of the subcommittee was certainly a
factor" in raising the effort to
a high priority in the agency,
-Jervis acknowledged.
Eilberg frequently has
complained that the agency
has taken much too long to
bring the first charges.
One explanation, - Jervis
said, is that 'the size and
scope and depth of this is
something new for this
agency. A worldwide investigation
is
new
a
experience for us."
_There are only three
previous cases in which the
INS has attempted to deport
immigrants for alleged war
crimes.
Deportation charges were
initiated against Hermione
Braunsteiner Ryan of New
York "City in 1972. During the
process, the West German
government initiated extradition proceedings. She

Lawrenceburg Man
Killed In Accident

SWEATER
SALE
$
New
Shipment
Just
Unpacked"

Hundreds of Sensational New Fall Sweaters
Regularly '1 1 to 5 14 Now $8 Only at Minnens!

Minnens Murray-Bel Air Center, Open Nights and Sundays.

Jury May Probe
School's Finances
LOUISVILLE, Ky. t API
The conunonwealth's attorne
for Jefferson County says he is
considering impaneling a
special grand jury to probe
alleged irregularities—in the'
county school system'
financial operations.
Commonwealth's
Atty.
David Armstrong said he will
- reach a decision either today
or Thursday on whether to
establish the special panel..
The possible inquiry was
spawned by a series of articles
in the Louisville Times.
One article questioned the
method by which the school
system's
finances
are
reported. Another charged
that some construetion
projects were not being let out
for bid as required.

School Closed
Until January
HENDERSON, Ky. tAPI Audubon Elementary School
here will remain closed, at
least until January, officials .
have announced.
The Henderson County
School Board voted' Monday
night to keep the school closed
until a facilities study is
completed after the first .of the
year.
The school was closed Oct. 8
when a furnace explosion
rocked the 71 year-old
structure. After a visit by fire
officials, it was recommended
that the building remain
closed.
A structural examination
will cost about $2,000 and
because of damage to a loadbearing wall, Bill Hideout,
superintendent of the board,
said daniages could amount to
sonic $10,000.

Calloway County farmers who planted no-till soybeans following wheat, can espect
a good harvest. "No-till soybeans in the county are looking good" stated Soil Conservation Service agronomist Dentis Colson."The wheat stubble has done a good job
in holding moisture to make up for the lack of rain this summer." Colson and area conservationist William Lowry visited several farms to inspect the county's no-till crop. If
appears the no-till beans have withstood the drought better than conventional
-systems following wheat," Lowry added. -Some areas of KentucAy-.have been harder
hit by the drought than others," commented Colson,"but even there no-till is coming
through. The acreage of no-till has been increasing every year all across the state
because farmers are using the system and finding it pays." Shown here are the two
men in the no-till soybeans on the Gus Robertson, Jr., farm which are rated eicellent.

t

scenes From Shakespeare To
Be Presented At Murray State
'

"Scenes from Shakespeare," a collection of
scenes from some of William
Shakespeare's best known
plays, will be presented by
Murray State University
theatre students Friday, Oct.
22.
Curtain time for the entirely
student directed performance
is 8 p. m. in the UniverSity
Theatre of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
The scenes for this per-

formance have been compiled "Romeo and Juliet."
by Jacqueline Smith, a senior.-- In addition to the Friday
theatre arts major at MSU,as night performance at Murray
part of a directed individual State, the cast of six will be
studies class. Miss Smith, the visiting _11 high schools in
niece of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Norman, is from Petersburg, and Missouri Oct. 18-22 and
•rpresenting an evenin
The collection will consist of fonnance in Owensboro.
condensed scenes of comedy
Admission for the play is 50
and tragedy.from "Hamlet," cents or by season ticket.
"A
Midsummer
Nights Tickets will be available at the
Dream," "Second Henry the door on the night of the perSixth," "Macbeth," and formance.

Save1.5con Zestand feel
like a million.
Try Zest and save 1.7 when you buy any3bars.
If you'd like fo.fTee ittle richer and
cleaner, take the _ ipOn attached
on the Light to yo.._ 'pre. Y.Qu'll save
151. But whet' ore important
is how Zest lets y step out of the
shower refresheri 'eelicleoner
than you did -h regular soap.
You see, Zest is: 'e regular soap.
Zest has special • rg agents not
found in soop doesn't leave a
sticky soap film c.Dur skin so you
really millionllyfresh—
feet
•

• •

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

,.)
. SAVE150 (II
when you buy
three bars any size

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
'
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Bert Combs Calls For Administrator Of Federal
Mining Board To Step Down As Head Of Panel
By BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
The administrator of the
federal Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration
MESA) should step down as
head of a panel investigating

two explosions that killed 26
men last March in a
southeastern Kentucky coal
mine, the attorney for the
company that owns the mine
says.
The attorney, Bert Combs,
Tuesday charged that MESA

Atlanta Firm Awarded
Data Center Contract
Tennessee, Louisiana and
Kentucky.
Construction is to begin next
month.
.The telephone company had
planned to build the facility
several years earlier, but put
it off, blaming denial of rate
increase requests by the
Alabama Public 'Service
The 535,000-square foot Commission.
complex, to be completed. • The site, which has been
early in 1979, Will provide cleared, is on 56-acres 10 miles
centralized administrative, south of Birmingham along
management and engineering U.S. 31.
operations for the company's
An addition to increase the
five-state territory.
complex size to 900,000 square
South Central Bell covers feet is tentatively planned for
Alabama, Mississippi, the 1980s.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. I API
An Atlanta firm has been
awarded a $24 million contract
io build a data center complex
for South Central Bell
Telephone Co.
The contract was given
Tuesday to the Henry C. Beck
Co.

TVA Customers Can Expect
Lower Rates Du ring November
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) electric bill in November for a
— Residents in the Tennessee home using 1,000 kilowatt
Valley can look forwacd to hours of electricity will be
lower
power
bills in $25.77, compared with $26.12
November, according to the this month.
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Residential power charges
The TVA Tuesday predicted have remained within the
resident costs will drop 35 same general range since
cents per 1,000 kilowatt houn mid-1975 in the seven-state
next month. The decline area served by the TVA, its
follows a drop of one cent per officialssaid.
1,000 kiloFatt hours in
But J.R. Burdeshaw,
October.
director of utilization for TVA,
The authority said the said homes will face large
deeline-is-based ott-its cost of-. bilis again-thir-vrinter-when
purchasing power and fuel heating needs cause increased
from outside sources in power usages.
September. The lower fuel
TVA resumed generating
adjustment charge reflects a power on a limited basis last
drop in requirements from month from its Browns Ferry,
outside systems, the TVA Ala., nuclear power plant. The
said.
facility had been shutdown for
The authority said the basic 18 months because of a fire.

Administrator Robert Barrett
"has demonstrated partiality
And prejudice" in the investigation.
Fifteen men were killed last
March 9 at Scotia's No. 1 mine
at Oven Fork. Two days later,
a second explosion killed 11
persons, including three
MESA inspectors, who went
into the mine to prepare it for
a federal investigation.
Combs, a former governor
of Kentucky, said that Barrett
should assume responsibility
for. the decision to send in the
men killed in the second blast.
In addition, he described as
"astonishing"
Barrett's
comments at a United Mine

In a telephone interview
Workers convention last
month that charges would be from Washington, Thomas J.
filed in connection with the Shepich, deputy administrator
for MESA, said that no
fatal explosions.
decision has been made on
Meanwhile, speaking in whether to file
charges.
,
Louisville Tuesday, Interior
"I don't think it's possible to
Secretary Thomas F. Kleppe
said that "there is no basis at say when or if of what charges
this time for filing criminal will be filed," Shepich said.
charges" against the Scotia -Obviously, the investigation
is continuing and will not be
Coal Co.
completed until the inKleppe said he could change vestigators get back into the
his mind but not until workers mine at the point at which the
fully reopen the mine in which explosion occurred.
the explosions occurred.
"On the basis of the
Volunteers have been working
since July 14 to recover the evidence they detect, that they
bodies of the men killed in the, find in the. mine,. it would be
second methane gas explosion premature to make any
predictions as to what charges
March 11.

Personal Privacy that laws
enacted by other states to
safeguard
privacy
are
generally "flawed" because
they do -not provide enough
protection.
The commission was
established by the 1976
legislature to study the
potential danger posed by
personal information stored in
computers and to propose
legislation to the 1978 General
Assembly to safeguard
individual privacy against
possible misuses of such information.
Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, commission
chairman said -Tuesday that
he hopes to have some
legislative proposals ready
prior to hearings scheduled

Krei,tine
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Warm, sunny days
...the crackling of a
twig under foot...the sheer
magic aroma offal! in the air!
In Kentucky you'll find
abundant campsites
and accommodations
in mountains, care
areas, bluegrass land
and vast lake regions.
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ELECTRICAL SHOCKS:

NO LAUGHING MATTER

It was in the late afternoon when Lucy heard her
may be filed, if any."
husband laughing loudly on
the front porch. "Bob, what
Barrett is head of a five- in the world are you
man panel that has held laughing at?" she asked,
several weeks of public coming out the door.
"You see Fred up there
hearings into the causes of-the
explosions. He has said the on his roof, don't ya?" Bob
investigation, will begin again said, pointing.
"Yeah?"
when the 11 bodies still inside
"Well, he was trying to
are brought out.
put up an antenna and it
fell and hit those powor
In an article in the Kentucky lines," Bob explained,
as he
Coal Journal, Combs was chuckled. "Boy, the sparks
quoted as saying that Barrett really flew."
was "supposed to be serving
"Is he hurt?" Lucy's
in a semi-judicial capacity as voice was laced with conchairman of fact-finding body. cern.
For him to prematurely
"Not really," Bob said,
announce his conclusions still amused. "It just jarred
before the investig,ation is him good. Funniest thing
I've..."
completed is astonishing."
"Quit laughing, Bob," his

wife broke in.
not funny. Fred could have been
killed, and he was lucky he
wasn't. Why, I was reading
in the paper just the other
day that a man was killed
installing a CB radio antenna for a base station at his
house. That's why you
should never install a radio
or TV antenna within falling distance of a power
line."
"Yeah, Lucy, I guess
you're right," Bob said in a
serious tone. "Fred's a
good friend and neighbor. I
sure would hate to lose
him, especially in an accident -1 could help him
avoid. I'm going over there
to give Fred a hand. Maybe
I can get him to move that
antenna away from those
power lines."

Main Concern Now For Doan Thi Hoang Anh Is Son's Party
GREAT FALLS, Mont.
(AP) — Doan Thi Hoang Anh
waged a long court battle to
bring her 4-year-old son back
to her family but Tuesday her
main concern was a party to
introduce friends and neighbors to the boy.
For the first time since the
closing days of the Vietnam
war, Doan Van Binh — known
as "Ben" — is home with his
mother.
Mrs. Anh took the day off
from her classes in nurse's
aide training to be with her
children after bringing the boy
back from Forest City, Iowa.
"I am so happy to have my
family back," Mrs. Anh, 33,
said.
"There is no way, even in
my own language, to express
the way I feel when I see my
boy," said Mrs. Anh.
The Vietnamese refugee
regained custody of little Ben
from his adoptive parents
John and Bonnie Nelson. He
had lived with them the past18

ruled last month that—(he
Nelsons had to return the boy
to his real mother.
"She invited us to visit him
on his fifth birthday, May 16,"
Nelson said after the
separation from the boy. "We

are planning on it."
capture by the Communists, sought to get her children
In Great Falls, the she placed the children in an back.
youngster joined five brothers orphanage in Saigon and
Mrs. Nelson blamed much
and sisters.
asked that they be taken out of of the heartbreak on the
Mrs. Anh's husband was the country.
adoption agency.
killed in the last days of the
She later made her own way
"The (agency) wasn't
Saigon regime. Fearing to the United States and honest with us," she said.
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9430/30 RIFLE

SAVE
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The most popular lever action deer rifle ever manufactured._
True Western carbine- styling. Solid Americqn walnut stock
and forearm with fine wood-to-metal fit. 41469

Reg.
99.95

TRADE IN YOUR OLD GUN TODAY!

THREE GUNS IN ONE

SAVE
$20

1200 SHOTGUN

with WINCHOKE:

CHOICE OF 12 or 20 GA.

^

American walnut stock & fore-end. Light for easy carrying and handling.-Twin-action bani for fast, sure action. Comes with WINCHOKE'
3 interchangeable chokes. ,i713.3 6

Reg.
139.99

LAYAWAY NOW

SAVE
$19.96

NO EXTRA CHARGE!

1400 SHOTGUN
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Back President
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The League of Kentucky
Sportsmen has anneuriced it is
backing President Ford for
reelection in November.
"The.,,League of Kentucky
Sportsmen cannot support any
candidate who favors the
registration of guns and that is
why we cannot-support anyone
for a political office who has
an opportunity to enforce or
encourage such laws," Roy •
Haddix, president of the
group,
said
Tuesday,
referring to Democratic
presidential candidate Jimmy
Carter.
Haddix said his "35,000member organization supports Ford because "he, is
against the registration of any
type of firearm or the licensing 9f gun owners."

n13

WINCIffSTOt

Mrs. Anh and the sleepy
child arrived at the Great
Falls airport late Monday
night. The boy was still
clinging to the stuffed toydog
he held when he waved goodby
to the weeping Nelsons.
The Iowa Supreme Court

for January.
Courtney ...)1d the commission that human "errors
and omissions," and not
dishonesty, are the chief
causes of some of the dangers
involving computers, such as
the release of personal information to the wrong person
or the release of erroneous
information about an individual.
"The crooks of the world
could never make up for the
incompetents," he said.
He estimated that employe
error accounts for 50 to 80 per
cent of computer misuse
problems, while dishonest
employes represent a much
smaller percentage. Outsiders ..
infiltrating the system account for less than three per
cent-ofthe problem, he said.
Courtney said that in many
instances,
"modest
a
technological safeguard,"
such as a monitoring system,
could help prevent abuse. He
said
the
technological
capabilities are available to
adequately stored information
but that the "statement of
public policy is not clear in
many areas."

"They should have been
frank."
Mrs. Anh contacted the
agency two weeks after Ben
was placed with the Nelson
family. The Nelsons weren't
notified until six months later.

yourself with a gun designed for the discerning
sportsman ... the man who recognizes quality and who insists on excellence
in gun performance. WINCHESTER is a leader and a legend in the finest
sportsguns made. Also reward yourself with these outstanding savings.

Computer Information Decisions
Should Include Citizens Too
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Decisions about the privacy of
personal information stored in
computers should not be left
up to computer technologists,,
a specialist in the field has told
a Kentucky committee
studying the subject.
Robert Courtney, manager
of data security and privacy
for the IBM Corp. in New
York, said there is just as
much reason to have citizens
overseeing the use of computer-stored information as
there is for civilians to provide
a check on the operatibris of
the military.
Courtney told the interim
study .Commission on Computer-stored Information and

1 SAVING ENERGY I

with WINCHOKE

CHOICE OF 12 or 20 GA.
lightweight gas-operated semi-automatic with a push button carrier _
release. Proof steel barrel. Stock & fore-end are American walnut. Comes
with WINCHOKE. 64 211.4. 6
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Read Is Named
To State Committee
Dr. William G. Read, vicepresident for academic
programs at Murray State
University, has been named to
the Health Sciences Advisory
Committee of the Kentucky
Council on Public Higher
Education as the representative of regional institutions
of higher education in the
stateHe was appointed by Barney
Tucker of LexingtK, council
chairman, follMing
a
reconstitution of the committee that provides for a
representative
for
the
regional institutions on a
rotating basis.
Read will meet for the first
time Nov. 4 with the 14member committee, which is
one of the standing committees of the council. Tucker
is currently the committee
chairman.
The
Health
Sciences
Advisory Committee is the
arm of the council which
reviews proposals by state
colleges and universities for
new health sciences programs

and makes recommendations
to the council.
When the 1974 Kentucky
General Assembly enacted
legTslation establishing the
Area Health Education
System (AHES) in the state,
the committee developed
policies and procedures for
the system. It now recommends the allocation of ARES
funds in accordance with
council guidelines in the
program devised to alleviate
the problem of maldistribution of health personnel
in Kentucky.
Read, who joined the faculty
at Murray State in 1949,
served as chairman of the
Department of Physics from
1959 until he became a vicepresident in 1970. He was
elected by his faculty
colleagues in 1968 as the first
faculty representative to
serve on the board of regents.
A native of Kansas, Read
earned the B. S. and M. S.
degrees at Fort Hays State
College and the Ph. D. degree
at the University of Kansas.

Maddux Couple To
Go To Grand Jury
By ERIC NEWHOUSE
Associated Press Writer
CLEVELAND, Tenn. ( AP)
— Ronald and Wanda Maddux
were ordered held for grand
jury action on charges of firstdegree murder in the beating
death of Mrs. Maddthi's '4yearold daughter.
The Madduxes are accused
in the beating-torture death of
Melisha Morgana Gibson last
. week. The child had been
taken away from them in 1974
_when_ _they---went.--ta-jaiL--feabusing her, but she and four
other children were returned
to the Madduxes.
The couple continued to be
held without bond after the
case was turned over to a
Bradley County grand jury
Tuesday by General Sessions
Court.
In Nashville, meanwhile,
Tennessee's Human Services
Department- ordered an indefinite halt to the return by
social workers of any abused
children to.their families, The commission also ordered abused children already
back with their families on a
trial basis removed at once
and returned to foster or
similar care by the state.
In the Cleveland case, Dist.

Atty. Richard Fisher told the
court, "A 4-year-old weighing
60 pounds was found one cold
morning sopping wet. She was
covered with bruises and cuts.
"We have evidence that
Ronald Maddux actually beat
her to death and her natural
mother sat there watching
from Monday night when this
ordeal started."
The packed courtroom
applauded at the court action.
Since the girl's death Oct.
1, eiziotlwis
IT' flit
residents of this southeastern
Tennessee city have been
running high. About 250
persons signed petitions
demanding the couple be held
without bond.

Loan Approved,
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
8300,000 loan - for improvements to the Ledbetter
Water System in Livingston
County has been approved by.
the
Farmers
Home
Administration.
The money will be used for
treatment
plant
improvements, a new 75,000
gallon storage tank and other
impovements, local officials
said.

Hubbard Envisions No
Confrontations With Bersky

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Democratic Rep. Carroll
Hubbard, seeking a second
term
as
1st
District
congressman, envisions no
confrontations
with
Republican challenger Bob
Bersky,
a
Sturgis
businessman.
Bersky wants to debate, but
Hubbard says he doesn't have
time — he wants to visit as
many parts of the far western
Kentucky district as he can
before the election.
"I'm running on my record
as a hard-working, accessible
Members of the Alpha Tau,Omega Fraternity at Murray State University presented
congressman. I hope to visit
all 2312 counties in the district
this print, one in a series of prints released of historic buildings at MSU, to Dr. Conthis month,. as I did last
stantine Curris, president of the university. The print was commissioned by the Alpha
month," Hubbard said as he
Tau Omega Housing Corp. to local Artist James W. Harris. Prints were released during
entered the final two weeks of
the MSU homecoming weekend. Making the presentation were left to right, David
the campaign.
°Daniel, ATO president, David Jernigan, Public Relations offkei. and Darrell Venters,
He has met with conAlumni Relations officer.
stituents and larked over their
problems in five "field offices," set up in Paducah,
Henderson, Madisonville,
Hopkinsville and Mayfield.
Bersky has an uphill fight,
running as a Republican in a
district regarded as a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — against anyone at Scotia," he need for coal somewhat below
Democratic stronghold. His
one
said.
billion
tons.
by 1985, with
Warning that Kentucky's road
name is not as well known as
-system is breaking down,,Gov. _ Carroll said intimacy and Kentucky producing one Hubbard's and he lacks funds
Julian .Carroll says a national government studies predict a fourth of it.
coal severance tax is needed
to help pay for repairs.
"We believe the users of
coal should help pay the bills,"
he asserted Tuesday.
The governor also charged
that the nation has no energy
policy, a point on which
Interior Secretary Thomas
Kleppe agreed.
Kleppe said Congress must
shoulder the blame, but he
took issue with the solution
offered Tuesday by Carroll.
The governor said he
supports Jimmy Carter's idea
that all federal agencies
handling energy., program
should be in one department
ariffIZETFagmented.

National Coal Tax Called
For By Governor Carroll

for extensive advertising.
conservatively," Hubbard
"If my contributions come said. "In fact, I have the most
in, I'll go into more radio and conservative voting record
more newspaper and more among
the
Kentucky
television advertiiing," Democratic congressmen. But
Bersky said recently. "If not, 95 per cent of the labor union
my campaign will maintain its _people in v.4estern Kehtucky
current level."
believe like I do on most
He has driven from town to issues."
town, posting signi on
Hubbard doesn't deny he'd
telephone poles and being
like
to run for governor, but
interviewed
on
radio
programs. Also, he said, "I've says he isn't neglecting his
been talking to all the duties on Capitol Hill. -I have
chairmen and attending any a 96 or 97 per cent voting
record. I stay in Washington
Republican rallies."
Bersky is hoping some when Congress is in session.
"When it isn't, I do go into
-supporters of President Ford
other
parts of the state ..:6u1 I
will vote for him at the same
Lime. "I've been coordinating don't neglect my homework in
my campaign with the Ford the 1st District,'",. Hubbard
campaign. I believe if Fort said.
does well, I'll do well."
Bersky questioned HOHe has accused Hubbard of bard's stand on gral.lxintral,,
receiving labor support in his since the Democratic platprevious election and then form includes gun-control...* rw
growing
increasingly planks, but Hubbard said he
‘•
conservative
in
his doesn't favor it.
congressional votes. He also
"I don't believe in further
says Hubbard is spending too federal intervention on gunmuch time preparing to run control," he said. "Just
for governor in 1979 to because a few people ... wrote
properly carry out his in planks on gun control
congressional duties.
doesn't mean I'm going to
"I have voted rather support it."

HOME OF BETTER VALUES

FOR OVER 58 YEARS

Calling this approach "a red
herring," Kleppe said "it
sounds good but it isn't likely
to happen. One of the most
controversial things you can
attempt to do is change an
agency's jurisdiction."
Kleppe said that President
Ford has tried unsuccessfully
to get a national program
through Congress.
"There are 535 policies on
Capitol Hill. As a result, the
nation has none," he added.
Kleppe and Carroll held
separate news conferences
after both had addresed the
National Coal Association and
Bituminous Coal Research
conference.
Carroll told newsmen he
questioned the feasibility of
nuclear power plants because
there isn't enough uranium to
supply the needs of those
already built.
"I can then see no sense at
all in the federal government's encouraging the
construction of new nuclear
power plants with absolutely
no assurance of future fuel to
operate them," he said.
During the news conference,
Kleppe also stated:
-The nation must become
less dependent on Arab oil
imports. He noted that last
Sunday was the third anniversary of the beginning of
the oil embargo. "If they
decide t6 shut us off, we will
have a jolt to the economy that
you wouldn't believe."
-There is no need for
tougher federal strip mining
laws because the states are
doing a good job. "We certainly don't need the
detrimental type of surface
mining legislation which has
been twice vetoed by
President Ford."
-The best solution to mine
safety "are training and
education."
Kleppe said he is satisfied
with methods being used to
recover 11 bodies from Scotia
Coal Co. at Oven Fork. The
men were killed last March
two days after a similar blast
took the lives of 15 others.
"At this time, there is no
basis for criminal charges

TOYLAND IS OPEN
VO
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Snyder Challenged
In Fall Campaigns
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Fourth District Congressman
M. Gene Snyder of Jefferson
County faces a challenge this
fall from, Edward J. Winterberg, a Covington attorney
who criticizes his businessactivities while in office.
- Winterberg says that with
his plans for increased
broadcast advertising in the
last weeks of the campaign,
the4th District race "has the
potential for being a good
upset."
Snyder points with pride at
his staunchly conservative
voting rerord during his six
terms in the House and
characterizes Winterberg as a
"preposterous fellow."
The two are from opposite
ends of the district, which
stretches along the Ohio River
from the eastern suburbs of
Louisville to the southern
suburbs of Cincinnati.
Winterberg contends Snyder
has received excessive fees
land
negotiating
while
purchases for utilities, including the recent acquisition
of the Hunter's Bottom site in
Trimble County-by American
Electric Power of New York.
The northern Kentucky
Democrat believes people are
about
concerned
the
possibility of power plant
construction at sites along the
river, and contends "we're
beating him already in the
nortljern end of the district."
Winterberg has pledged that
if he topples Snyder, he'll give
up.his law practice and devote
full time to congressional
duties.
He- charges that Snyder, in
contrast, "has made a quarter

I

of a million dollars in the pask,
four years representing
utilities, while he's been in
Congress on the Public Works
Committee and sits on the
subcommittee that directly
affects utilities."
Winterberg has called
Snyder's fees "possible
criminal bribery" and contended that the incumbent has
"used his office to make
himself rich."
Snyder has called the
Democratic challenger a
"meddling misfit."
The Republican said his fees
actually are "a little low.." He
said if Winterberg "checked
the records he'd have found
our company (Snyder's real
estate agency( got 10 per rent
inhandling a General Electric
diction."
- —

Prices Good Through
512

October 26th

Munn 14.
So. 12th

Quanties
To Limit
Right
the
We Reserve

Sn,yder said Winterberg's
charges "demonstrated in
good measure how incompetent, deranged and
totally ignorant he is concerning the ways in which the
real world works."
He said Winterberg ‘:only
fell a little bit short of endorsing federal legisThtion to
limit your fees ... he's apparently never had to work to
get along,as I have..."
Snyder said his business
experience has enabled him to
understand his constituents'
problems and he has worked
hard to keep in touch with his
district.
know more about this
community and its desires and
ambitions and frustrations
than somebody who lives 100
miles from here," Snyder
said.

Finding Against UMW
Locals Upheld By Court
CINCINNATI AP)— Three
Western Kentucky United
Mine Workers locals were
absolved of paying damages
to the Peabody Coal Co., but a
$13,000 finding against their
district office was upheld
Tuesday by the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.
The court action was one
result of a series of work
stoppages in June, 1972.
The appellate court ruled
the U.S. District Court at
Owensboro, Ky. erred in
holding UMW locals 1734, 1508
and 1548 in contempt for
failing to get miners back to
work and for not submitting a
dispute to arbitration according to the union contract.
The stoppages closed down
Peabody's Western Kentucky
mines known as Star, Ken and
River Queen.
The dispute arose when the
company refused to post new
jobs of conveyor belt inspectors for union members,
court records showed.
"We reject the district
court's holding in this regard
as not in accordance with the
established law 'Of 'this circuit," the appellate court said
in rejecting fines of $6,500
payable to Peabody against
the three locals.
"This court has repeatedly

MISS YOUR PAM?
Sebscribers whit bore sit
received titeir hosee-delverod
copy ef The Warm lodger IL
Tiaras by 5:30 p.
Moo*.
Friday or by 330 p. et. ea
Settwiryt ore greed to cell
7$3-1916 between 5:30 p. re.
mid & p. , Moreloy-Fridey,
sr 3:30 p. in. marl 4 p.
Saterifoys, te mire &divery
.4th. itevispepor. Coifs meet
be pieced by $ p. $1.

recognited that a union may
only be held responsible for
the authorized or ratified
actions of its officers and
agents," the _apReals court
said.
"Moreover, the very terms
of the June 6 order did not
require any affirmative action
on the part of the Local unions
or District 23 aimed at getting
the membership back to
work," the court said.
"However, the fact is that
evidence at the preliminary
injunction hearing indicates
that the unions went beyond
the requirements of the
temporary restraining order
in urging the membership to
return to work."
The court agreed that
District 23, whieh took over
and acted for the three
locals, failed to submit the
dispute to arbitration "and
was properly found to be in
contempt of the June 6 order."
The court noted that
Peabody proved the stoppages
caused losses of $400,000 to the
company. The appeals court
upheld the $13,000 judgement
against District 23 but noted it
was a lump sum and not
imposed on a per day basis.

Murder Suspect
To Be Examined
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
John Rancey Huff, 41,
Lexington, has been ordered
to undergo psychiatric
examination to determine if
he is able to stand trial on a
murder charge.
Huff is accused in the Aug.
12 fatal shooting of Martha ,
Mae Williams, 19, ,at her
residence here. ,
Fayette Circuit Judge
Armand Angelucci said he will
review the results of the
mental exam. Jan. 18.

weekdays er•4 p. us. Sorterins isgerirmteri delivery.

. We Accept
Food Stamps

RETIRING
Dr. D. Chris Emmert,' Chiropractor
is retiring and is pleased to announce the selection of

Dr. Bryan I. Thacker

Field's Boneless
Fast Cut
Half or Whole

139
Lb.

Field's Finest
Yellow

ONIONS

3 Lb. Bog

45

89

ft

BACON

12 oz. Pkg.

Krey Sliced
Red or White

1...89'
Stalk29'

POTATOES
36 Size

CELERY

0794

BOLOGNA
Krey

594

WIENERS

12 oz. Pkg.

Krey
,

Sweet

POTATOES

Lb.19'

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

Bush Great Northern

.0.2/45'

BEANS

i
H i
t sACH

ES

Lb

69'
55

29 oz.

Brown's Best Great Northern
Bush Chili Hot

.0.

BEANS

994

DRY BEANS

4 lb.

UltillilS" 250
G w

Pepsi or
7-Up

to take his place in the Practice of Chiropractic at the
former Emmert Chiropractic Center now the

4I

EDON TISSUE
MAZOLA OIL

4 Ro1157

$1 19
... 32 oz. •

Helmans Spin Blend

Murray Chiropractic Center

SALAD DRESSING

753-9909
Hours:
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri., 9-12, 2-6
Tue., Sat. 9-12

V
•

79'

32 oz.
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EMT Training To
Be Offered By MSU

SAVE LIKE

Emergency
Medical twice a week, on Monday and
Technician (EMT) traintng 'Thursday evenings, for 13'1
evening courses will be of- weeks. Donna Martin and
fered by the Center for Con- Sliaron Turner, both EMT
tinuing Education at Murray instructors, will teach the
University
in courses in Madisonville and
State'
Madisonville beginning Nov. 1 Murray respectively.
and in Murray beginning Nov.
A fee of $15 covers the costs
8.
of materials. A student may
Norman 0. Lane, coor- also earn six semester hours
dinator of special programs on of college credit by paying the
the campus, said the 87-hour regular university tuition fees.
EMT course is being offered to
The EMT course is designed
emergency medical personnel
to meet the needs of
in each of two West Kentucky
regionsin cooperation with emergency medical personnel
who treat injuries and
the Kentucky Department of
illnesses such as ambulance
Human Resources.
attendants, emergency molt
He explained that the course
personnel,
firemen,
in 'Madisonville -Sall Serve
policemen, nurses, safety
emergency medical personnel
from the nine counties of engineers, rescue and life.
and
II—Caldwell, squads, and industrial
Region
public
health
personnel:
Christian, Crittenden.
Hopkins,-04•yenr-tiv1ngston, Lane said anyone who
Muhlenberg, Todd, and wishes to enroll in the course
Trigg—and the course in in Madisonville or Murray
Murray will serve the eight should immediately contact:
Continuing
for
counties of Region I—Ballard, Center
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Education. Sparks Hall,
Graves, Hickman, Marshall, Murray State University, 42071,
Ky.,
Murray,
and McCracken. .
Each EMT course will meet (telephone 502 762-4150).

ON THESE PRICED FOOD VALUES!
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 7-9
Sun. 12:00-6:30

More Voices Expected
In Boycott Debate

Campbell's
Tomato

19

JUICE

Frosty
Acres
1Cons2 oz.

$

00

Cans

Bes Pak Lawn 8. Leaf

BAGS

6 ct.65

Kelly

POTTED MEAT

3 oz.

19

Kelly

CHILI

Frosty Acres

6

Dozen

Frosty Acres- 10 oz. Each Mix or Match

3/$1(x)
..3/$100

PEAS

17 oz.

SAUCE
"mt
Kraft

ORANGE JUICE

14

9 oz.

15 oz.45

Teenie Weenie

;

COOL WHIP
DONUTS

With Beans

1/2 Gal.

cut CORN or Sliced SQUASH•

4/$1

Banquet Lemon- Chocolate - Coconut

4

CREAM PIES

1402.39

Pillsbury

A

BISCUITS

r nd

213

8 oz 41

Pay
Keebler Vanilla
1 lb 43
4

AIRGARINE

COFFEE

WAFERS
Chase & Sanborn S.

1201.59

75

Rename Street
LEXINGTON, Ky I AP -- The Urban County Council will
he Asked to re-name the 100
block of East Secoltd Street to,• "Constitution Street,- its.
original name.•
•
A "council committee voted
to hake the recorruneridationafter Richard De Camp,
executive director of the
Lexington-Fayette County
Historic Commission, told of
how the block was developed
in the early 1800s and how
most Of its houses date frOm
about thatperiod.
Property owrierS in the area
submitted a petition to the
'council earlier saying they"
wanted to restore the neightorllood's historic flavor by
changing the street's- name
back to its original one.
•

SCCIP .4 pssoova

Johnsons Coupon

R15

r's

1FFEE

a
z ACKERS

1 lb

59c

Pride of Illinois •

1 lb $229

Limit I Coup( in Per Person
Expirt.s 10-27-76

CORN
BISQUICK

Those documents must then
be reported to the Commerce
Department, which considers
them evidence that the
company is complying with —
the boycott. The companies
disagree.
A spokesman for McGraw'
Edison International of Elgin.
Ill., said the company does not
diIarlminate against Jews and 1.
ships =.-regularly to Israeli
customers ,who buy its
washing machines, electrical
dural/le
goods.
continue doing so.
Thi—spokesman said that on
' More voices were to be
added to the debate today; A a recent..sale to in Arab
subcommittee nation, the company was
House
arranged • to
question asked to certify that its
SeCretary of Commerce Elliot washing machines were nnt
Richardson about the boycott made in Israel and would not"
and 1.V. government efforts go through an-Israeli port.erhe \
company 'found that without
.to stop
normal
its
Rep. Benjamin Rosenthal, changing
asub_ procedures it could respond
chairs
both
affirmatively
to
committee, ha
has ad
advocated
th
voc
e
legislation making it illegal questions.
for American firms to comply
-What we've done is
with the boycott, The Ford business as usual and it conies •
administration has opposed off as a boycott,- said the
spokesman.
that legislation.
Exactly what constitutes
compliance
has became a School Boards
matter of dispute since the
- Commerce Department began
releasing the • names of Slate Meeting
American companies that do
CYNTHIANA, Ky.. t AP) •
business with Arab nations
and sign statements about the The Central Kentucky Region
of the Kentucky School Boards
boM
y7rtet.companies on Tuesday Association, with 29 school
joined the ranks of those districts to be represented,
complaining that their actions will hold its annual meeting at
were misinterpreted. Some of-, tlarrison County High School
the confusion stems from the Nov. 4.
School officials from a 28way the boycott terms and
enforcement efforts vary from county area, including seven
independent districts, will Oct
one Arab country to another,
, 1977.
Some of the Arab states new officersi for
require only that companies
certify that the goods they are...- 101 Da
eNamed
selling were not made in
Israel or with Israeli
materials. Sometimes they At Transylvania
require that-theships carrying
LEXINGTON, Ky. Al"
those goods to an Arab state
James A. McaDaniel, a 1976
not stop off at an Israeli port.
Thus, an American corn- graduate of the University of
pony that makes its goods in Kentucky, has been pained
director
of
this -country with domestic associate
relations at
materials and ships them- university
-directly td the purchaser can Transylvania Liniversity.
Mc _Daniel will asiist
do business with both Arabs
and- Israelis and still sign the director 'James_ Millard Jo
design. and production ot
• Arabs' boycott documents. •
publications, news writing ant!
media relations, as-• well as
general public relations work
Lexington May
WASHINGTON ( AP) controversy
The
over
American firms' participation
in the Arab boycott of Israel is
turning into a debstte about
just what constitutes participation:
The Commerce Department
says a company that supplies
requested data to an Arab
state is complying with the
boycott. The companies
disagree; many say they have
always traded with both Arabs

99'

40 oz.

•

•

Leitchfield
Resigns

Mayor

Position

LEITCHFIELD,
-- Leitchfield Mayor :Alt.,
Thomason has resigned, r
health reasons.

r

He' pcesent,A the co
council with a letter from his
doctor wM-Ch advised him
restrict his activity because of
a heart condition_ "Ilioniason
recommended
the
apof.
pointment
Lonnie
_McKinney to fill his unexpired
term.
The eounCil, however,
decided Monday night todelay
action on that recommendation until November
McKinney ran 'SOCOrld in last year'smayor's•race.
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Sorghum: Autumn
Ritual Revived In L. B. 1.
A. •

B) Barry William Drew
Murray Ledger & Times
_Staff Writer
In the not too distant past
sorghum was a very important commodity which was
used as a sugar substitute by
he people of this area.
often
Sugar
was
unavailable, or very expensive, but sorghum cane
could be grown locally and
processed into molasses. In
this manner the peofile of the
region satisfied a basic need
for a sweetener and a substitute for sugar.
Sorghum is still available
locally but it is foultriri
grocery stores and is usually

produced by a commercial in the age of the I'V dinner.
maker who doesn't produce
Annually T.V.A.'s Empire
the same product as was made Farm facility, located in the
by hand back in the old days. Land Between The Lakes near
As mules have, for the most Center Station, is the scene of
part, peen taken out of far- a revival of the sorghum
ming so WiVe-a great many of making process that is one of
the old, time-consuming, folk this areas rich traditions.
"arts." Sorghum making is
The process by which
both an art and it is time- sorghum is made is a simple
consuming. It is almost a lost one. The sorghum cane is
art or, at least.h.it is passing grown, harvested about mid
quickly into the, ,realm of September, cut and stripped,
history.
crushed and the juice cooked
People just don't seem to down until it turns into
have the time for the "old" _molasses.
ways aoyinut e, modern' life
"simple"
word
The
demands the time once describes the process because
devoted, by necessity,to home the steps from cane-'t'
crafts which aren't essential molasses are few,however the

slightest mistake in the steps
could mean no winter
molasses for a family who
depended on this staple item
from year to year.
The cane must be harvested
when it is at its peak for
juicyness and it must be
processed immediately
because it drys out quickly
and, if left for several days,
the cane ends begin to rot and
the juice sours. Sour juice
does not produce good
sorghum. —
The sorghum is usually
stripped of its leaves, and the
seed bearing top, in the field.
At the Empire Farm
demonstration the cane was
brought in whole from the
field and prepared for the mill
on the spot.
• Once prepared the cane is
fed into a three roller, horse
drawn mill. As the cane is fed
through the mill the "green"
Juice is squeezed out and is
collected in a barrel after
passing through a filter. The
green juice is then ready for
the Cooking operation.
The cooking is done over a
furnace that resembles a barb-que pit. Buddy Mitchell's
furnace was about ten feet
long and three feet high ishd
was topped with a metal
"boiler box" in which the juice
is cooked down to sorghum.
Buddy's boiler box was built
with one end higher than the
other and was divided into
several compartments. Each
compartment had a small
gate at the end to allow the.
juice to pass from one compartment to another..4s it
made its downhill' Journey
from green juic,e to sorghum.
The juice was kept at a constant boa. The temperature is
very important because if it is
too hot the juice can be burned
thereby ruining the final
product.
,
While the juice is boiling
foam forms on top of it and is
removed by skimming. The
skimming operation is a
continuous one that involves
several people. Hand pkim
mers are used to remove this
foam which is then discarded.
The skimmers resemble
small shovels with -long
handles. The bottoms of the
skimmers are full of holes to
allow the juice to pass through
while the foam is retained to
be discarded in the skimming
hole.

Mrs. Georgia Bridges and Mr. "Sam" confer on the
readvness of the sorghum at the lower end of the boiler
box. After boiling for several hours the sorghum has
made the transition from green juice to thick, brownish
syrup and is now ready to be drawn off and packaged.

The boiling requires several
hours of watching, tending the
fire and skimming, but
somewhere between the upper
and lower end of the boiler the
juice begins to take on a
wonderful brownish color not
unlike maple. syrup that this
yankee has seen before.
Finally, the still warm
sorghum is drawn off at the
lower end of the boiler and
placed in containers to cool
and then it is stored.
All afternoon the curious
watched
the
sorghum
operation from-.cane to.
molasses.
Older folks would just turn
up for a turn at-the skimming
for awhile. Most folks could be
seen at one time or another
with a. piece of raw cane in
their mouths and children
were everywhere licking
sorghum from cane "spoons,"
while homemade - biscuits,
compliments of Mary Boatwright, topped with fresh
sorghum appeared from time
to time.
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Christina lauback of the T.V.A. staff and Amy Esmond
•an L.B.I.intern from Ohio State U. at Columbus, L hi()
prepare the sorghum cane for-the milling operatior. The
leaves are stripped from the canes and the seed bearing
tops are cut off at this time. The sorghum making was
directed by Mrs. Loretta YOrk, of the T.V.A. staff, who is
in charge of Empire Farm.
•

A cool autumn afternoon, a
revival of sorghum making
and the-fellowship of omers
has made a lasting impression
on this writer. Perhaps we
move too fast in this modern
world. We seem to miss a
great deal of life or we have
left behind a bit of our culture
here and there until the old
Ways are nothing - more than
memories for those old enough
to remember.
Up in the cabinet there is a
can of fresh sorghuzn that was
still warm when we brought it
into the house. We will share
the memory each time the can
is opened.

Mr. "Sam" Bridges of Canton, Kentucky oversees the finished product end of the
"boiler box," while Buddy Mitchell of Cadiz goes about the continuous job of skimming the Warn from the sorghum during the cooking period. The Mitchell family was
responsibleffor the cooking of the juice into sorghum and supplied the cane from their
fields.

Mrs. Bridges pours the finished sorghum molasses into the
can&.ia which it will be
stored or sold. lust behind Mrs. Bridges the Mitchell family
continues to skim the
sorghum as it makes its way from the high end of the boiler box
to the lower end
where it is drawn off as finished molasses.
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Dan, a horse owned by Mr. J. 0. Boren of Cadiz is hitched to the "sweep" or
large
pole which is used to turn the sorghum mill and crush -the cane. The green juice
from
'
I. the cOushed cane is then collected in the barrel in front of the mill. A "horse"
from
another age can be seen just behind Dan.
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etSet
"Welt
IbP

Prices
Good thru
Sunday

MENS
POPLIN

JACKET

Sporty
jacket
has
pointed
collar and
cuffs, exposed zipper.
stylish contrast piping on yokes, slash
welt pockets and side
Sizes small
tabs.
to extra large.

A

LADIES

PANT COAT
87
11

30-0Z.

CARNATION

HOT
COCOA
MIX

THERMAL
DOUBLE
BLANKET

588

Full size automatic blank-

"

et of first quality in lovely colors.

REG. 23:44

Bronco suede coat has
contrast
stitching and
novelty pockets.
Sizes
8-16.

ASSORTED
DOUBLE

ASHFORD
KING SIZE

BLANKETS
£97

BLANKET
100Gi,
acrylic
blanket has 4" nylon
binding.
Id color.

Your choice of . quality t.s4oyen
solid, plaid or floral blanket.

GIRLS

COAT
1944
Perky pant.coat of two
tone brushed, streak.ed
denim.
Fluffy pile
tarn and lining. Polyester 'cotton.
Sizes,

NORTHERN,
ESSEX OR
ST. MARY
DOUBLE
' ELECTRIC
BLANKET

LASKO
%PON' •
FAN
FORCED SEALER
I HEATER

DUPONT

Coleman"'

15-0Z. FAST FLUSH,
12-02. SEALER

CATALYTIC

STOPLEAK OR
12-0Z. ANTI-RUST

HEATER

FAST
Nig YOUR CHOICE

Model
91001
1500 WATT
FAN FORCED HEATER
DUAL WATTAGE

Modern, efficient
in Cold '..,11 1wr.

DRESS
UNIFORMS
44

67
16-0Z.

COMPARE AT 9.44-12.44
polyester

Pc,

WASHER
SOLVENT

GAS
WARP

and novelty styles. Choose from
a
wide array of solids and colors.
Sizes 8-18.
Vit
S'7Fq Y.

.4 0.

Non chaulking and fade resistant.
Cleans up easi ly with water.

1

DUPONT 14-0Z.
WINDSHIELD

uniforms in basic

AIR_ CONDITIONER

YOUTHS, BOYS &

FULL LACE
RUBBER
PACS

97'

"QUILT-STEPS"

600

NYQUIL
NIGHTIME COLDS
MEDICINE

44

Listermint

Atiil Fvima
Sinex
in-Acting

TO 7.99
Features insulated uppers, steel
shank and reinforced toe: Si2:es 11-2, 3-6, 7-12. •

master charge

3966

6-0Z. VICKS

ME MS

fr
Super sport look has padded collar, foam lining, cushioned insoles, natural toe and low heel.
c,7c 1n

OUR REG. 1.93

DECONGESTANT NA.SAt.SPRAY

:Telieves cold symptoms
Ind. tets you get.a..tlight's

144
•REG.
OUR
oz.•
1.66

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Set.
Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Son.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Par‘..114

7S3-8777

DRYER

STORM
DOOR

COVER ii.7.YY‘c

WITH APPLICATOR

OUR CHOICE

12-0Z.
GAS GUARD

COLONIAL
CROSS BUCK

10-02. WAY
9-02. VINYL TOP
DRESSING OR
nolo 19-0Z. TOP CLEANER

DUPONT

47'

only. Sizes
large.
NID
XX' APGE

DUPONT RALLY

Efferdent

way to warm up
mod,' 01 7A700.

DUPONT
HEAVY DUTY
COOLING
SYSTEM
CLEANER

LADIES

Pretty

31'
9

"
/
1
2

BANKAMERIEAPD

12 oz.
Reg. 1.12

9r
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Mississippi Merchants Win Judgment
Against Black Boycott Staged In 1967
By BILL CRIDFX
courts eventually will force
Associated Press Writer
the National Association for
PORT GIBSON, Miss. f API- the
Advancement of Colored
-For 12 white merchants who' People (
NAACP) to pay the
won a $1.2-million judgment judgment.
But, meanwhile,
against a black boycott, the blacks
have clamped another,
future -holds dreams of boycote on
Port Gibson's small
prosfienty, but the present ista but
normally busy main street
time of more economic
in. retaliation for the legal
fight.
The merchants hope the * W.P.
Gordon, mayor of this

town of 3,000 persons, says he
Most of the defendants in the
doubts.....1.1ae merchants will case *ere picketers-or boyeott
ever see a dime of the leaders back in 1967
and rank
judgment.
as poor people.
U.S. District Court Judge
"If
they
collected
Orma Smith is expected 'to
everything owned by every
rule Thursday on one facet of
black person in Claiborne
the legal fight — whether the
County they wouldn't have no
NAACP must put up $1.56$1.2 million," said the Rev.
million bond in order to file an
Eddie Wall, a black Baptist
appeal to the state Supreme
minister.
Court.
The new boycott was called
Under state law, a loser who
by Charles Evers, former
wants to block collection while
candidate for governor,
carryipg on the legal fight
mayor of nearby Fayette, and
must post bond to cover
one of the few black defenjudgment and costs. Actually,
dants with anything to lose.
there are 129 other losers in
"We're not going to buy
the case, but only the NAACP
anything until they quit trying
could possibly raise that kind
to sue us," said the Fayette
of money..
businessman. "I know it
"I think if they could get
might cost me,but I can'tstop
together out of court and raise
because I might lose a few
enough money to just pay off
dollars. If we stop now our'
the lawyers, that would be the
struggle has been done in
best thing that could happen,"„
Gordon said.
"They are killing this
merchants
The
were town,"
said Waddy Abraham,'
awarded $1.2 million in
65, a grocer. "If you don't
damages allegedly suffered
have good, prosperous
by an illegal secondary
merchants, you don't have no
boycott in 1967, staged by the
town."
•
NAACP and area blacks to
If
the
judgment
stands,
focus attention on their
Abraham would be due
demands for jobs and changes
;142,217 in
ges— some_of
Us - local government. The
T[prun1Ablr collected from
merchants described the
former pickets who, though
boycott as a wartime
they have little to lose, had to
blockade.
be included among the
The court ruled, in effect,
defendants to make the suit
that the protest was political
valid.
and should have been directed
"All these defendants, I
against municipal officials,'
don't know how they wound up
not the merchants. Protest,
in the case," he said. "We
leaders, however, Maintained
were not out to harm the local
that many of the _merchants
- folks-, we were after the
were in fact the municipal
NAACP and the big boys."
leaders of Port Gibson.
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5 Harvest
goddess
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34 Cloth
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written
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vessel
41 Fruit
moisture
2.7 Esisted
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28 Dance step 29 Wooden
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43
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Monster
30
44 Siave
55 Spanish `,
32 Part of to
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45 Three-toed
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\
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.46
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56 Mature
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59 Seed
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DOWN
37
..
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.
I Got mound
_
.
—
Hostelry
2
trI
I ..ted Fr
.
3 Bars iegaly

ACRCI,SS
1 Stalemate
4 In detinIte
amount
8 Residence
• 2 Abstract
being
13 Musical

til Vvil I'.

WHO 5 TRAT OVER THERE 7
IT LOOKS LIkE A DOG
,IN „A CAT.UIT

THAT 5°WORLD LAR THE
CAT WHO LIVES NEXT
poog . DON'T TANGLE WITH
HIM HE 5 MEAN!:

TRUCKLOAD SALE.

CHECK OUT
THE SAVINGS

qOU CAN'T FOOL ME CHUCK!
'THAT'S WON IN A CAT
SUIT! I'M GONNA GET

REELFOOT• MEAT OR BEEF

OH,
6000
GOOD
GIZIEF!

FRANKS

NANCY
I WISH 1
,
I COULD
SAY THE

THAT
NEW
GIRL
DOESN'T
LIKE
ME

SAME
ABOUT YOU

REELFOOT• CHUNK

YOU COULD
IF YOU'D LIE
LIKE I DID

79'

BOLOGNA

v--

Lb.

CORN VALLEY•BIG 2 Lb. BAG

PORK SAUSAGE $188

BEETLE BAILEY
I KNOW

FOOT
SLICED
BACON

rOLVIZE

HUNE,RN

3;7
4,.00

so STOP
GROWi.iNG!

-GROWL,
6%2.

98c

12 oz.
PKG.

THE PHANTOM
'APMFRAL '', LASHES OLITT1

DURING THE REELFOOT TRUCKLOAD SALE
STOCK UP ON YOUR FAVORITE REELFOOT PRODUCTS. SHOP ADAMS(Z)AND SAVE ALL WEEK
LONG!

-.1EYOK/7/ 7,_ff_111

REELFOOT

REELFOOT
WELL SEE
ABOUT THAT,

—IT'S LIKE HITTI.IV6 A STONE WALL!
THE PHANTOM STANG'S.. UNMOVEP.'

EIL-ONDIE
I WAS LrUST
—.INKING
I
EVERYBODY S
HEARD OF <
WHISTLERS

(HOW COME YOJ KJEvER
rEA
ABOUT

HE PROBAeLY
7 LEFT HOME

s 7

.

FAT HE
.14)

MOTHER -

wHOD %AWN T TO BE
roiActRIEDTO,SOMEEsCOY
r
wHO SITS AROUND
IN A chow(

SMOKED ;c
PICNICS

LUNCH
MEATS

al,

ALY?.

)0.

Lb 68'
1.11 ABNER
— IS MAR
ANY I4CPE
Ti-' "POSTON CHU:2

o

AN!')' HOPE 0"
CURN'A BORN

AN1 BREDP
SOUTH'ERNIER

ponrr mAgE
ME LAUGH U-

0.10

6 oz.
Pkg.

58'

PICKLE PIMIENTO•UVER CHEESE
LUNCHEON • OLIVE LOAF• BOLOGNA
BEEF BOLOGNA

SPECIAL SAVINGS ON FAVORITES
K REELFOOT
Rag Bologna "CHUN
STYLE"
Jumbo Franks ,,?4,WiFilariNED — REELFOOT
"Red Hot" Franks BULK PAK — REELFOQT
Smoked Pork Sausage'L'IVNITcH SKIN" — REELFOOT

78'
Lb. 88'
Lb. 88'
Lb. sl"
Lb.
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[Ia.LIJL:11J
BANQUET•FROZEN

BANQUET•FROZEN

PIE SHELLS
2
PK9G:OF

BUFFET SUPPER **,

21890

BEEF STEW
SALISBURY—
STEAK &
TURKEY
WITH GRAVY

SHELLS

ii

I

11 29
2 Lb.

Jim Adams
'QUANTITY

Ctn.

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, OCT. 26, 1976
RIGHTS RESERVED • WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

BANQUET• FROZEN

POT PIES
CHICKEN•BEEF
TURKEY or
MACARONI & CHEESE

GOLD MEDAL

DISHWASHING

FLOUR

JOY
BIG
48 oz.
, BOTTLE

5 Lb.
BAG
69
PETER
PAN

PINK
SALMON NI) I CAN
NORTHERN & IN
(AN
PINTO BEANS (UL
• • •
• •

59

TOMATO c.).46 ol AN
$1
" JUICE
DEL MONTE iLtSEir UK
PINEAPPLE Bit,W) 2(AN

59'
53'

.2169c

AS ADVERTISED ON TV

BANQUET•FROZEN

TOTINO - FROZEN

FRU3/
IT PIE
79

,

AH
PEACH
CHERRY
9 oz. PKG

1"1"
4"FRESH•QUALITY

PIZZA

CHICKEN
BREASTS

HAMBURGER,
SAUSAGE,
PEPPERONI
13 oz. PKG

RESH

EGS m
CHICKEN
LIVERS

8

Lb.

Lb.

0

68'

THICK SLICED
$269

BACON REELFOOT
2 Lb.

or

CARROTS

JUST-RITE

FRESH ,

BROCCOLI GREEN
BRUSSEL Fara
SPROUTS FLAVORFUL

tandess
latbare
fur

CHECKOUT THE SAVINGS
ON THE REELFOOT
TRUCKLOAD SALE AT C)
SEE ADJACENT PAGE.

Q

HOLE FRYER

Lb

Product supply has had problems.
We guarantee product will be available to complete your sets

WffH

303
CAN

57'

9
4

SOUTHSIDE

I I I

ENJOY THE FRESH
FLAVOR OF DONUTS
MADE SEVERAL TIME
DAILY.

ECLAIRS;
IPhrFILLE9....
2 FOR
CAKE
ThoEA
RFA
7Li49'
269
CARROT
Freshness & Quality
You Can Depend On!
THIS WEEK'S

4 ROLL PKG.

2/1

S.M.:'77.00 IN
REGISTER TAPES
FROM OFR:STORE
AND FIVE PIECE
SFETING
ONLY 25'

The! urS

CHILI
BEANS

CHARMIN
TISSUE

DONUTS

YEASTR AISED
• • e

CASH
NORTHSIDE 5400
SOUTHSIDE 5300

TRASH BAGS

CHEESE SPREAD
2 Lb.
Box
CUT SHOWBOAT
YAMS BIG NO 2 7 IAN

MINIATURE
KRAFT
MARSHMALLOWS I'.

DOZ.

FREE

C)TABLERITE

20-30 Gal.
10 Ct.

GLAZED

BANKROLL AWARD

GLAD - STRONG

LAST WEEK'S BANKROLL

,
HOW TO PLAY AND WIN BANK RO;
A Main ••••• “Apt tan,
.1,
BanbrnA <Nun.

•••Ate,n

• Agee.. a Ir., pon, Cr4
onon4F•7 no S.

•

ne .no

C Seennallor on Ate Ilorndy
mnest ham
owne.ell once ter% rm.
DI? you. I
....no
•(
ArAFFneAdd nvr01.../c0 Vow. 'now, AA,had •
UFA P•••••••• t•••‘ nook
Y.. won
SangtroIl.
;
f

n
•••••••••41
A *Ann

to
It. Frump

F T., no ...rchsw.
nay 11. p••••no.
An

MY// •SI* •
Anon vo.r

resomv and v.

NORTHSIDE

SOUTHSIDE

SORRY,
NO WINNER!

CONSOLATION
PRIZE AWARDED!
L.M. Holloway

name was drawn
this weekend did not
hove o Bankroll
card punched

name drown,
but did not hove
a card punched.
Consolation prize

was awarded.

2/89`

Jim Adams
NORTHSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M.
Closed
Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
S. 12th & Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-0 P.M.
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TVA Says Coal Producers
Expect More Than Market Price
CHATTANOOGAvs Tenn. offered 10,000 tons a week at clean air standards at nine of
\ 1'1 :)---The Tennessee Valley $21.90 plus transportation. .—its 12 coal-fired power plants,
Prodtrcers irr Southe-ast -advertised-for the bids in July
Authority ha-S found that togl
producers are expecting much Tennessee offered the same to replace expiring long-term
more than the present market type coal at prices ranging contracts.
"We won't be able to figure
price for contracts to supply from $25.57 to $31.17 per ton.
Upper East Tennessee out a yardstick on just what
:he fuel over a long term.
In the largest bid opening in producers submitted bids effect the prices will have W.
recent years, TVA's pur- ranging from $18 to $26 a ton electricity !Or a couple of
chasing division here received for medium-sulfur coal and months or so," Sheppeard
43 bids offering a total of one East Tennessee producer said.
Last week, TVA officials
350,000 tons of coal a week for offered low-sulfur coal at
said the cost of sulfur
delivery terms of three years $33.25 a ton,
"It is.the first time we've scrubbers and-or more low(115 years.
meet
to
coal
looked
to buy sizable amounts sulfur
Included in the opening
Protection
Tuesday were the first bids of coal under term contracts Environmental
add
ever offered from major since the chaotic condition in Agency standards could
individual
suppliers in the West. Four the market two years ago $50 to $70 a year to
bids from • Colorado and when steam coal prices shot residential power bills.
Coal companies in East
Wyoming offered an total of up to $30 to $40 a ton and then
switch
44,000 tons of low-sulfur coal a f:11 back fioem that; said Lee Tennessee have said a
coal
may
suit&
low
to
more
spokesman.
TVA
leek at prices ranging from Sheppeard,
economy $25
$15 to $21 a ton.
•'The prices certainly aren't cost the state's
However, TVA officials said attractive. We're a long way million a year.
Sheppeard said less than
:he cost of transporting the from the place we were in the
!.4.4ytt
....am one fourth of the bids came
coal would raise the nrice to at fiOs when
Kentucky7which
least $30 a ton.
over $5 a ton was overpriced." Ifelm WS'!"
with half its
The current cost of coal
The agency, seeking more has supplied TVA
past.
the
coal
in
purchased on the spot market low-sulfur coal to meet federal
for TVA plants is $19 to $20 a
thetranspo
largesr
tonincluding
,
taion. single
TVA is
.
purchaser of coal in the United 4
States, • horning sOcqg35
millionto 40 milion tOns a year
to generatekrelectricity- - for -a
sevenstate region.
Robert
Deatz,
adLOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Bids also were received
from two producersyin West An official with a Jef- ministrative assistant to the
Virginia, where legislators fersontown concern — which president'of Votatron Division
have accused TVA of ignoring has been accused of failing to of the Chematron Corp., adthe state as a possible supplier report Arab requests to mitted Tuesday. that the
participate in the • economic company filed the papers late.
of coal. :4,
., One bid was 14,000 tons of boycott — says his company He added that the company
loW,sulfur coal a week at a filed the required papers with will discuss the matter with
price of $41.50 plus tran- the federal government last the U. S. Department of
Commerce. ,
sportatiort„, The other bid July.
Deatz said that Votatron,
which manufactures and
markets food processing
machinery, sells its products
to both Israel and Arab states.
"We have no favorites," he
said.
He said that one of
Votatrons customers in Iraq
SAN DIEGO ( AP) It was Pacific war for Yank had asked in letters of credit
only actor Gregory Peck Magazine back on-Jan. 9, 1945, that the company participate
walking onto a beach from a when MacArthur'landed on in the boycott of Israel. He
added that he does not recall
landing craft., But to the the beach at Luzon.
photographer who took a
Despite the similarity,to the details of the request.
Votatron and four other
World War II picture of Geri. Luzon landing, the mock
Douglas MacArthur retur- invasion Wrenn photographed concerns accused of failing to
reporting
the
rung to The Philippines, it Tuesday is intended in the meet,
movie to simulate the landing resuiretnents will be allowed
seemed like the real thing.
"Oh, gosh, yes, it brought at Leyte Gulf of Oct. 20, 1944. to contest the charges at
Department
memories," said However-, Wrenn said, it was a Commerce
back
photagrapher good mirror image of the later hearings. If'found guilty, the
newspaper
Roger Wrenn after taking Luzon landing, in which Mac- companies face a variety of
shots of Peck's re-enactment Arthur kept his promise to possible penalties, including
return.
fines.
Tuesday.
"He)Peck) held his head
It wasn't exactly the same.
of course. There was no the same way MacArthur did,
danger of getting hit by a glanced around just like he
bullet. And Wrenn wore did," Wrenn said.
Today.ts shooting agenda
civilian clothes this time.
HENDERSON, Ky.(API —
However, the beach, the called for Peck as MacArthur
equipment and the men walking up the beach to a Jeep A Henderson man has filed a
$1.5 million suit against
walking ashore "looked about and making his famous
have returned" speech via Community Methodist
the same," he said.
The landing, on a U.S. shortwave radio to the Hospital of Henderson.
Navy-owned beach here, was Filipino people.
Harold Langley contends in
"Yes, I did some homework the suit that his wife,
part of filming by Universal of
the
motion
picture on this," said Peck. -I read a Elizabeth, died as the result of
"MacArthur." It is being dozen books or so, looked at negligence and carelessness.
produced by Frank McCarthy, the available film and went to- -Mrs. Langley had been adthe archives in the Pentagon. mitted to the hospital for
who also made "Patton."
Wrenn, 61, a veteran of 29 I've been absorbed in surgery. The suit also names five
years with the San Diego MacArthur for the past six
physicians as defendants.
Union, was covering the months. It's fascinating."

otatron Official Says
Required Papers Filed

KEITH AND MICHAEL WICKER, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wicker, show their registered quarter horses. Keith, left, a
sophomore at Calloway County High School, shows his horse, Apollo Bars, Michael, sixth grader at East Calloway School, shows
his horse, Napo Bars. Roth boys are members of the Wranglers Riding aub, and will be leading rides at the Big Sandy Trail Rides
-4r
-- this menth.

BEGLEY S
DRUG

STORES

SALE ENDS

Peck's Portrayal Of
MacArthur Seemed Real

EILD.BUBBLE

BUBBLE GUM

°1PIEEN
V

PRIC 4 S

G000

ALE LAST
S
013AN'T %TIES
WHILE.

HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES

LARGE ASSORTMENT
"

FOR TINY TOTS

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME MASKS
ASSORTED PRICES

OF TRICK OR
TREAT
CANDIES

BIG
PUMPKIN

LOOKS LIKE REAL LEATHE
NS 4ACKET by Su tto n Pce'
la
(
41
$0,

SAM
ViCXS

NYOUIL

N GHTIM
COWS MEDICINE

CHLORA SEPTIC
MOUTHWASH

CHILDREN'S
ASPIRIN

J114tYv

For Transportation
Phone 492-8206
v

700

lGt
SOO,•

tf Alm Ki/.4

V.v.

BOTTLE OF 36

...1‘.*

EXOCAINE
ARTHRITIS
MEDICATED
RUB

$243 METAMUCIL
AMERICA'S *1
SULK LAXATIVE

1.3 OZ TUBE

DE CONLISTANT,
ANAEMIC
BOTTLE Of 20 BOTTLE

,
40114•Ir sa
OM. Arm.

$1
1

14 02

23

SIZE

PAMPERS
DAYTIME
DISPOSABLE
DIAPERS
BOX Of 30

41a
BASIN TUB 1111

cleaner

INFORMATION REGUARDING
COUPONS WORTH

fornef

4

-

2.00 TOWARD PURCHASE
OF A TURKEY

1 GAL.
plume
PRESTONE
ANTI-FREEZE

AVAILABLE AT
BEGLEY S

4#22.

RIVAL
31
/
2 QT.
CROCK
POT

17 IN.
ACRYLIC TOSS
PILLOWS

$1"

Firelogs.

$391
CASE OF (-

88
$5

41',E

W/REMOVEABLE POT

4 OFFICIAL
FOOTBALL
$399

Old Murray-Paris Road
Sunday 10:00 a.m., 10:45 p.m., 6:00 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

NO.
,
F CHAMOM

SY *MO ,l0F .4 X
JtoS, 51411.4454

Fi

Green Plain,
Church of Christ

11140
,
014

$22"

DEODORIZING
CLEANER

October 24-27

3 84,0.1.140.,

WITH PATCH STYLE SNAPPED
POCKETS
floost .KKI
4•51.004 C0k04.4

•

G. K. Wallace

11,104 .1CIEt15

WOKAENS ELEGANT BEI.TEO JACKE

BOX Of Is

with

7
,t 11.

IOW 0

Henderson Man
Suing Hospital

GOSPEL
MEETING

BEAUTIFUL
VINYL JACKET

1 GAL VAPORIZER
hv WO HT HAL I

$488

ARVIN
ELECTRIC
1,1111111
HEATER
moo
,isomisoi‘

488
810 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
W/DE LU XE
CUSTOM
PLAQUE
GO00 THRU NOV 30

$5

95
WITH THIS
COU POT.

isms,
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Prom WHO WANT
TO SAVE $ss
ON ALL THEin
pusconox
Kr:
The fifth and sixth grade "girls chows" of Murray Middle School, directed by Margaret Porter, recently presented a
program for the student body. The chorus has also given a concert for the Trigg County Middle School and have
been featured on the program "Focus" on MSU-TV.
•

Nelson's Plan To See Their
Almost-Adopted Viet Son Again
FOREST CITY, Iowa (AP)
— John and Bonny Nelson said
farewell to the Vietnamese
boy they tried to adopt and
wept as he drove off with his
mother. But they plan to see
him again soon.
"She invited us to visit him

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified
displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
the day before
publication.

on his fifth birthday, May 16,"
Nelson said Monday. -We are
planning on it."
Binh,4, had spent the last 18
months with the Nelsons, who
called him Ben. When his
mother, Doan Tri Hoang
took him home to Great Falls,
Mont., Nelson looked the other
way and Mrs. Nelson hid her
face. Both were sobbing.
Mrs. Doan urged her son to
"Say goodbye, say goodbye."
But Ben, who wore a blue
denim suit and a white cowboy
hat, climbed into a waiting car
without a word.
The Nelsons, who have two
other children, took Ben, into
their home after he was
brought to the United States in
the last days of the Vietnam
war.

Mrs. Doan, whose husband
was killed in the war, had
escaped from the central
highlands to Saigon and left
her seven children with the
Friends of Children of, Vietnam orphanage. But she
refused to consent to their
adoption.
Six of the children were
brought to the United States,
the seventh to France. When
Mrs. Doan arrived in the
United States as a refugee in
August 1975, five of the
children in the United States
were quickly returned to her.
Diplomats are negotiating for
the return of the boy in
France.
The _Nelsons had begun
adoption proceedings for Ben
in May 1975. But the Iowa

Supreme Court ruled last
month that he ...must be
returned to his mother.
"There is no way, even in
my own language, to express
the way I feel when I see my
boy," said Mrs. Doan,33.
Mrs. Nelson blamed much
of the heartbreak on the
adoption agency. Mrs. Doan
had contacted the agency two •
weeks after Ben was placed
with the Nelsons, but the
Nsisons weren't told for six
months.
"The FCVN weren't honest
with us," Mrs. Nelson said.
"They should have been
frank."
"The most important thing
right now is to have a positive
relationship between Ben and
us," Nelson said.

No-Hassle
Auto Service

WHV PAY MORE AP?
QUALITY

We Stock the highest quality prescription products — fresh
and dependable.

SERVICE

We re known for our friendly, prompt and courteous seivice to
our customers-.

CONVENIENCE

Ample Free Parking right at our front door.

PRICE

•We buy the finest quality drugs in large quantities direct from
manufacturers to get the lowest possible prices and pass them
on to you. These large purchases are made possible only because of SAV-RITE S tremendous volume of business.

S13,0/-RITE'S
SENIOR CMZENS
EXTRA DISCO,UNf
7- st-c-UPTrnN,PLAN
FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN. ASK HOW YOU
CAN ENROLL IN SAV-RITE S SENIOR CITIZEN
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS

/PAYS IC HAVE YOUR
.
PRESEIWITION-TRAPISFERRED
RESCP/PrON CENTER.

Bumper-to-Bumper Values

BRING IN YOUR CURRENT PRESCRIPTION REFILL BOTTLE
YOUR PHYSICIAN TO HAVE IT TRANSFERRED

Brakes\our Choice
Lube and
Oil Change

$4088

additional parts extra
if needed
2-Wheel Front Disc: Install new front disc brake
pads • Repack and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect hydraulic
system and rotors (does
not include rear wheels)

$488

,r Engine

4-Wheel Drum•Tyjfe: Install new
brake linings all four wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings
•Inspect brake hydraulic s}stem
add fluid.

• Complete chassis lubrication
oil change•Helps
ensure long wearing parts A smooth, quiet performance • Please phone for
appointment • Includes light
trucks
Ask for our Frei Battery Power Check

Any U S made car
parts extra if needed
Excludes front•wheet drive cars
• Complete analysis and
alignment correction - .10
increase tire mileage and
improve steering • Precision equipment, used by
experienced mechanics,
helps ensure a precision
alignment

GOOD/11E41R

HAVE YOUR PHYSICIAN REWRITE YOUR PRESCRIPTION,AND BRING IT IN
TO SAV RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
TEFL YOUR PHYSICIAN 'THAT YOU WISH

fune-C p

S3295 For 4 cy

-

s3695

$1188
Up to 5 gts of maior
brand 10/30 grads cia

OR

'IC
ER

Front-End
klignment

WE WILL CALL

TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTION
ces
TRANSFERRED TO SAV RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER

For 6 cr'

S4O9Sfor8c, cars
$2 extra for air,-contiospi :ars
• Our mechanics eler!r,mically fine-tune yo,::
gine • New points. ; —RS
& condenser• Test rharging/ sta rting syst,ms.
adjust carburetor • If- pa
maintain a smooth r1.1,
engine •.Includes
Toyota, VW & light ir- •

WE WILL THEN CALL YOUR PHYSICIAN.
AND ARRANGE FOR THE NEW
PRESCRIPTION WHICH WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU COME IN TO PICK IT UP

8 1,1/ys to Buy
•

• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Cr
• Our Own Customer Credit P
• Master Charge • BankAme'
• Amertcan Express Money ' '
• Carte Blanche • Diners C

See Your Independent Dealer For His Price Prices As Shown 41 Goodyear Service Stores

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.

HIS
17,

721 S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-0595

315 W.Broadway
Mayfield,Ky.
247-3711

-

600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

100 S.Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000

BRIG (EITERS
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FErri=rr=l11 COST CUTTER COUPON
AU. GRINDS

1I

Plain Sr Self-Rising

KROGER COFFEE

ii

PILLSBURY FLOUR

1 Lb
Can

All Grinds

99e

el, lii (115100 lad sit Oio,...Linr on,od,o1
too,
Iy Ioo and 0 addohoo to OM
Oil ol loop. at 151.40. SololvY, I. apisi
obie Idles 1...1 oot Good Iktoodh laid
Goober tiilk

KROGER
COFFEE

S
Sag

ii
I
I I

39c

Plain or Self-Rising

,
t117:
.s
•
.
15 1:
po,ikaso oYcloolme
id
•.r ,00poo oopOtan4,1 Sod,o,t
""ro
'asol 140,1
•"
Good Il000gh la 4.
loOe4 1510
I

PILLSBURY
FLOUR

\116er

Pillsbug's
BEST
xxxx
FLOUR
BY REDEEMING

ALL FOUR
COUPONS WITH

WITH COUPON

idea recipes

WITH COUPON

inside!!!

one $10 purchase. Choice of
one on Senior Citizens card.

COST
HELP
ITC:0011:1
MEAT PRICES
ARE DOWN!

eek

vd Si

Oi Out

EIF10-1111
,11111

BELIEVE IT!
Beef prices are lower than last year. — bacon and
pork prices are at their lowest in 2 years. Buy a
supply — fill your freezer — and enjoy big meat
savings during our ...

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
'People's Choice" Beef

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

SIRLOIN STEAK

T-BONE STEAK

HEADQUARTERS FOR
U.S. GOVT. GRADED
CHOICE BEEF
One taste is worth a thousand words. U.S. Gov't.
Graded Choice Kroger
Beef meets U.S. Department of Agriculture quality specifications for
U.S.D.A. CHOICE grade ...
passes continuous rovernment inspection for
wholesomeness ... is
grain-fed to be more flavorful and juicy ... is
triple-trimmed of excess
fat, bone and waste before
weighing and pricing ...
and is guaranteed for total
satisfaction or your money
refunded.

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

ROUND STEAK
CENTER
CUT

TAIL
LESS
Lb.

People's Choice

Tail-less-Porterhouse Steak ... Lb. SI. 8

THIS COUPON WORTH
$2.00
'travels ilie purchase ot

4 yohn,

GLENDALE
BONELESS HAM
lonut one.

Country

Style Slab

SLICED
BACON

Quarter Sliced

U S Gov't Graded Choice
People's Choice" Reel

PORK
LOIN

CHUCK
ROAST

Cewer
Cut

60011 thronh Tuesday, October 26th

Lb99C

Lb.99C

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE_ SHOULDER
RIOGElt HAM

Bologna
eiNtrto

Turbot Fillets

Swiss Steak

79c
L. 99c
LB

SERVE 1 SAVE

Fish Sticks.

3:41 Si

LB

$108

I8

$128

Spare Ribs

tB

$108

Fryer Breasts

LB

$249

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Cubed Round
US
Rump Roast
US
Rib Eye Steaks
(.)
GOVT GRADED CHOICE

GOVT MUD CHOICE

L.b.7
KITCHEN READY BREADED

Shrimp

S GOV I GPA04

LISOICI 61

U S Gov't Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

1

98

Round
Bone

Hindquarters

s2"
98c
89c

270

1 tb

FRESH BORA
LB

l8

Pork Roast ..

Lb

.00.
4/
Ws'

1b98
Pkg.

GROUND BEEF
Lb.

78c

LB

LB

65c
85c
75c
89c

TRIMMED

Beef Loin
Beef Rib

68'

TRIMMED

LB $1°9
$118
LB

10 LB UNIT

PORK STEAK

1, 3,

LB

TO 300 LB AVG

Beef Sides
PACKER
Round

rawly Pee

Kroger "Flavor-Seal"

LB

135 TO 150 LB AVG

FRESH PICNIC

F AMU r
PAS

270 TO 300 LB AVG

Forequarters

Lb

USDA GRADE A HOW FARMS

BOO'
IN

U.S. CHOICE "BEEF"
FREEZER SALE

SHOULDER
ROAST

USDA Grade 'A'
Holly Farms Mixed Parts of

Kroger's Pro

FRYING
CHICKEN

WHOLE OR HALF CARCASS

Lamb

LB

LB

30 LB BOX

1

Spare Ribs
Pork Shoulder

LB

FRESH

LB

Cut and wrapped to your
specifications at no extra charge

39c
$119

89c
79c
41.1
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COST CUTTER COUPON
211:1=1.
1/1.11"11353
ursire riAnrrr"
KRAFT

trEpAL 741P

COCA COLA

SALAD DRESSING

L. 89c P's:it

PEPSI, 7-UP

39c
*Lk .16..44* nod

Kraft

$111Nee•ioase °cream.

SALAD
DRESSING

Lott et mine did011nodost Solottt ii Who
kodn,t 116. Goo/ Moil loons,
5lNn, 415

air alto

KRAFT

Qt.
Btls.

Plus
Deposit

Miracle
Whip

Qt.
Jar

By REDEEMING

ALL FOUR
COUPONS WITH

WITH COUPON

WITH COUPON

one $10 purchase. Choice of
one on Senior Citizens card.

WE HAVE WHAT WI ADVERTISE, it at all
'
passim/. If. due to conditions beyond
ear cadre', we fun out of, an advertised special, at substitute a camper
alkerisAmit at a similar urines or live
goy g rani theca for the advertised
special at the --special price anytime
within 30 days WE-StIMIANTEE WHAT
WE SELL tl you are ever isasatistied
with a Kroger purchase, we will ye place your item or refund foul neanijr.'

LOOK FOR
THE

CUTTERS
Tit 11111 YOUR
EttliCOGET

tae , 11 113705

Prices effective through Tuesday, October 26th in Murray.
Quantity right reserved. Copy.
right 1976 The Kroger Corn shiny

MACARONI at,
CHEESE DINNERS

KROGER VAC PAR

Golden Corn

.0E1 MONTE_

Stewed Tomatoes

2

£0

16 n?
CANS

KROGER

11 02
CANS

Sweet Peas

KROGER
Ii

Tomato Juice

C
12CANS
$

KROGER

us

Fruit Cocktail

59c
85c
85c

pc.'whije,s1 00;"
t Donuts
GraHzSed
• 242t $1
315 89c Whipped Topping
•
Margarine
89c
Cream Cheese
4
5, $1 Cinnamon Rolls
89c
ALKA
229,„0,./s $1
SELTZER
5 a 117c
21‘44 79c rell0°`
691'
Vaseline Lotion
4
Denture Powder
89c scHIC

Saltines
ASSORTED ON( rt

Hamburger Magic

OROGEN

IOAN OF ARC

Kidney Beans
KROGER

Mayonnaise

The Kroger
Garden
ROW

U.S. No. 1 Norgold

AFTER
ROW OF
FR
ESHNESS
AT DOWN
TO EARTH
N . PRICES

RUSSET
POTATOES
20158

s

l- i \

a.,
d''
6
.
,
A. 4.

y

Bag

23
Oz.
Ph g.

14 1 2 Oz.
Cans

DEL MONTE

CANS

ANGEL FOOD
CAKE

PORK &
BEANS

16 Oz.
Cans

89c
1•
3
2 69c

Green Beans

Showboat

GOLDEN
CORN

7 14 Oz.
Pkgs.

v

MIGHTY 003

Dog Food

MIRACLE

lAll

I141111

PHILADELPHIA

Avondale Peaches
KROGER PURE CANE

Sugar

36
Ct

DEL MONTE

Diced, Peaches

CI

MITTEN ME NOT

Kroger Biscuits

9 CAN

59;

YOut

FLORIDA FANCY

Tangerines
ACK 0 LANTERN

Pumpkins

Red Grapes
NO

Bartlett Pears
FLORIDA JUMBO WHITE

Grapefruit

AINP°

39'

•

Fresh Florida

JUICE
ORANGES

RED LEAF
LETTUCE

per china
stamp on
special

sa•,nils W.^

HUNGRY TACKI

INSTANT POTATOES
IS 3 4 Oa

Only

COOT CUTTER!COUPON
SPECIAL WEEKLY FEATURE
VALUABLE COUPON WORTH $2.00

Heads'

towards the purchase of

4 SOUP DISHES

SWEET
CORN

Reg Discount Price
Cd111/111n Sa•ings
User Price Iseitli <

Our

C00000

October /504

11111111111111111111111111111
•

Ob.

1111===3111
4
THIS COUPON WORTH
,
20i CASR
•• els int ;irritate ol a 1 .0 Daa

Nil,,
• 52 00.. . 1
• S9 91

79c

With this coupon limit one Good
through Tuesday. October nells

With this coupon limit one Good
through Tuesday October 26th

Count Cho"...
1,•n5•n

Berri

Olonste,

0,

GENERAL MILLS CEREAL

69,
„,„

11 Or
Pig
mi one Good throue Tue%dal
October 26th
1

PILLSBURY BASIC

NROGE R

SUNDT CAKE MIX

SALTINES

Eg c

,60, 39

EWA
%AI
With this coupon Limit one Good
.Itth this coupon limit one Good
through Tuesday October nth
Z P through Tuesday. October 16t
cli
IS I
Pliig

I Ot

71
1.

YELLOW ONIONS

COST CUTT1R-40UPON

Choose From 4 Patterns
And Save'
All Fine Quality

Fresh Florida Yellow/

•

APPLE CIDER

PORCELAIN FINE CHINA

3

5(.69

THIS COUPON SILOVIS
20c CASH ,
!0.,a,ds .ne paellas. at #
0,ao
limit one Good through Tuesday
Octobe• 26th Produce Dept only

SAVE UP TO 40°00P4

3 fo. $1

California Fancy

C''

Chart

,dan
I/ 0, D.,,
II 0, Id•st•In•Oket
or D,hpan o•
e•Sket

59c

30 $1
48
Ct
Bo

r(TM

$1

Pair

PLASTIC WARE

FOR $

DEODORANT
TAMPONS

Super II Blades

Lem* Assorted

5 1
12 FOR 89c
99c

9

Playlet Regular or SUP*,

14 0/
(TN

lu,bilee Sheer

Bell Peppers

9

INTENSIVE CARE

PIG

KROGER PIMIENTO

Calif ORM* FANCY

KROGER

Foil Pack

HALVES OR SLICES

PANTY
HOSE

I lB
POG

4201
PIG

Corn On The Cob

PINK
GRAPEFRUIT

CRAFT

'°'
PIGS

02
PIGS

Corn Meal Mix
o
fac
l k Oats

GREEN GIANT

Indian River

69c
2 89c
55c
,,„p. 29c
2 sr.,./, -89c
PIG
.'°'

FRO/EN

2CMS

CNS $1
617

OUT

Cheese Spread

CUCUMBERS OR

:
/
I 77
fr

Del Monte Cream Style
or Whole Kernel

Kroger

KROGER CUT

•

eke

t

•
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Vol Oet More Than low tow Pris.,1 At

-

memo..

Big John's

M

-

Most Complete

•••••••

•••••••
•••••••
•••••••

0
0Quality Meat
Clean &tot__

VPriOg

Over 10,000 items for you to choose from. If it Woe's in a food dote Big Jolla le almost soro to boo
it. We feel you probably can not find a variety larger than Big John's 11Wf chest thee St. Ws,Iloothis
or Whelk

••••._

k is Big John's policy to keep our food stores as clean as your kitchen.
•••••••

Big John eats only top quoit/ meats, and we are so sure of this quality that wiry pelage
carries a double your 11100,1 back guarantee

•

Mmomm.
.•••••••
•••••..
•••••..
••••••..
•••••..

_Parking spat(

Big John has larger parking lots, with spaces large enough to help prevent

••••••ii.

stretching your car.

0Extra Wide A

Big John offers you big, wide, wel lighted aisles with al items grouped In their own
departments to maim your shopping more convenient.

••••••
••••••

Big John

•••••.•

Cy

POTATO CHIPS

•••••••
,••••••
•••••••
••••••••
••••••••

With C•490. Twin Pack
slIM: CLIP& SAVE

`memo.

a,

With This Coupon

POTATO CHIPS
284

••••••
•••••••
-•••••..

M.

•••••••
..•••••

No Purchase
Necessary

aliAli41,11,11131(90010013141141*

WEEK LONG SPECIALS

1
.
1
"

•••••••
••••••

A
WiEK LONG SPECIALS
V

WEEK LONG SPECIALS
4/1\

41.

P
\
I

4

•••••••..

Bash

DINNERS

"•••••.—

erit Saltine

ChM Not MIK Ong Nwthoro,Mosholo Poe

I
„

CRACKERS<

- BEANS

With This Coupon

15 Oz.
Can

No Purchase
Necessary

WEEK LONG SPECS

WEEK LONG SPECIALS

Big John Has The Most Complete Quardy Deli And Bakery In The Area. (Not Frozen Baked Items As Many Have) But
Real Quartiy Bakery Products Mixed And Baked Right Before Your Eyes!
Frio

ROSEBUD

PIECES CHICKEN

For

8 Teter:
6 Rolls
12-0z. Cole Slaw

•••••••
••••••••

..11•••••

..4

Red

Assorted Flavors

•
COBBLESTONE SOW
'
CAKF DOOUTSEt

••••••••

Mandrine

ORANGE SALAD

Lb.

Big John Has The lowest Shelf Prices Around.
Shop Up And Down Big John's Wide
Aisle And Save A Few Pennies On Most Any
Item You Pick Up. (Don't Be Mislead By A Few Weekend
Specials, Big John's Has NW 10,000 Items In Stocu).

I.

IT'S THE TOTAL THAT COUNTS!!
HOURS 7 a.m. til MIDNIGHT
III ;iii;i.

7 Days A Week.

And The Total WIN Be Less At Your New Big John's
.ini i111111111/11110111/1111IMMillaililliMMITIIiii/UM111111111M11111111111/111111111

NO SALES TO DEALERS-PLEASE
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••••••....

Serve Your Family These Better Meats
•••••••.,

Here's Tenderness And Ravor You'll Be Proud To Serve. Every Package Of Meat You Purchase At Big John's Must Please

grew..

Or

••••••..

'

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK

flesh ?As&

••••••••

•••••••.•
•••••••••

Daill

CRON
11E0

••••••.

••••••..

""*"... ••
•••••••••

.1•••••••••
•••••••••

••••••.
••••••‘.

(Economy Pack 4 lbs. Or Mete)

•
.1
••••••..

Lb.

Jennie-u

•••••..

ED TURKEY

••••••••

.
1.1•••

••••••,,
••••••
(0,
•••••••

Reelfoot Jumbo

•••••••
•

464G

FRANKS
Country Style Bulk

Mr. Boston

Fu SiTI

••••••

••••••

••••k
.1•••
•••••

CHUNK-BOLOGNA.

Reelfoot Meg or Beef
12 oz. Pkg.694

... .694
....

fields

SLICED BACON

12 oz.99'•

(Economy Pak) Lb.
Jennie-0 White or Dark

Big John Super Trim Center

TURKEY ROAST

RIBS CHOPS

Fields
lb.4" SLICED BOLOGNA

•••••

Thin Sliced

Williams
Lb.'1" SAUSAGE

BREAKFAST CHOPS

•••••.•

Iirey Old Tyme
Lb.

POLISH SAUSAGE

Quarter (Sliced Center End Cut)

4
.
4444.4
.,
,
•
ft44,

••••••,...

Equals Chicken and Half

MIXED FRYER PARTS..

Kuntry Fresh-Economy Pak
FRYER THIGHS ..........ft.69'

Kuntry Fresh-Economy Pak

. Lb.45(

FRYER BREAST

Lb. 89'

Lb.9°'

Lb.

44•4441444
44,

.N.444•4

Lb.89'

Kuntry Fresh Fryer-Economy Pak
DRUMSTICKS
Lb.794

..Big John Has The Finest Qualify Fresh
Heads
rr

Endive or Romaine-

Red & Golden Delicious & Winsap

31b.sag 694 LETTUCE

APPLES

Head 381

Medium Yellow

Jumbo

8 for 78' ONIONS

VALANCIA ORANGES

SWEET vo Aft Es

3 Lb. Bag 38'

Jumbo

Lb.

48 Size White

120 Size
tb. 38c

PEARS
Jumbo

4 for 78'

GRAPEFRUIT
Fresh

5 for 98' CUCUMBERS

GREEN PEPPERS -

5 for 98`
-

Jumbo Jacket **4

Ea.

Ocean Spray

Big John's Super Cash Pot Never less Than

••••••,

t

(
_—_16QLBag 48

CRANBERRIES.

Winner Last Week
,s1500.00

t

DOLLARS•
Jiffy Cash Pot Never less Than $100.00

Drawing Each Saturday Afternoon At 3 P.M.
Super Cash Pot Increases $100.00 Each Week Not Won.

L D. KEY
Paris, Tenn.'

•

"••••..

•

Prieto Good Viol Oct. 20

4

nita Toes. Oct. 26
•
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2. Notice

BILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS

If You
Need Them:
File
Police.
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
iniereervy . . . .
Humane,Society

753-1441
153-1611
753-6952
153 9332
153-5111,
,
753-3994

Comprehensive
Care
Poison Control .
Senior Citizens
Needline .
learn to Read. . .

753-6622
753-7588
753-0929
753-NfEt
753-1188

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Check
Your

c
.
‘\,\t•-.0'..•-..-

4.- --....,..

A-CivOf fiSefl.

ale.

requested to check the
first Insertion of ads for
This
correction
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD .CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Bilrber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1.; Saturday 8-3.
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
BATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE kits. Marblized and solid • colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
:Lumber Co.., 104 Maple.
PARIS MEAT Processing
Company is now open
for business. Custom
slaughtering
and
complete processing for
"home freezers. Beer
hogs, deer and goats.
One mile North of Paris
on Old Murray and
Paris Highway. Call 901642-8201, after hours,
901-642-2269.
USDA
approved and inspected.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

73%
That's
how many

CAMPER 8,
TRAILER
buyers
shop the
Classified Ads
before buying

Call 753-1916
To Begin A
Action Program
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
hear felt :hanks for the
giEs and flowers from
each and every concerned _person during
the :tine of our great
loss. Special thanks to
Dr. Ammons, the staff of
he . CCU, and the
members .of Faith
Missionary Baptist
Church. Also to Max
Churchill, Mrs. Oneida
Whi:e, Bro. Jonathan
Kinibro, and Bro. James
Rhodes. Each kindness
n ill be remembered
always, and we ask that
to
continue
you
remember us in your
prayers. May God bless
each of you. The family
of Pant-Edwards.

Another View

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRFSS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

MURRAY PAINT
AND
Y CENTER
1 e.a.-11 p.w. Alifetwiey tire
Saturday. Cane se* es for
your Estes ',yelp rockets,
and rocket engines. LindWeek space boss end
specs prods* model kits. Airplane, car and cycle 1111011411
Lit, sad ell yew ether lobby ...4
,
.
114 Swab 4th
Call 753-7363

5. lost And Found
LOST OFF Farmer
Avenue, 1 year old black
cat with white spot
under neck and no
collar. Call 753-1495.
6. Help

•

12 Insurance

2. Notice

Wanted

CHRISTMAS HELP.
Earn $300 between now
and Christ mac,2 hours a
day-5 days a week. For
interview call 753-8970
between 2 and 5 p.m.
WANTED - Someone to
pick corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Call
753-2542, Pete Henson.
FULL OR PART Time.
Will accept college
student applicants for
Local • Plant. Send
Resume !of'.0.Box 221,
Murray, Ky.
SOMEONE TO install a
fence around the yard.
Call 753-1398 or 762-6341.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 3653933 after 6 p. m.
WANTED SOMEONE to
live in home with elderly
couple.
Must
pe
dependable and furnish
references. Call 7536632.
PART TIME help wanted
at Racer Oil Company.
Apply in person at 10th
and Chestnut.
YOUR LIVESTOCK
Feeding Experience
Can Pay Off If you enjoy
discussing livestock
feeding problems with
people you know, we
should get acquainted.
company, es a
My
nationally known and
feed
well-respected
manufacturer, is
seeking a -person of
mature judgement and
good reputation for sales
and service representative here. This is not a
fly-by-night, highpressure sales job. Fulltime opportunity for
service-minded selfstarter who can assume
responsibility, make
decisions, and be own
boss. Home every night.
I'll explain employee
benefits, technical
the-job training in local
territory, and financial
requirements in coninterview.
fidential
Contact: after 6 p.m. 1522-6763.
WANTED,
SALES
consultant who has
successful sales experience. Earn $3004500
per week, plus auto
expense
bonus.
Tremendous future if
you are the right pgrson.
Must
be married,
honest, dependable, and
willing
to assume
responsibility. If you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
9 Situations Wanted
WILL DO sewing in my
home. Call 489-2385.

10. Business Opportunity
CHRISTIAN
Book
Center, 808 Chestnut.
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
FOR SALE or lease on
Murray State University
campus.
Billiard
Business and Rental
Property, $13,900, for
total purchase. Will
lease Billiard Business
for $350 month or will
lease 22'. x 56' building
for $300 month. Contact
Jim Biggs, (502) 8265822.

SHIELD OF SHELTER

For Your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business

ONE-STOP
SERVICE

RCA 17" portable T.V.
with stand. A-1 condition. Also 2 Coleman
lanterns, Panasonic 4
band portable radio and
tree stands for deer. Call
753-9672.

11-40E BIG CORPORATIONO
‘
441-01- I'M SUPROED 100 V.1114-1
WEKENDS."

Ronnie Ross
210E. Main
Phone 753-0489
14.Want To Buy
SMALL FARM, approximately 50 acres
with house or good
building site in Calloway
County. Call 7534788.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.

15 Articles For Sale
BABY BED and mattress,. good condition.
Call 753-3484, 1412
Dudley Drive.
FOR SALE - icebox,
Aladdin lamp parts,
chimneys, mantles, etc.
Parts for old telephones,
variety of antiques.
Hubert Coles Antique
Shop,
641
-South,
Murray, Ky.

WE BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.

MAMIYA C-330 camera.
Normal and wide angle
lenses. $395. Call 1-2473541 after 6 p. m.

WANT TO buy a used 19
inch Ashley Wood stove.
Call 901-247-5304 after 4
p.m.

FOR SALE: Standard
size pool table, old
bathtub, cabinet TV.,
lot 80 x 165, bicycle. Call
753-3975.

FEATHERBEDS wanted
good feathers. Highest
prices paid. Write Box
13, Route 1, Alm, Ky.
Give location, will call.

NORWOOD SMALL
refrigerator. Call after
5, 753-9577.

15. Articles

For Sale

BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-loads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 exterior siding at $6.40. 4.x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
dox 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.

LOFTY PILE, free from
soil ts the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
• Center.
SIGNED AND numbered
prints are now available
of White Owl. Contact
Donny Hudson at 753°672 after 5 p. m.
16 Home Furnishings /

SEVEN 2 X 4 florescent
lights. If interested call.
753-9414.

HOTPOINT refrigerator.
$50.00. Call 753-2762.

MIMEPGRAPH
MACHINE, like new.
Reasonable. Call 7538771 after 5 p. m.

THE BEST!. The most
practical! Evni beats
the bean bag. Try THE
OLD SHOE now at Crass
Furniture.
-

FIREPLACE
USED LIVING room
ENCLOSURES,
couch.
Italian
polished brass, antique
Provincial, all white.
brass or blackened
Four tables to match.
brass, $88.88. Aluminum
Call 753-3379 after 4 p.m.
step ladders, 5 ft. $11.88,
6 ft. $14.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
CHINA CABINET, oak,
Aluminum
extension
round !able, spanish
ladders, 16 ft. $18.88, 20
table and 4 chairs. Two
ft. $24.88, 24 ft. $32.88.
antique chairs, platform
Pace CB radios model
rocker, two new han143 $69.95, model 123-A
dmade shawls, one
$89.95, Model 1448113.95,
afghan,one long formal,,
model 2300 $139.95.
size 10. Call 753-4716.
portable
electric
heaters 4,000 watt, 4
TWIN BED Mattress and
stack, $31.99. Electric
box springs. $45. Call for
water heater, 17 gallon
information, 753-0844.
$59.95, 30 gallon $68.88,
40 gallon $79.95. Chain
USED
saw chains, Le in.,/
3
4 in,' KIRKSEY
FURNITURE. Washer,
or 404 pitch enough for
dryer, living and dining
12 in. bar, $8.95, 16 in.
room suites. Call 489$9/.95, 20 in. $10.95. Mr.
2752.
Coffee II, $24.95, Mr.
Coffee I, $29.95. Wallin
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Hardware,Paris,Tenn.
COAL STOVE. Call 4374669 af.er 5 pm.
"NEVER
USED
Anything like it," say
users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
16 FT. OVERHEAD
garage door. Call 7539580.
NEW
18,000
BTU
Whirlpool air condition.
$200.
Also
newly
reupholstered couch and
chair, $50... Stove and
refrigerator, $125. New
table and chairs, $50.
Call 489-2198. ,
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized arid
solid colors can be installed by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple.

1977 ZENITH TV's and
Stereos at the lowest
20 Sports Equipment
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and SerBEAR GRIZZLY bow. 45
lb. left handed. Sei-:-144----vice, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
ready for hunting. Call
service what we sell.
753-0487.

16' ASTROGLASS bass
boat, 115 h.p. Mercury
with car trim. Heavy
Duty trailer. 1972 model
boat and motor. Fully
- equipped. Price 1800.00.
Call 489-2149.GOLF IRONS - Power
Bilt, used for only 4
months. Call 753-6144.
THOTH PSON-CENTER
Hawken rifle, percussion 50 caliber,
pouch, powder horn,
everything! A giveaway
at $145. Bramel, 7530953.
MORLIN 336C, 30-30
caliber. New, never out
of box. $110. Call 7674461.

22. Musical
LONARDO PIANO CO
USED SALE
Wurlitzer Organ '
5795
lowrovOrqan
5895
51200
Lowrey Organ
Grand Piano
5995
5495
Chord Organ
Upright Piano
5295
Player Piano Overhauled
LONARDO PIANO CO
Pens, Tennessee
Across from Post Office

Baldwin Pianos
Baldwin Organs

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, Court
Square,
Murray,
Kentucky.
CONRAD'S PIANOS ORGANS, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,

GUITARS
1/2 price
Ovation
Gibson

19.

Farm Equipment

Two

JOHN EERE 45
combines for sale.
Sealed ready. Been
stored in shed, Call 753E1428 or 753-3828after 5.

806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

Fender
New I Used

8, B Music
•

Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky

23. Exterminating

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753,6760,
day or bight.

26 TV Radio

THINK
Winter is
Coming!
NOW is one of the best times to
spray under and around yow
home, bugs. spiders, all kinds ol
insects and pests are looking lor
a place to hibernate-ender your
home Its warm they we've, of
the bad weather ”oggegs borne
jOrt
,•

JMG.

,owned & operated
Ii Calleway Cc
.111•1•111

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
, Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1974 SCHULT 14 x 70, 3
bedrooln mobile home.
Call 753-8641.

100 Sovth 13th

THREE BEDROOM,
living room, diningkitchen with built-ins,
washer dryer hookup,
large bath, carport. Call
489-2274 or 489-2116 after
5 p.m.
REDECORATED 5 room,
country house. City
water, electric heat. No
pets.
Couples.
References. Call 7537551.
BEAUTIFUL MODERN
redwood and stone 2
bedroom country home.
Central heat, air and
vacuum.
$225.
References and damage
'deposit required. Call
753-7410.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT 30' x 50'
storage space. Call 7536200,cc 30-5500.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.
3i

MOVING MUST SELL.
1974 mobile home 12 x
40, / bedroom, all
electric, completely
furnished, with air
condition, underpinning
and steps. Ready to
move in. Call 437-4155
after 6. $3250.
1974
LAWRENCE
MOBILE HOME. 12x50,
2 bedroom, all electric,
Service pole. Practically new 17,000 BTU
window air conditioner
and underpinning. Lived
in one ;Tar. $4550.00.
Call 354-6c65 after 5 p.
m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT -12 x 50 house
trailer and also trailer
space at Stella Trailer
Park. Call 753-2493 after
4.

,!.estock

SupDkes

FOR SALE 50 pigs. Call
753 968L
38 Pets • Supplies
TWO SIAMESE kittens
for sale. Call 753-7378.

31 Want To Rent
AGRICULTURE
STUDENT and wife
seek house with land
near Murray for two
years. Will do maintenance and minor
repairs. Call 767-2749.
32 Apartments For Rent
THREE ROOM apartment for elderly lady.
Close to town, 303 South
61h. Or call 753-3593.

33. Rooms For Rent

THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, fully furnished, all
electric-. 1.5 miles from
Murray. $175 month,
6100 deposit. No singles.
Call 753-9829.

HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom, 2.
bath brick ranck home
with large rooms,
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached
garage.
Located East of Murray
in quiet, peaceful area.
Large machine shed and
other outside storage on
property.
Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine property.

INSIDE SALE. 901
Johnny Robertson Road.
Across from golf course.
Friday and Saturday,
October 22 and 23,8 a.m.
until 6 p.m.
43 Real Estate
FIRST TIME OFFERED
for this six room, 2
bedroom, 111 bath home
in Hazel, Ky., featuring
central
gas
heat,
basement and double
garage on 1.21 acres of
lovely, landscaped
properly. Included is
private well in addition
to city water and sewer
system. Phone Kopperud Realty for details,
753-1222.

3 Acres
With bewstflul whit. brick
ext•rier end 3 large
bedroom. within S misitsts
of Wormy.
Needy Men
Special
Only $7,000.00 will bay a 3
bedroom frame. Nee gas
boater, geed to fh-op mad
rent salt 6th.
Live Near Lake
On this 2 wet with s 2
bedroom been whit 2 Wry
mows te be finished or vso
for steno. Nes electric
well beaters awl wily
ether footer's.
Wilson Roll [stets
Acress from Plutonic*

•

•

NEW THREE bedroom
home with living room,
den, kitchen and two
baths. Fully carpeted.
Central heat and air
conditioning.
Large
corner lot. JOHN C.
NEUBAUER, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
. call Linda Drake at 7530492.

Fiberglass
Well Houses

Cash & Carry

100

$13

During October

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main

753-3361

NOME
I

EAR CORN for sale. Call
436-2315 or 753-4698.

i.e Pat Mlles and Owe
Drown, ELKINS REALTY, 112
I. Need St., Paris, Teas.,
Telefloae: 9111442-6114'

October Special

TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC
with papers
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 7537126.

UNFURNISHED
2
bedroom apartment..
Ready for inmiediatia.-.-I.A.IDIASTIC BUY. Home.
and grocery store, also
occupancy. Call 753extra building lot at New
4331.
Providence. Home is
older frame on 3.4 acre
NICE SMALL furnished
wooded lot. Has 4
apartment
at
300
bedroom, carpet,
Woodlawn, one block
drapes, and in excellent
South of college. $60.00
condition. Barn and
month.
smoke house. Store is
well stocked with $8$10,000 inventory and
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
gasoline pumps. The
price will amaze you
at Kellys Pest Control,
and everything goes
100 Soul h 13th Street.
including all stock and
NICE ONE BEDROOM
buildings. CALL FOR
furnished
apartment.
APPOINTMENT TO
Inquire at 1414 Vine
SEE,Guy Spann Realty,
Street.
901 Sycamore,753-7724.
THREE ROOM
unapartment.
furnished
206 Poplar. Call 753-1767.

FOB ALL YOUR IN27 acre farm on HarSURANCE or real
dy Adams Road
estate needs. Call
about nine miles
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263. '-west of. Murray.
About 7 to 8 acres in
Across from Post Office.
cultivation.
Some
timber. There is an
A DOUBLE wide mobile
excellent
building
home on three tree
site. This is priced to
shaded lots can be yours
sell now.
to move into imJohn C. Neubauer,
mediately. This is
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
located in Baywood
753-0101 or call Brice
Vista near Ky 280
Rotterree at 753(Pottertown
Road)•
5921.
Property is priced to sell
to settle an estate. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
ROBERTS REALTY 505 Main St., 753-0101 or
your leader in sales fo
call Pam Rodgers at 753r1976
your
needs
7116.
listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in
COMMERCIAL
selling your property.
PROPERTY. 4,000 sq.
ft. commercial building
on Sunberry Circle. Gas
ATTENTION:
heat, air conditioner in
Es-Tappan Employees If you are looking Cm'. new
office. Lot is "apcareer I have several small
proximately 80' x 166'.
business opportunities. A
Dress Shop, an Auto Parts
For more information
Store, a Resort Grocery, a
call 753-8080 or come by
Beer Carry-Out plus several
others in the Paris, McKen105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
zie, Perm Landing and CamReal Estate.
den areas

AKC REGISTERED
Pekingese female, 2
years old. $50. or 3 year
old Pomeranean. Call
489-2198.

40 Produce

13

43 Rea! E: t.!rte

GREAT DANE puppies.
$60 each. Call 753-7838.

41 Public Sales
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home Spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280

s 4 Houses For Rent

Kelley's Termite
Pesi Control

TWO BEDROOM brick
house. One mile from
city limits. Hazel Highway. $150 per month.
Call 753-8681.

27. Mobile Hume Sales

ONE
BLOCK
from
University. $35.00 per
month. Call 753-4182.

Phone 753-3914

34 Houses For Rent

The Murray Fire Department will accept applications for employment to fill one vacancy. Applications and further information may be obtained
in the Chiefs office, central Fire Station, 5th and
Poplar. All applications must be returned no later
than 5:00 P.M. November 5, 1976. Number: 753-1688

WALLIS DRUG
L

•
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

NOTICE
Emerson Electric Company of
Paris is accepting applications
each day at the Plant Guard
House.
Permanent jobs are available
*Applicants must be willing ti ,1
work any.shift.
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Help Wanted
Morning Manager
(Male or Female)

Cooks
Waitresses
Dishwasher
to Operate Dishwashing Machine

Mr.l.'s Dugout
Restaurant
Will Open In 2 Weeks at

309 N. 16th St.
Murray.
If You would like a job under
pleasant
working conditions
call 753-0303 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.

Hillman Lyons, Owner

1•11

AGE 29 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER E. TIMES,
Wednesday, October

43.Real Estd:e

46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
hone' with carport and
ga_r_age, briclutzwLrock
exterior on 5/
1
4 acres
.( with .600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
lit bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.

31 acres about a mile
north of Almo on the
'Perry Road. Twenty
acres
are
in
soybeans now. Good
bottom soil. Some
timber.
John C. Nowbauer,
Realtor, SOS Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Rutterree, 753-5921.
45. Farms For Sale

fo
Ur

if
in

SIX ACRES, five miles
west of Murray. Fenced, partially wooded.
Beautiful building site.
$5,000. Call 753-2211.

a
1
1
a
2

om,
two
ted.
air
rge
C.
ltor,
11 or
753-

,rr
edp.

46 Home, For Sile

49

BY OWNER. Attractive
small, 2 bedroom,
located at 513 lfeae:--Ideal for retired MIA%
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.
Priced to sell. Call 7534862 or 753-1611.
FOR SALE by owner -3
bedroom, 1 bath brick
home with modern
kitchen, den, living
room, central gas heat
and central electric air.
Attached garage.
Located near Murray
High. Priced in mid 30's.
Call 753-6007.

M
mom

1961 EDSEL Corsair.
Good running condition.
Need 5n3torati011-.
Completely original.
Priced to sell. No rust.
Phone 472-21102, Fulton,
Ky.

1975
HONDA
"400" motorcycle - 4
cylinder -super sport
- red - local one
owner - like new.

1971 RENEGADE CJ-5
jeep. Call 753-7850 or 7532641.

Carroll
YW-Audi

NW MONTE CARLO.
1900 miles. Two tone
buck skin. All extras.
Like new. Call 753-2288.

aseetust Mum

48 A„'-r-c•

ors & Trucks

.

1962 MERCURY COMET,
good condition. $aso,
Call 7534935.

ONE 4 speed transmission with shift. One
283 Chevy thOtbr. One
set headers. $125. Call
753-0230 after 4 p.m.

3E'll X 3
0
=El=

51 Services Offered

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put

aluminum- siding and
trim on your house.
Colors also
patio
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
or 4274425.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310
for
free
estimates.
LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

51 Ser.i rr e, orrer,r0

CERAMIC
TILE
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 7534500.

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
'evenings 901-247-5569.
AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED housekeeper, babysitter.
Phone 753-1387.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
MOBILE HOME anchors,
loo small. Call- Ernest
--custom underpinning,
White,753-0605.
porch
and
patio
awnings, car porches
HAVING TROUBLE
and roofs sealed. Call
getting those small
753-1873 after 5 p. m.
plumbing jobs done?
Jack Glover.
Then call 753-6614.

51 Services Offered
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707
HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-1n
Theatre.
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-8647.

K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and appliances -Also buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.

DOZER, LLIAMER,
1970 OLDS-442. Power KIRBY CARPET CARE
backhoe work. Grading,
1964 BUICK SKYLARK,. steering, power brakes,
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
clean rugs of all kinds.
hauling and bushogging.
average
running confor re,.ired couple.
power windows, tilt
In business, homes, and
Free estimates. Call 436dition. $250 or best offer.
$8,000. Call 753-2773.
institution rugs come
wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
2382.
Must sell. Located at
clean
mag wheels. Must sell.
by
steam
REDUCED $29,900
1624 Hamilton Avenue,
BY OWNER. Three
cleaning.
Take over payments.
Free TREE TRIMMING and
beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
Apartment 2, come by
bedroom kitchen, dining
estimates. 24 hour anCall 474-2211,ext. 251.
removal. 10 years exbath,
kitchen-d
en
after 5.
room, front and back
swering service, 500
perience: Call 436-2294
combination. 1208 Peggy
1973 CHEVROLET IMporch, full basement.
Maple 753-0359.
after 5p.m.
Ann
Drive.
Call
753-8673.
PALA, 2 door hardtop,
1964 MERCURY. 1969
Good buy. Call 753-5996.
brakes,steering-au'and ELECTRICAL WIRING -CARPET --CLEANING
Continental.- 1970
TWO NEW 3 bedroom at
vinyl
roof.
Chrysler.
1973
home and industrial, air
1971
experienced, very
edge of city limits. On
Toronado Oldsmobil0,
Maverick, 6 automatic,
conditioning,. and
reasonable 'rates,
water and sewer.
brakes, Steering, air,
power and air, call 436refrigeration, plumbing
references,
free
Financing available
GIGANTIC
electric seats, and
2427.
and heating. Call 474estimates. Quick drying.
with
small
down
windows, vinyl roof. 1968
8841 or 753-7203.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
YARD SALE
paAieni.By contractor, 1973 VW SUPER Beetle
GTO brakes, steering,
will trade. Call 753-3672.
air, and vinyl roof. 1964
with air. Low mileage.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
Friday and Saturday,
GLASS REPLACEMENT
Chevrolet Malibu,2 door
May
be
seen
502
at
South
and custom combining.
-isk October 22nd and 23rd
work
for
automobiles,
hardtop. Call 753-8780.
11th Street. Call 753BY OWNER -3 bedroom
.Ca11.753-8090
.
homes, and stores, plus
Plants, clothing, and some antiques. Some
8410.
home, 2 small outstorm
windows
and
original oil paintings will be sold.
buildings, close to •
1974 GMC Vs ton Sierra
doors repaired or
DRIVEWAYS
shopping 'centers and 1972 TORINO. Full,
Grande, 24,000 Hwy.
Sale sponsored by Its Allaway Art Guild.
replaced. Window glass,
GRAVELED,will haul
powef, factory air,
downtown. On 641 South.
miles, HT F & R, 350 4
mirrors, and table tops.
all types of rock; white,
Call 753-0154.
stereo tape, Craeger
bbl eng. Used as
M and G Complete
decorative and wash
mags, low mileage. Call
pleasure vehicle only. _
Glass,. Dixieland
rock. All types of sand
489-2195 after 5 p.m.
Mint condition. $3,850.
Shopping Center, 753and agriculture lime.
Paris - 901-6424991.
Just A Reminder!
Mark Bucy Trucking,
0180.
1974 BUICK CENTURY
Once suns it's time to shop for Christine's Stereos (cur awl Wows gaits). Whoa shopping
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
for this type
Luxus. Expellent conFOR SALE - 1971 Pontiac
aserclandise be we to ask if they have en Ni owe service department.
or 753-5795.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
dition. 15,000-miles. Call
Bonneville. Call 753TANK
and
backhoe
753-0181
after
4
p.m.
5738.
"We Service What We Sell"
DRIVEWAYS AND
work needs call John
parking areas white
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
TV SERVICE CENTER
ORIGINAL OWNER of an
1963
FORD
rocked and graded. Rip
436-2586.
extra fine 1970 Torino,
Central Shopping Center
CUSTOMIZED van,
rap delivered and
753 5865
must sell. "Wife wants a
mag wheels, 8 track
placed. Decorated rock
new car with cruise
stereo. Must see to FURNITURE
put down over plastic.
control." Dark green
REFINISHING. No
appreciate. Call 492Free estimate. Call
metallic with sport roof,
major
repair
work.
8441.
Clifford Garrison, 753351-4
Reasonable rates. Call
barrel
with
5429
aftir 4 p.m.
,
Cleveland engine with
753-8761.
1973 CHEVY- SUBURfactory 4 speed Hertz
BAN. % ton front and
PAINTING, exterior and
shift, air condition,
Terri wad off Hwy. 54.t Hewenrs Wwipweat Ca. este Hwy. 303 extended, follow blacktop aprear.
Air,
interior, new and old
power GENERAL BACKHOE
prox. 3 wigs to sale or Tent Mirth off East Mate Use it toy's oW store place sad follow sale arrows up85,000 actual miles. New
work, white gravel,
steering, and brakes.
work, with years of back
'realm** I adle to side.
tires.- 61,500. Call 753bank gravel. Call 436New tires. $3995.00. Call
experience,
free
Mr. awl Mrs. Illaleck bare geld their farm amid aisiviag to tore to retire after wavy years it this
8554 after 5.
2306.
901-642-4798.
estimates. Call 437-4534
kowtow

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
.dry, work -completely*
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

60 ACRES, new 2
bedroom brick home.
Call 382-2299.
4b Homes For Sale

A

THREE BEDROOM
brick house, Siren-steel
shop building. On twothirds acre. Call 7538615.

20, 1976

BY OWNER; 7 room
ranch style house with
75 acres (2 acres in
timber,
70
acres
tillable).
Three
bedroom house with
attached
garage.
Recently redecorated.
Two stock barns, 70'
equipment shed, dairy
barn,
other
outbuildings. All under
woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 7535618.

BY OWNER -3bedroom
house, large lot, with a
body shop, 30 x 40, 2
driveways to it, l mile
West from the city limits
on 121. Call 753-6347.

1963 BUICK Electra, good
dependable car. Call
753-5106.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

AUCTION

Saturday, October 23, 10 a.m.

2 Oak Chifferobes, 1 Mime Made Chair, 1 Ashley Wood Heater with Jacket, 1 Iron Bed with Springs, 1
Ant, Kitchen Cabinet, 3 Iron it Beds.,Old Dishes, Rubber Boots (Size 8), Ant. Oak Rocker, Ice Tongues,
Food Choppers. Maytag Wringer Weather, 1 ElectricSewing Machine, 1 Platform Rocker, 1 Cooktop and
Oren.1 4 Pc. Bedrooni Suite, 1 New Electric Garbage Disposal, 1 Metal Sink Cabinet, t Kenmore Washer
& Dryer match set,Egg Baskets,Cane Bottom Chairs, 12 Gauge Single Bbl.Shotgun,1 Wash Basin.

SIOOP TOMS8ETC.
Wood Planes. Augers. 2 Hand Saws. Hatchets. Hammers. Pioe Wrenches. Box and Ooen E3scl Wrenches
100' x M)' Ext. Cords,Sledges, Wedges, Cables,4 Power Block and Cable. 3 Axes,2 Cross Cut Saws,3 Log
Chains, Load Binders, Eng Tongues, Wrecking Bars,Socket Sets, Tap & Die Set. Post Drill,Shop Vise, Anvil, Pipe Cutter, Drawing Knives, Bolts and Washers, Hand Corn Sheller, Scoupes, Forks, Hoes, Rakes,
Shovels, Brair Blades,2 hand Tire Pumps,2 Pressue Sprayers, Post Hole Digger,2 Hand Seeders, Bean
Scales,Elect Motors,4 Tarpolins, Harness.
EMMEN,
1953 Ford Jubilee Tractor (Good Tires, Live Lift, Dearborn 2 x 14" Plow 3 Pt., Dearborn 2 Row
Cultivator 3 Pt.( with Guage Wheels, Dearborn 6' Cycle Mower 3 Pt., INC 6' Disc 3 Pt., Remote Lift Control !Complete), Team Hay Rack, Hog Coupe, New Barb Wire,8 HP Mitchell Chain Saw,3.-A Wheel 12'
Wagons,20-€"s Metal Line Post,900' Dry PoplarSiding,26" Garden 'Tiller 35 HP,2 Push Lawn Mowers,
Draw Bars, Stabilizer Bars, Boom Pole 3 Pt., 8' Rotary Hoe,.5' Martin Ditcher, r Drag Disc.. Barb &
Woven Wire Stretchers,40 Endless6"Belt,2 Wheel Trailer, 135 Line Post 2-10' Metal Gates,Stack Dry 2
z4 Lumber & Etc,8 HP 32" Cut Rugg Riding Mower,Piles Scrap Iron.
Many Items Too Numerous To Mention
Terms: Cash or Personalized Checks, Lunch Available.
For Further Information Contact

Mr. or Mrs. Gordon Blalock
Rt. 1, Dukedom, TN.(502) 312-2316
or

AINLEY'S AUCTION & REALTY SALES
Col. Robert Ainley
Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker

1972 MONTE CARLO,
$2400. Good condition.
Call 753-4340.

1966 FORD,$200 Call 4-892488.
1973 MONTEGO MX
Brougham. 44,000 miles.
Air, power, $1800. 1973
Capri, sharp. Call 7533833.
50 Campers

1965 CADILLAC, 4 door
sedan. $425. Also 1968
Buick Electrica, 225
Custom, $495. Both cars
_ mechanically A-1
condition. Call 436-5548.

POP UP CAMPER. Call
753-8615.
•
•
•

New Shipment
*Jeans *Dresses
*Sweaters 20% Off

•

•

Two Phones To Serve You 24 Hr. A Day
List with Us. We Buy,Sell, or Trade
Fast-Efficient-Profitable.
Estates, Dispersals, Liquidations, Consignments
Farms, Homes,Bu,,iiness, Appraisals

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
$3114.00 Up. Floored, ready to en. hum.Uwe add-ins,
carports, *Wises. Bey Hie But for Less. CUSTOM-IBUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0954.
INMINIMMIEMENINMis

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

(This Week Only)
So. Fano& nt.
471-3111

122 trouhrey

1970 LTD,4 door,'hardtop,
power and air, 351
engine, good condition.
Call 753-5582 after 6 p.m.

The Youth

Shop

•

504 Main
(Behind Peoples Bon))
Use Our lay-Away
Master Charge
Bonk Americard

•
•
•
•

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilltng.
Call753-7370or 753
-7070 SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.
Freed Cotham Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
BULLDOZING, prompt
dependable service.
Three bull dozers to
serve
you.Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W.Lyons 474-2264.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
53 Feed Arid Seed
FOR SALE-seeitwheat.
$4.00 bushel. Call 4354343.

54. Free Column
FREE SOLID white 8
week old kitten. Call 7538500.
FREE-FIVE month old
male kitten, yellow and
white, healthy and affectionate. Call 753-8761.

FOR SALE
1951 "Central" Hook and Ladder Fire Truck with
a 555 Cubic Inch Wavkesha Engine. Engine in perfect condition, which could be used for saw mill or
installation in other equipment. Also assorted
aluminum ladders. Sealed bids will be accepted in
the City Clerks Office City Hall. For, further information contact Jackie Cooper, Fire Chief. No..:
753-1688

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, October 23rd, 1:00 Pm- rain or Anna, on
State Line Rood, west of Hazel, Kentucky.
Will sell new GE electric cook stove,
refrigerator, Kenmore washer, electric sewing
machine, bedroom suite, window fan, rockers,
TV, end tables, living room suite, wall mirror,
corner cabinet, quilts and quilt tops, antique carnival glass, ironware, round end table with lions
head and feet, cherry cabinet, cherry dining
room suite, magazine rack, churns, trunks and
stone jars. Library table, wash kettle and stand,
old poster bedroom suite, chiffarobe, chest of
drawers, lamps, lots of hand tools and other
items too numerous to mention.

AUCTION SALE

Net mainline ter accidents.

Every Friday Night,
641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn.
Trunks, guns, milk cans, stone jugs, old pottery,.dough tray, tools, ruby red glass, lots of
other glass, living room suite, nice electric'
range, frost free refrigerator, sewing rocker,
nice dinette set, 6 chairs, small air compressor
and spray gun, pie safe, stereo, tiller, power
mower, lamps, bottles, railroad lanterns, golf
clubs, wagon seat, cobalt blue lamp, wicker
chair, Gone With the 'Wind lamps, table and
chairs, rope bed, lots more -

Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

1952 Ford
Church Bus
For Sale
to the highest sealed bid. Send all bids to
Dexter Baptist Church, GO James Pritchett,
Route 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036. All bids will be
opened October 20, 1976, highest bid will be contacted. To see contact
Bill Edwards, 437.4346
or
Howard Conner, 437-4454

ODYSSEY 200
By Magnavox

NOTICE

the original home electronic game fits all TV sets

3 days only $8995 Reg. $119.95
Other models only 59.95 --

Murray Memorial Gardens is now under new
management and ownership. The new owners of
the gardens are Jerry D. Lents, a retired Air force
Pilot, who is the manager of the garden; Donald A.
Jones, attorney; and Larry Suiter, real estate
developer. All are local men and dedicated to the
task of providing a much needed quality service to
the resi&nts of Murray, Calloway County, and
surrounding areas.
The office address of

4

Murray Memorial Gardens
is Rt. 2, Box 37 A-1, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2654.

A 10%-Penalty will be added to city of

'Lay away fir_Christmas

J & B Music
an:stile Streit Murray, Ky.

Month End
Clearance
Take Up Payments
Monthly Payment

.500

19"B&WIV
19" Color TV
25" Color TV
Five piece Component Stereo
Console Stereo

14"
1800
12w
14"

J 81B Music
Chestnut Street

NOTICE

Murray Kentucky

Murray Property Taxes if not paid by
November 1, 1976. Taxes are payable to
the city clerk, city hall building, Murray,
Kentucky. The city clerk's office is open
8 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Monday thru
Friday and will be open 9:00 a. m. to
4:00 p. m. Saturday, October 23 and 30th.

Jo Crass
City Clerk
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2 Notice

If You
Need Them:
fire
.. 153-1441
Police
. 153-1621
Rescue
/53-6952
Ambulance .
153-9332
Hospital
Emergency'
753-5131
Natant Society
753-3994
Comprehensive
Cate
153-6622
Poison Control .
153-1588
Senior Citizens . . 15349/9
Needline
153-NEED
learn to Read.
153-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Check
Your
Ad
c
.
s kt-;`:.•."--

4
Advertisers
ore
requested to check the.
first insertion -of oils for
This
correction
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD 8E
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY DS PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
• hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
BATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE "kits. Marblized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.

ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS.
2 Notice

12.Insurance

24. Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for anrique beds'or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

MURRAY PAINT
AND
HOBBY CENTER

I
psis Mosidery Wiry
Saturday. Come see es for
yew Isles flying rockets,
end rocket engines. Lindbergh, space bass and
specs polio iI*041•1 kits. AirOwn, car and cycle model
kits sad ad your other hobby weeds.
614 South 4th
Call 757-7363
5 lost And Found
LOST OFF Farmer
Avenue, 1 year old black
cat with white spot
under neck and no
collar. Call 753-1495.
6. Help Wanted
CHRISTMAS HELP.
Earn $300 between now
and Christ mas,2 hours a
day-5 flays a week. For
interview call 753-8970
between 2 and 5 p.m.
WANTED - Someone to
pick corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Call
753-2542, Pete Henson.
FULL_ OR PART
Will accept college
student applicants for
Local Plant. Send
Resume to P.O. Box 221,
Murray, Ky.
SOMEONE TO install a
fence around the yard.
Call 753-1398 or 762-6341.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 3653933 after 6 p. m.
WANTED SOMEONE to
live in home with elderly
couple.
Must
be
dependable and furnish
references. Call 7536632.
PART TIME help wanted
at Racer Oil Company.
Apply in person at 10th
,and Chestnut.-

SHIELD OF SHELTER

For Your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business

ONE-STOP
SERVICE

RCA 17" portable T.V.
with stand. A-1 condition. Also 2 Coleman
lanterns, Panasonic 4
band portable radio and
tree stands for deer. Call
753-9672.

"A5t< "THO9E BIG CORPORAT i0N
WHAT I'M SUG1905E17 -To PO v4)1 N
WEEKt N125."

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489
14. Want To Buy
SMALL FARM, approximately 50 acres
with house or good
building site in Calloway
County. Call 753-4788.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old ,and gold.
Call 753-9232.. _

15. Articles For Sale

20 Spur's Equipment

BABY BED and mattress, good condition.
Call 753-3485, 1412
Dudley Drive.

BEAR GRIZZLY bow. 45
lb. left handed. Set up,
ready for hunting. Call
753-0487.

FOR SALE - icebox,
Aladdin lamp parts,
chimneys, mantles, etc.
Parts for old telephones,
variety of antiques.
Hubert Coles Antique
South,
Shop,
641
Murray.Ky.

16' ASTROGLASS bass
boat, 115 h.p. Mercury
with car trim. Heavy
Duty trailer. 1972 model
boat and motor. Fully
equipped. Price 1800.00.
Call 489-2149.

WE BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.

MAMIYA C-330 camera.
Normal and wide angle
lenses. $395. Call 1-2473541 after 6 p. m.

WANT TO buy a used 19
inch Ashley Wood stove.
Call 901-247-5304 after 4
p.m.

FOR SALE: Standard
size pool table, old
bathtub, cabinet T.V.,
lot 80 x 165, bicycle. Call
753-3975.

FEATHERBEDS wanted
good feathers. Highest
prices paid. Write Box
13, Route 1, Almo, Ky.
Give location, will call.

NORWOOD SMALL
refrigerator. Call ,after
5,953-9577.
-

15 Articles For Sale
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-loads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 exterior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
3ox 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.

YOUR LIVESTOCK
Feeding Experience
PARIS MEATProcessing
Can Pay Off If you enjoy
Company is now open
discussing livestock
SEVEN 2 X 4 florescent
for business. Custom
feeding preblems with
lights. If interested call
slaughtering
and
people you know, we
753-9414.
complete processing for
should' get acquainted..
home freezers. Beef,
My
company,
a
MIMEOGRAPH
hogs, deer and goats.
nationally known and
MACHINE, like new.
One mile North of Paris
well-respected
feed
Reasonable. Call 753an Old Murray and
manufacturer, is
E1771 after 5 p. m.
Paris Highway. Call 901seeking a person of
642-8201, after hours,
mature judgement and
FIREPLACE
901-642-2269.
USDA
good reputation for sales
ENCLOSURES,
approved and inspected.
and service represenpolished brass, antique
tative here. This is not a
brass or blackened
YOUR NEED is our
fly-by-night, highbrass, $88.88. Aluminum
concern. NEEDLINE,
pressure sales job. Fullstep ladders, 5 ft. $11.88,
753-6333.
time opportunity for
6 ft. $14.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
service-minded selfAluminum 'extension
BELTONE FACTORY
starter who can assume
ladders, 16 ft. $18.88, 20
fresh batteries. Wallis
responsibility, make
ft. $24.88, 24 ft. $32.88.
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
decisions, and be own
Pace CB radios model
Call 753-1272.
boss. Home every night.
143 $69.95, model 123-A
I'll explain employee
$89.95, model 144 $113.95,
benefits, technical onmodel 2300 $139.95.
the-job training in local
Portable
electric
territory, and financial
heaters 4,000 watt, 4
requirements in constack, $31.99. Electric
fidential
interview.
water heater, 17 gallon
That's
Contact: after 6 p.m. 1$59.95,
30 gallon $68.88,
how many
522-6763.
40 gallon $79.95. Chain
CAMPER &
saw chains, co in.,% in.,
WANTED,
SALES
or 404 pitch enough for
TRAILER
consultant who has
12 in. bar, $8.95, 16 in.
buyeri
successful sales ex$9.95, 20 in. $10.95. Mr.
shoa the
perience. Earn $3004500
Coffee II, $24.95, Mr.
per week, plus auto
Classified Ads
Coffee I, $29.95. Wallin
expense
Hardware,Paris,Tenn.
bonus.
before buying
Tremendous future if
Call 753-1916
you are the right person.
COAL STOVE. Gill 437Must
be
married,
4669 af.er 5 p.m.
To Begin A
honest, dependable, and
Action Program
willing
to assume "NEVER
USED
responsibility. If you
Anything like it," say
feel you are....quahfied,
users of Blue Lustre
3. Card Of Thanks
dial Paducah 443-4595.
carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer.
WE WISH to express our
9 Situations Wanted
Western Auto, home of
heartfelt hanks for the
"Wishing Well Gift
giVs and flowers from WILL DO sewing in my
Shop."
each and every conhome. Call 489-2385.
cerned person during
16 FT. OVERHEAD
the :ime of our great
10 Business Opportunity
garage door. Call 753loss. Special lianks to
9580.
CHRISTIAN
Book
Dr. Ammons, the staff of
Center, 808 Chestnut. NEW
:he CCU, and the
18,060
BTU
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
members of Faith
Whirlpool air condition.
Missionary Baptist
$200.
Also
newly
Church. Also to Max 'FOR SALE or lease on
reupholstered couch and
Murray
State University
Churchill, Mrs. Oneida
chair, i30. Stove and
campus.
Billiard
White, Bro. Jonathan
refrigerator, $125. New
Business
and
Rental
Kimbro,and Bro. James
table and chairs, $50.
Property, $13,90O for
Rhodes. Each kindness
Call 489-2198.
total purchase. Will
will be remembered
lease Billiard Business
always, and we ask alai,
BATH TUB enclosure
for $350 month or will
to
continue
you
kits. Marbleized and
lase 22' x 56' building
remember us, in your
solid colors can be infor $300 month. Contact
prayers. May God.bless
stalled by amateur.
each of you. The baldly " Jim Biggs, 41502 826Murray I AunberCo., 104
a( Paul Edwards.
• . 5822.
Maple

73%

A nother View

LOFTY PILE, free from
soilis the carpet cleaned
With Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
SIGNED AND numbered
prints are now available
of White Owl, Contact
Donny Hudson at 7530872'after 5p. m.
16. Home Furnishings
HOTPOINT refrigerator.
$50.00. Call 753-2762.
THE BEST! The most
practical! Even beats
the bean bag. Try THE
OLD SHOE now at Crass
Furniture,

GOLF IRONS - Power
Bill, used for only 4
months. Call 753-6144.
THOMPSON-CENTER
Hawken rifle, percussion 50 caliber,
pouch, powder horn,
everything! A give away
at $145. Bramel, 753'0953.
MORLIN 336C, 30-30
caliber. New, never out
of box.1411O. Call 7674461
22. Musical

1.011A190 PIANO CO.
wvilitzer BUSED
orgDr
a SAIE $195
Lowrey Organ
1895
town Organ
.51208-Grand Piano
$995
Chord Organ
$495
Upright Piano
$295
Player Piano Overhauled
LONARDO PIANO CO.
Paris, Tennessee
Across from Post Office

Baldwin Pianos
Baldwin Organs
- -

USED LIVING room
couch.
Italian
Provincial, all white.
Four, tables to match.
Call 753-3379 after 4 p.m.

_
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, Court
Square,
Murray,
Kentucky.

CHINA CABINET, oak,
round table, spanish
table and 4 chairs. Two
antique chairs, platform
rocker, two new handmade shawls, one
afghan, one long formal,
size 10. Call 753-4716.

CONRAD'S PIANOS ORGANS, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

TWIN BED mattress and
box springs. $45. Call for
information, 753-0844.

GUITARS

KIRKSEY
USED
FURNITURE. Washer,
dryer, living and dining
room suites. Call 4892752.

1/2 Price
Brehm
Gibsoe

Fender
New & Used

1 & B Music
Chestnut Street
Murroy, Ilentecky

11. Vacuum Cleaners
23. Exterminating
KIRBY VACUUM. Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
19. Farm Equipment
TWO JOHN DEERE 45
combines for sale.
Sealed ready. Been
' stored in shed. Call 7538428 or 753-3828 after 5.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
,needs. Call AAA Fence
Sppply*.Co., 1 444 6865,
Paducah, Ky.

THINK
Winter is
Coming!
NOW is one ol the best times to
splay under and mood yrr
home, begs. spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are look* fix
a place to hibernMe-under your
home Its warm they are out of
the bad weather ”gegyet house
,owned & operated
in Wary Co.
.cooto

2b. TV Radio
1977 ZENITH TV's and
Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Service, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
service what we sell.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1974 SCHULT 14 x 70, 3
bedroom mobile home.
Call 753-8641.

1974
LAWRENCE
MOBILE HOME. 12x50,
2 bedroom, all electric,
Service pole. Practically nal 17,000 BTIJ
window air conditioner
and underpinning. Lived
in one year. ;4550.00.
Call 354-6465 after 5 p.
rn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT -12 x 50 house
trailer and also trailer
space at Stella Trailer
Park. Call 753-2493 after
4.

THREE BEDROOM,
living room, diningkitchen with built-ins,
washer dryer hookup,
large bath, carport. Call
489-2274 or 489-2116-after
5 p.m.
REDECORATED 5 room,
country house. City
water, electric heat. No
pets.
Couples.
References. Call 7537551.

=011•11
AGRICULTURE
STUDENT and wife
seek house with land
near Murray for two
years. Will -do maintenance and minor
repairs. Call 767-2749.
32 Apartment,
, Fo, Rent
THREE ROOM apartment for elderly lady.
Close to town, 303 South
6th. Or call 753-3593.
UNFURNISHED
2
bedroom apartment.
Ready for immediate
occupancy. Call 7534331.
NICE SMALL furnished
apartment
at
300
Woodlawn, one block
South of college. $60.00
month.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment _May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.
NICE ONE BEDR(X)1SI
apartment.
furnished
Inquire at 1414 Vine
Street.
THREE
ROOM
unfurnished
apartment.
206 Poplar. Call 753-1767.
33 Rooms For Rent

THREE BEDROOM, .2..
bath, fully furnished, all
electric. 1.5 miles from
Murray. $175 month,
$100 deposit. No singles.
Call 753-9829.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.
A DOUBLE wide mobile
home on three tree
shaded lots can be yours
to move into immediately. This is
located in Baywood
Vista near Ky 280
(Pottertown
Road).
Property is priced to sell
to settle an estate. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Pam Rodgers at 7537116.

BEAUTIFUL MODERN ‘%1OMMERCIAL
PROPERTY. 4,000 sq.
redwood and stone 2
ft. .commercial building
bedroom country home.
on Sunberry Circle. Gas
Central heat,' air and
heat, air conditioner in
vacuum.
$225.
office. Lot is apReferences and damage
proximately 80' x 166'.
deposit required. Call
For more information
753-7410. ,
call 7534080 or come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
36 For Rent Or lease
Real Estate.
FOR RENT 30' x 50'
storage space. Call 753,.6200aor 753-5500.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 Z 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.

FOR SALE 50 pigs. Call
753-9681.
38.Pets

Supplies

TWO SIAMESE kittens
for sale. Call 753-7378.

HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom,2
bath btIck ranck home
with large rooms,
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached
garage.
Located East of Murray
in quiet, peaceful area.
Large machine shed and
other outside storage on
property.
Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine property.

40.Produce
EAR CORN for sale. Call
436-2315 or 753-4698.

INSIDE SALE. 901
Johnny Robertson Road.
Across from golf course.
Friday and Saturday,
October 22 and 23,8 a.m.
until 6 p.m.
43 Real Estate
FIRST TIME OFFERED
for this six room, 2
bedroom, PI bath home
in Hazel, Ky., featuring
central
gas
heat,
basement and double
garage on 1.21 acres of
lovely, landscaped
properly. Included is
private well in addition
to city water and sewer
system. Phone Kopperud Realty for details,
753-1222.
FANTASTIC BUY. Home
and grocery More, also
extra building lot at New
Providence. Home is
older frame on 34 acre
wooded lot. Has 4
bedroom, carpet,
drapes, and in excellent
condition. Barn and
smoke house. Store is
Well stocked with $8$10,000 inventory and
gasoline pumps. The
price will amaze you
.and everything goes
including all stock and
buildings. CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT TO
SEE,Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore,753-7724.
3 Acres
With lisavtiful white brick
exterior end 3 large
beeeenis, within S wined&
of Murray.
Mindy Men
*Cal

Only $7,010.110 will hey •3
bedroom frame. Nee gas
heater, ,..d t. flx-ep end
rent en N. 6th.
live Near lake
On this 2 acres with • 2
bedroom Nese with 2 estrus
reunite he flablka ee Ise
for stump. Nos ehictrk
wall heaters wad wally
other features.
When Real 1state
Across from Postoffice

ROBERTS REALTY
your leader in sales fo
r1976
needs, your
listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.

ATTENTION:
Ex-Tappan Employees If you are looking Coca new
career I have several small
business opportunities. A
Dress Shop, an Auto Parts
Store, a Resort Grocery. a
Beer Carry-Out plus several
others in the Paris, McKenzie, Paris Landing and Camden areas.
Joe Put Elkins end thin
!Wow., 111118 WATT, 112
L Weed St., Paris, Tem.,
Teioplione: 901442-6814

NEW THREE bedroom
home with living room,
den, kitchen and two
baths. Fully carpeted.
Central heat and air
canditioning.
Large
corner lot. JOHN C.
NEUBAUER, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Linda Drake at 7530492.

Fiberglass
Well House
s
Cash & Carry

AKC REGIStERED
Pekingese female, 2
years old. $50. or 3 year
old Pomeranean. Call
489-2198.
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 7537126.

27 acre farm on Hardy Adams Road
about nine miles
west of Murray.
About 7 to 8 acr
sesi4
on
cultivation.
timber. There is an
building
excellent
site. This is priced to
sellnow.
Job. C. Neubauer,
Rafter, SOS Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterres at 7535921.

October Special

GREAT DANE puppies.
$60 each. Call 753-7838.

41.Public Sales
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent. at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-1280.

.4 Houses For Rent

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 130,

TWO BEDROOM brick
house. One mile from
city limits. Hazel Highway. $150 per month:
Call 753-8681.

37 Liuestock • Supplies
MOVING MUST SELL.
1974 mobile home 12 x
40, 2 bedroom, all
electric, completely
furnished, with air
condition, underpinning
and steps. Ready to
move in. Call 437-4155
after 6.63250.

ONE
BLOCK
from
University. $35.00 per
month. Call 763-4182.

Phone 753-3914

34 Houses Fur Rent

$13100

During October

Murray Supply Co.
2011 E. Main

I

753-3361

NOTICE
The Murray Fire Department will accept applications for employment to fill one vacancy. Applications and further information may be obtained
in the Chiefs office, Central Fire Station, 5th and
Poplar. All applications must be returned no later
than 5:00 P.M. November 5, 1976. Number: 753-1688

WALLIS DRUG

L

*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS OF COSMETICS

,
NOTICE
Emerson Electric Company of
Paris is accepting applications
each day at the Plant Guard ,
- House.
Permanent jobs are available.
Applicants must be willing to
work any shift.
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Help Wanted
Morning Manager
(Male or Female)

Cooks t...•
:Waitresses
- Dishwasher
to Operate Dishwashing Machine

Mr. L.'s Dugout
Restaurant
Will Open In

2 Weeks at

309 N. 16th St.
Murray.
If You would like a job under
pleasant
working conditions
--call 753-0303 from .I0 rim, to 4
P.m

Hillman Lyons, Owner

6
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46. Homes FJi 3dle

•
•

46 Homes for

49 use,: L.1'N & Trucks

BY OWNER: 7 room
31 acres about a mile
house with carport and BY OWNER. Attractive
small, 2 bedroom,
north of Alm° on the
1925
garage, brick Antinek
located at 513 Beale.
Perry Road. Twenty
exterior on 5/
3
4 acres
HONDA
acres
Ideal for retired couple,
are
in
( with 600' Highway
soybeans now. Good
young
family or rental
frontage) 4 miles north.
"400" motorcycle •4
bottom soil. Some
property. Shopping area
of Murray on Highway
cylinder -super sport
timber.
and
new
park
within,
641. Three bedrooms,
- red - local one
John C. Nottbouor,
Walking distance.
owner - like new.
14 bath, full basement
baiter, 505 Maim St.,
Priced to sell. Call 753with kitchen,gas central
753-0101 or call Brice
4862 or 753-1611.
Carron
heat and air, 40' x 60'
Rattorree, 753-5921.
body shop. Price $60,000.
VW-Aadi
FOR SALE by owner,- 3
Call 753-5618.
NO Classiest, Menay
bedroom, 1;.; bath brick
45 Farms For Sale
home with modern
THREE BEDROOM
kitchen, den, living
brick house, stran-steel
SIX ACRES, five miles
48 Autom_l
room, central gas heat
shop building. On twoWest of Murray. Fenand
central
electric
air.
thirds acre. Call 753ced, partially wooded.
Attached garage.
8615.
Beautiful building sire.
ONE 4 speed tranLocated near Murray
$5,000. Call 753-2211.,
smission with shift. One
BY OWNER: 7 room
High. Priced in mid 30's.
213 Chevy motor. One
ranch style house with
Call 753-6007.
set headers. $125. Call
60 ACRES, new 2
75 acres (2 acres in
bedroom brick home.
753-0230 after 4 p.m.
timber,
70
acres BY OWNER -3bedroom
Call 382-2299.
tillable).
Three
house, large lot, with a
49 Used Cdf,
bedroom house with
46 Homes Fm Sale
body shop, 30 x 40, 2
attached
garage.
driveways to it, 1 mile
1964 BUICK SKYLARK,
Recently redecorated.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
West from the city limits
average running conTwo st*k barns, 70'
for re ired couple.
on 121. Call 753-6347.
dition. $250 OF best offer.
equipment shed, dairy
$8,000. Call 753-2773.
Must sell. Located at
barn,
other
out1624 Hamilton Avenue,
buildings. All under REDUCED $29,900
BY OWNER. Three
beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
Apartment 2, come by
woven wire fence. One
bedroom kitchen, dining
bath, kitchen-den
after 5.
mile west of Dexter on
room, front and back
combination. 1208 Peggy
Hickory Grove Rd.
porch, full basement.
Ann Drive. Call 753-8673.
Price $100,000. Call 753Good buy. Call 753-5996.
1964 MERCURY. 1969
5618.
Contidental. 1970
TWO NEW -rbedroom -at
Chrysler.
1971edge of city limits. On
Maverick, 6 automatic,
water
and sewer.
power and air, call 436Financing available
GIGANTIC
2427.
with
small
down
YARD SALE
payment.By contractor, 1973 VW SUPER Beetle
will trade. Call 753-3672.
with air. Low mileage.
Friday and Saturday,
May
be seen at 502 South
October 22nd and 23rd
BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
11th Street. Call 753Plants, clothing, and some antiques. Some
8410.
home, 2 small outoriginal oil paintings will be sold.
buildings, close to
shopping centers and 1972 TORINO. Full
Sale spewed by the Murray Art Guild.
downtown. On 641 South.
power, factory air,
Call 753-0154.
stereo tape, Craeger
mags, low mileage. Call
489-2195 after 5 p.m.

Just A Reminder!
'We Service VVhat We Sell"

TV SERVICE CENTER
753-5865

AUCTION
Saturday, October 23, 10 a.m.
Tore smith off Hwy. 94- it Newerirs hpaipmeurt Cs. eats Hwy. 303 extended, hollow bleats, smarm'. 3 mks to sals or Tent Mirth off East State line it fey's old store place end follow sale arrows spores.** I sale to sale.
Mr. sod Mrs. Wm& hew seW Nair fern eel waving to time to retire show num year, at this
2 Oak Chifferotes, I Home Made CIutir, 1 Ashley Wood Heater with Jacket, 1 Iron Bed with Springs,!
Ant., Kitchen Cabinet, 3 Iron 4i Beds, Old Dishes. Rubber Boots (Size 6, Ant. Oak Rocker, Ice Tongues,
Food Choppers, Maytag Wringer Washer, 1 Electric Sewing.Machine, 1 Platform Rocker, 1 Coolitop stnd
Oven,14 Pc. Bedroom Suite, I New Electric Garbage Disposal, 1 Metal Sink Cabinet, 1 Kenmore Washer
& Dryer (match set), Egg Baskets, Cane Bottom Chairs,12 Gauge Single Bbl. Shotgun, 1 Wash Basin.
SNOF TOOU & ETC.
Wood Planes. Augers.2 Hand Saws. Hatchets. Hammers. Floe Wrenches. Rot and Olsen Erid Wrench**,
Sledg_es,Wedg
100'x 200' Ext. Cords,
es, Cables,4 Power Block and Cable, 3 Axes,2 Cross CIA Saws,3 Log
Chains, Load Binders, Log Tongues, Wrecking Bars,Socket Sets, Tap & Die Set, Post Drill,Shop Vise, Anvil, Pipe Cutter, Dra ' Knives, Bolts and Washers, Hand Corn Sheller, Scoupes, Forks, Hoes, Rakes,
Tire Pumps,2 Pressure Sprayers, Post Hole Digger,2 Hand Seeders, Bean
Shovels, &air Blades,2
Scales, Elect. Motors,4 Tarpolizts, Harness.
EQUIPMENT
1953 Ford Jubilee Tractor (Good Ilres, Live Lift), Dearborn 2 z W'Flom; Pt.. Dearborn 2 Row
Cultivator 3 Pt. with Guage Wheels, Dearborn 6' Cycle Mower 3Pt., IHC 6' Disc 3 Pt., Remote Lift Control (Complete). Team Hay Rack, Hog Couw, New Barb Wire, 6 HP Mitdaell Chain Saw,2-4 Wheel IT
Wagons,20-6 Metal Line Post,900' Dry Poplar Siding,26" Garden Tiller 34 HP,2 Piet Lawn MOwers,
Draw Bars, Stabilizer Bars, Boom Pole 3 Pt., 8' Rotary Hoe.!' Martin Ditcher, 6' Drag Disc.. Barb &
Woven Wire Stretchers,40' Endless6"Belt,2Wheel Trailer, 135 Line Post,2-10' Metal Gates,Stack Dry 2
x4 Lumber & Etc.,8 HP 32" Cut Rugg Riding Mower,Piles Scrap Iron.
Many Items Too Numerous To Mention
Terms: Cash or Personalized Checks, Lunch Available.
For Further Information Contact

Mr. or Mrs. Gordon Blalock
Rt. 1, Dukedom, TN.(502)382-2316
or

.
•
Two Phones To Serve You 24 Hr. A Day
Last with Us. We Buy,Sell, or Trade
Fast-Efficient-Profitable.
Estates, Dispersals,-Liquidations, Consignments
Farms,Homes,Business, Appraisals

1962 MERCURY COMET,
good condition. s250.
Call 753-6805.
1963 BUICK Electra, good
dependable car. Call
753-5106.
1970 OLDS-442. Power
steering, power brakes,
power windows, tilt
wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
rnag wheels. Must sell.
Take over payments.
Call 474-2211,ext. 251.

ORIGINAL OWNER of an
extra fine 1970 Torino,
must sell. "Wife wants a
new car with cruise
control." Dark green
metallic with sport roof,
351-4
barrel
with
Cleveland engine with
factory 4 sped Hertz
shift, air candition,
85,000 actual miles. New
tires. $1,500. Call 7538554 after 5.
1970 LTD,4 door, hardtop,
power and air, 351
engine, good condition.
Call 7535582 after 6 p.m.
1972 MONTE CARLO,
$2400. Good condition.
Call 753-4340.

1966 FORD,$200• Call 4892488.
1973 MONTEGO MX
Brougham. 44,000 miles.
Air, power, $1800. 1973
Capri, sharp. Call 7533833.
50 Campers

1965 CADILLAC, 4 door
sedan. $425. Also 1968
Buick Electrica 225
Custom, $495. Both cars
mechanically A-1
condition. Call 436-5548.

Si. Whin, TN.
479.371 3

5.166,00 Up. time's, ready to ins. Nails beam add-eas, panes,
carports, offices. Ivy the lost for lass. CIPSTOM•OUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0994

NEMMINMk.

AUCTION SALE
POP UP CAMPER. Call
753-8615.

The Youth
-((in

SAVE
NOW FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps aix. Call 753-4904.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

( This Week Only )
.„

WHY PAINT? Let Glover CERAMIC
TILE
and
Wilson
put • btthrooms, Quarry,
aluminium siding ;Air
, mirrors, shower
trim on your house.
doors, paver tile and
Colors
also • patio
brick work. Call James
awnings and aluminum
Hamilton 753-8500.
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
LICENSED ELECor 427-5425.
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
INSULATION blown in by
White,753-0605.
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at HAVING TROUBLE
753-2310
getting those small
for
free
estimates.
plumbing jobs done?
'Then call 753-6614.
LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
work in Baywood,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
Panorama Shores area.
vinyl awnings.
White rock delivered
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-0647.
anywhere. 'Call Ross,
436-2505.
DOZER, LOADER,
KIRBY CARPET CARE
backhoe work. Grading,
clean rugs of all kinds.
hauling and bushogging.
In business, homes, and
Free estimates. Call 436institution rugs come
2382.
clean
by
steam
cleaning.
Free TREE TRIMMING and
estimates. 24 hour anremoval. 10 years exswering service, 500
perience. Call 436-2294
Maple 753-0359.
after 5 p.m.

1073 CHEVROLET IMPALA, 2 door hardtop,.
brakes,steer_ ins, air and
ELECTRICAL WIRING- C411P-NT CLEANING
vinyl
roof.
1973
home and industrial, air
experienced,
very
Toronado 'Oldsmobile,
conditioning, and
reasonable rates,
brakes, steering, air,
refrigeration, plumbing
references,
free
electric seats, and
and heating. Call 474estimates. Quick drying.
windows,vinyl roof. 1968
8841 or 753-7203.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
GTO brakes, steering
air, and vinyl roof. 1964
CUSTOM HAY bailing
Chevrolet Malibu,2 door GLASS REPLACEMENT
and custom combining.
work
for
automobile
s,
hardtop. Call 753-8780.
Call
753-8090.
homes, and stores, plus
storm windows and
1974 GMC Vs ton Sierra
doors repaired
DRIVEWAYS
or
Grande, 24,000 Hwy.
replaced. Window glass,
GRAY ELED,will haul
miles, HT F &-R, 350 4
mirrors; and table fops.
all types of rock; white,
bbl eng. Used as
M and G Complete
decorative and wash
pleasure vehicle only.
Glass,
rock. All types of sand
Dixieland
Mint condition. $3,850.
Shopping Center, 753• and agriculture lime.
Paris -1101-642-6991.
0180.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
FOR SALE - 1971 Pontiac
or 753-5795.
Bonneville. Call 753- FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK
and
backhoe
5738.
DRIVEWAYS AND
work needs call John
parking areas white
Lane. Phone 753-8669 ow
1963
FORD
rocked and graded. Hip
436-2586.
CUSTOMIZED van,
rap delivered and
mag wheels, 8 track
placed. Decorated rock
FURNITURE
stereo. Must see to
put down over plastic.
REFINIS
HING.
No
appreciate. Call 492Free estimate. Call
major
repair work.
8441.
Clifford Garrison, 753Reasonable rates. Call
5429 after 4 p.m.
753-8761.
1973 CHEVY SUBURBAN. % ton front and
PAINTING, exterior and
rear.
Air,
power GENERAL BACKHOE
interior, new and old
work, white gravel,
steering, and brakes.
work, with years of back
bank gravel. Call 436New tires. $3995.00. Call
experience,
free
.2306
901-642-4798;
estimates. Call 437-4534.

*Jeans *Dresses
*Sweaters 20% Off

Col. Rubert Ainley
Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker
.

1974 MONTE CARLO.
1900 miles. Two tone
buck skin. All extras.
Like new.Call 753-2888,

New Shipment

AINLEY'S AUCTION It REALTY SALES
121 Breeder,
4T4

1976 RENEGADE CJ-5
jeep. Call 753-7850 or 7532641.

1974 BUICK CENTURY
LUXUS. Excellent condition. 15,000 miles. Call
753-0181 after 4 p.m.

Pico
it's time to shop for Christmas Stereos (cm sod he... imits). Whoa skoppiag
for this type
merchandise he sras to ask if Hwy hare so in store service dopertinorrt.

Central Shopping Center

1969 IDSEL Corsair.
Good running condition.
Need restoration.
Completely original.
Priced 10 9611. No rust.
Plaine 47241182, Pullen,
Ky.

51 Serioces Offered

Shop

STITRain
(Elshind Peophrs Bonk
Use Our Loy-Avecry
Bank Amer(corcl

•
•
•

Mos•er Charge

•
•

Every Friday Night,
641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn.
Trunks, guns, milk cans, stone jugs, old pottery, dough tray, tools, ruby red glass, lots of
other glass; living room suite, nice electric
range, frost free refrigerator, sewing rocker.
nice dinette set, 6 chairs, nall air compressor
• and spray gun, pie safe, stereo, tiller, power
mower, lamps, bottles, railroad lanterns, golf
clubs, wagon seat, cobalt blue lamp, wicker
chair, Gone With the Wind lamps, table and
chairs, rope bed,lots more.

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

=EIS
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail'
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED housekeeper, babysitter.
Phone 753-1387.

51 Services Uttered
NEED TREES cut or
fireettod. Call 753-4707.
ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-1n
Theatre. .

MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
porch
and
patio
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m.
Jack Glover.

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323 Mower,
chainsaws and appliances -Also buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.

ELECTRICAL REPAU1
of electric heat, air
- condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for levelipg,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or/53-3570
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.
Freed Cotham Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.
ELECITIOLU X SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
BULLDOZING, prompt
• dependable serVIce.
Three bull dozers to
serve
you.
Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264

GENERAL BAC1LHOE
work, white gravel, _ _
-bank gravel. Call 436- /
2306.
53 Fetid An

S,ied

FOR SALE-seed wheat.
$4.00 bushel. Call 4354343.
54 Free Column
FREE SOLID white 8
week old kitten. Call 7538500.
FREE-FIVE month old
male kitten, yellow and
white, healthy and affectionate. Call 753-8761.

FOR SALE
1951 "Central" Hook and Ladder Fire Truck with
a 555 Cubic Inch Wavkesha Engine. Engine in perfect condition, which could be used for saw mill or
installation in other equipment. Also assorted
aluminum ladders. Sealed bids will be accepted in
ti‘City Clerks &Pee City Hall. For further information contact Jackie Cooper, Fire Chief. No.:
753-1688

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, October 23rd, 1:00 p.m., rain or skin., on
State Line Rood, west of Hazel, Kentucky.
Will sell new GE electric cook stove",
refrigerator, -Kenmore-washer,--elechlr-sewtng
machine, bedroom suite, window fan, rockers,
TV, end tables, living room suite, wall mirror,
corner cabinet, quilts and quilt tops, antique carnival glass, ironware, round end table with lions
head and feet, cherry cabinet, cherry dining
room suite, magazine rack, churns, trunks and
stone jars. Library table, wash kettle and stand,
old poster bedroom suite, chiffarobe, chest of
drawers, lamps, lots of hand tools and other
items too numerous to mention.
Net responsible for accidents.

Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer

1952 Ford
Church Bus For Sale
Going to the highest sealed bid. Send all bids to
Dexter Baptist Church, GO James Pritchett,
Route 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036. All bids will be
opened ()dot:kr-24,-1976, hi ghest-la4 will be contacted. To see contact
Bill Edwards, 437-4846
or
Howard Conner, 437-4454

ODYSSEY 200
By Magnavox

NOTICE

the original home electronic game
fits all TV sets

3 days only

89,'Beg.

$119-95

Other models only 59.95

Murray Memorial Gardens is now under new
management and ownership. The new owners of
the gardens are Jerry D. Lents, a retired Air Force
Pilot, who is the manager of the garden; Donald A.
Jones, attorney; and Larry Suiter, real estate
developer. All are local men and dedicated to the
task of providing a muck needed quality service to
the residents. of Murray, Calloway County, and
surrounding areas.
The office address of \
Murray Memorial Gardens_
is Rt. 2, Box 37, A-1, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2654.

Lay away for Christmas

J & B Music
Chestnut Street Murray, Kyr

Month End
Clearance
Tailte Up Payments
Monthly

Payment

.500

19"BILWTV
19" Color TV:
25" Color TV
Five piece Component Stereo.
Console Stereo

14"
1800
12°°
14"

J & B Music
Chestnut Street

Murray Kentucky

•

NOTICE
A -10% Penalty will be added to city of
Murray Property Taxes if not paid by
November 1, 1976. Taxes are payable to
the city clerk, city hall building, Murray,
Kentucky. The city clerk's office is open
8 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Monday thru
Friday and will be open 9:00 a. m: to
4:00 p. m. Saturday, October 23 an0 30th.

Jo Crass
City Clerk
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East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.

P
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Stop, Shop
and Save
T

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY--ENDS SATURDAY

.1 4„
. :

r

* WS

Northern Professtional
1000 Watt

t-!WI74.
sa:

Sweet N
Low

Blower/Styler
Effective, fast acting.
goiietosto. Choice of
12 as liquid or 100
tablets

Granulated Sugar Substitute
Box of 100 packets

No. 1826

Uniquely long-acting, decongestant
Relief up to 12 hours. 15 ML

Sale

$095

$119
I

Sale

Gleem
Toothpaste

Tylenol
Safe,fast pain relief without aspirin.
100 Tablets

r•di

SO..

Thre• hoots and two speeds for a full
range of salon type drying and styling

Family Size 7 oz. Tube

_Adiera.

Serving as co-chairmen of the Calloway County Democratic Headquarters in Murray are Lloyd Arnold and Violet Johnson. The headquarters,
located at 522 West Main Street, Murray, in the National Hotel Building, will
be open from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Interested persons may get their
bumper stickers, pins, and brochures about the Democratic.candidates at
the headqtiarters, or call 753-0586 or 753-0387 for information. The two
were appointed by 'Mary Jane Littleton, Calloway County Democratic
Chairman. Other members of the committee are Don Henn, fund raising,
Betty Lowry, treasurer, Ed Overbey, coordinator for the precincts, and Don
Tucker, voter registration chairman.

Easy-Off
Window
Cleaner

oar
it helps take the trouble out of falling
asleep. 32 Tablets

with,. ammonia, no spotting, no
streaking 18',4 oz

Spanish Treasure
Lands Finder In Jail

Shower to
Shower

the area but so far have found
no more artifacts. Archeologists said the
treasure apparently was from
a Spanish galleon on its way to
Spain in the early 16th centhe
of
Most
tury.
conquistadors landed from
Spain at Veracruz, and it was
the port from which they sent
back the treasure they captured.

Notice of
Office Opening

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker

Eomrerly Emmert Chiropractic renter

at 903 Sycamore, Mutray, Ky.
753-9909

Hours: 9-12, 2-6 Mon., Wed., Thurs.. Fri.
9-12 Tues., Sat.

Body
Cleans away irritating dirt and dust
Makes eyes feel good again 0 5 07
Plastic Bottle

Sale

Sale

Choice of Regular, _Super,
Super Unscented, Ultimate
Unscented 11 oz. Can

Oilman's Window too Candy, 5', oz. mailed
milk laNs, 5 oz double dipped almonds. 6 oz.
Doorplate covered raisins.

78c

79c

88c

7/1/1hnimi RAISINS

Murine
Eye Drops

Paver

63' Veins
Sate Your Choice

Sale

39c

BONUS!!

SMALL
FREEZER
ORDER

YOURS TO PICK

5 LB. PORK CHOPS
5 LB. BACON
5 LB. SPARE RIBS
5 LB. HOT DOGS

$3950

5 LB. PORK STEAK
5 LB. SAUSAGE

STEAKS. ROASTS
GR. BEEF

10 LB. CHICKEN

on 65 lbs
at 59' lb.
Avg. Ht. 65-100 lb

Pick
with
your
Beef

Based

your chows of Four
Beef S.de or pick
choice of Two *oh
Hindquarter.

HOUSEWIFE'S DREAM MEAT
PACKAGE 320 lbs. of MEAT,

rvOlti

lust. right for your table.

USDA INSP.
(MD QUARTER)

mon INSPUTED
Yield Two Trimmed Beef (Steaks,
Roasts, Ground Beef)

250 lbs.

LOIN & ROUND
BEEF ORDER
•PER WEEK

fittithigs:

'itnind Stk., 'TB o n•s, Swik Stk.,
Sirloin Rats., Gr.'Reef
and etc.

40 lbs. PORK -

•
o
3 Months Same As Cash

E xcimple:

BEEF RIB

is pleased to announce
the opening of the

Murray Chiropractic
Center

234 oz Tube
100% Pure pain reliever. 100 Tablets

ALL /MAT SOLO HANGING WEIGHT SUBJECT TO WINO AND TRIMMINO LOSS

CB Buffs Can Buy
40 Channels In Jan.
not defective CB transmitters.
WASHINGTON (API
The FCC also decided to set
Citizens'band radio buffs will
44able to buy new,40-channel a deadline qf Jan. 1, 1978, for
radio to replace their 23- the last sale of unmodified 23channeLmodels on Jan. 1, the channel models.
,Communications
'
.Federal
The 23-channel models will
Commission Irltsonfirmed.
still be usable after the FCC
The FCC on Monday turned opens up the 17 new channels.
down petitions from television People with 23-channel models
broadcasters and other'.4- will. not, however, be able to
terest groups for delays and-.., use the new channels unless
changes in its July 27_ exhe buy new sets or get their
pansion order.
curreq sets modified. ,Some
The PCC.decided on channel manufahurers are selling 23expansion when the recent CB channel motlels'now that are
fad jammed' the existing convertible Asp the- new
channels, particularly in channels are open-..,.
urban afeas.
Frequent Legal Needs
Some television groups
-The nation's most common"
objected that the standards
set for new CB transmitters legal problems arise from
would not protect television damage to or theft of personal
channels from interference. property, traffic tickets, and
But the FCC said most in- purchase of real property,
terference problems stem according to a study by the
from defective television sets, American Bar Association.

Deodorant
Powder. 8 oz.

DIM , 0,
•Dr$1, re

Ora Fix
Denture Adhesive

56c

Staff Photo hv frank Gonzales

The investigators estimate
MEXICO CITY (API —
Rafael Hurtado, an octopus the gold is worth at least
fisherman, thought his $25,000 as bullion, but artroubles were over four cheologists say its historical
months ago when he stumbled value is incalculable.
The treasure was recovered
upon a 16th century Spanish
treasure in shallow water off from the jeweler's safe, and
he also was jailed to await
Mexico's east coast.
Instead, the gold bars, trial.
bracelets and medallions put
Hurtado said he found the
him in jail.
gold in six feet of water just
Linit Saturday, a federal outside the port of Veracruz.
judge ordered him held for There were 51 pieces, intrial on a charge of failing to cluding two gold bars marked
inform the government of his with a double X, a golden
find, as required by law, and horseshoe, me'cialliOns 'and
selling it. The maximum 'bracelets.
penalty is 10 years in prison.
'
Hurtado said he sold the "It was in the sea and didn't
to anyone but me
belong
treasure to buy shoes for his
I discovered it," said
because
build
to
material
children and
his family a house. Federal the fisherman after he was
investigators said he got $3,000 arrested.
Investigators are searching
from a jeweler.

LORAFix

150165-97.50

4/1ktb,•ti •

$ 65

Perk Chops, learn, Bacon
Sausage, Spare Ribs end Pork Steak

20 lbs. Fryina CHICKENS or TURKEYS
Plus 24 4 oz. fillets

ow

L

ime WEEK

EXTRA SPECIAL!
BEEF LOIN

DAYS SAME AS CASH

06r
"

'ME SIMI
MO Mal
Mirtillellg

$3950

U.S.D.A. Food Stomps GLADLY ACCEMID

orde
TRIM CHOICE AND
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S of Murray. located at Old Away A
HOUR& 10 IA. to 6 p.m. Non. fru Fri.
Sal. 10 a.m. Id 6 p.m. Closed Sundays.
PHONE NOW TO OPEN

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
All Bob's better meats are guaranteed
to meet your satisfaction or your order
will be replaced pound for pound within
10 days

BOB'S HOUSE of BEEF 1,4,01‘.41;: 753-;•
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